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Abstract 

The need to supplement or replace fossil energy consumption to enhance energy supply has prompted 

renewable energy development. Especially from biomass degradation, since it is advantageous for its ability 

to tackle the challenges of energy security and waste management simultaneously. Specifically, the 

anaerobic digestion (AD) of biomass (lipid) into biogas has been considered. The work highlighted the 

current state-of-the-art AD models (single-equation model and multi-step dynamic model) with a specific 

interest in single-step-degradation model (SSDM) a multi-step dynamic model. The SSDM was modelled 

in such a way that it could be easily applied to control the pressure, pH, and temperature of the AD. 

Therefore, in addition to modelling the biochemical stage, other processes such as hydrolysis of lipid, mass 

transfer, heat transfer, and pH of the process were modelled, together with the necessary microbial activity, 

physicochemical, and thermodynamic parameters modelled as a function of temperature, as well as 

pressure. Additionally, the biogas bubble growth and motion dynamics, which enable the estimation of 

biogas bubble diameter, rising velocity, pressure inside and on the bubble at the gas-liquid interface, were 

also estimated. Most processes considered in the SSDM were modelled theoretical based on data from 

literature. However, the hydrolysis process involving the degradation of lipid into LCFA, and glycerol was 

experimentally modelled as a function of temperature (25 to 50 ºC), and the model showed excellent 

proximity with experimental data, as well as its optimal temperature found to be 45 ºC. Having modelled 

all processes to be considered in the SSDM, the model was simulated in MATLAB for different scenarios, 

to effectively evaluate its robustness. These scenarios involved evaluating the performance of the SSDM to 

analyse the effect of pressure (i.e., over-, atmospheric-, and under-pressure) temperature (i.e., 35, 45, and 

60 ºC), pH on the biogas production, as well as a simplified comparison with the experimental production 

of biogas at atmospheric pressure. Based on these analyses and comparisons it was found that the developed 

SSDM was quite adequate to predict the AD of lipid into biogas. Although beyond the scope of this work, 

it was proposed that further comprehensive comparison or optimisation of the model to real-time 

experimental data of substrate, microbes, dissolved and evolved biogas species concentrations, as well as 

water vapour together with biogas water content maybe be necessary to fully validate the model.  

Keywords: Anaerobic digestion, single-step-degradation model, lipid hydrolysis, biogas evolution, bubble 

growth dynamics, water evapouration, pH dynamic 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 
 

Abstrakt 

Potřeba doplnit nebo nahradit spotřebu fosilní energie za účelem zvýšení dodávek energie podnítila rozvoj 

výroby obnovitelné energie, a to zejména s využitím degradace biomasy. Tento způsob výroby energie je 

výhodný z hlediska výzev energetické bezpečnosti a nakládání s odpady. Práce se zabývá modelováním 

anaerobní digesce (AD) biomasy (lipidů) na bioplyn s využitím současných nejmodernější AD modelů 

(jednorovnicový model a vícekrokový dynamický model). Zvláštní důraz je kladen na jednostupňový 

degradační model (SSDM), vícestupňový dynamický model. SSDM byl modelován takovým způsobem, že 

jej bylo možné snadno použít pro simulaci řízení tlaku, pH a teploty AD. Proto byly kromě modelování 

biochemické fáze modelovány další procesy, jako je hydrolýza lipidů, přenos hmoty, přenos tepla a pH 

procesu, spolu s nezbytnou mikrobiální aktivitou, fyzikálně-chemickými a termodynamickými parametry 

modelovanými jako funkce teploty a tlaku. Dále byl odhadnut růst a dynamika pohybu bublin bioplynu, 

která umožňuje odhadnout průměr bublin bioplynu, rychlost stoupání, tlak uvnitř a na bublině na rozhraní 

plyn-kapalina. Většina procesů uvažovaných v SSDM byla modelována teoreticky na základě dat z 

literatury. Proces hydrolýzy zahrnující degradaci lipidů na LCFA a glycerol byl modelován experimentálně 

v závislosti na teplotě (25 až 50 °C) a model vykazoval velmi dobrou shodu s experimentálními daty. 

Optimální teplota procesu byla experimentálně stanovena jako 45 °C. Po namodelování všech dílčích 

procesů, které jsou uvažovány v SSDM, byl celkový model simulován v MATLABu pro různé scénáře, 

aby bylo možno efektivně vyhodnotit jeho robustnost. Tyto scénáře zahrnovaly vyhodnocení efektivity 

produkce bioplynu s využitím SSDM v závislosti na tlaku (tj. přetlaku, atmosférického a podtlaku), teplotě 

(tj. 35, 45 a 60 ºC. Bylo rovněž provedeno zjednodušené srovnání s experimentální výrobou bioplynu za 

atmosférického tlaku. Na základě těchto analýz a srovnání bylo zjištěno, že vyvinutý SSDM je zcela 

adekvátní pro predikci AD lipidů do bioplynu. I když je to nad rámec této práce, model byl navržen tak, 

aby bylo možno provést další komplexní srovnání nebo optimalizaci modelu na experimentální data 

substrátu, mikrobů, rozpuštěných a vyvinutých druhů bioplynu, jakož i vodní páry spolu s obsahem vody v 

bioplynu v reálném čase, což je nutné ke komplexnímu ověření modelu. 

Klíčová slova: Anaerobní digesce, model jednostupňové degradace, hydrolýza lipidů, evoluce bioplynu, 

dynamika růstu bublin, odpařování vody, dynamika pH. 
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1.Introduction 

Energy is the currency of all motive physical, chemical, and physiochemical activities within biological, as 

well as non-biological systems. In the process industry, energy is particularly useful in transforming raw 

materials to finish products, hence the need to source and store it. Energy can be generated from diverse 

sources, which can be classified into renewable (e.g., biomass, solar, etc.) and fossil-based energy sources 

(Petroleum, coal, etc.). Although as of the year 2021, fossil fuel (about 82%) remains the most utilised 

source of energy worldwide, they are considered unclean energy sources due to their high carbon footprint 

on global warming [1,2]. However, sequel to the aftermath of the 2022 global energy crisis, which also 

spilled over to 2023 [3]. There have been accelerated efforts to simultaneously reduce fossil energy 

consumption, and develop renewable energy resources, as a supplementary energy source to ensure a 

nation’s energy security. Considering that nations are also faced with the challenges of waste generation, 

treatment, and disposal. It is therefore necessary to consider energy generation from waste [4,5], as a viable 

means to tackle energy security as well as waste generation. Fundamentally, energy security and waste 

management are critical global security, economic and environmental reoccurring issues that require 

persistent solutions. Energy security is a combination of all deliberate actions taken by necessary 

stakeholders, to ensure that energy sources of a nation are diversified and constantly available to meet 

energy demand in both normal and critical conditions [6,7]. Apart from tackling the challenges of energy 

security and waste management, renewable energy from waste also offers the synergy of mitigating climate 

change and reducing the emission of air pollutants that would have resulted from using fossil energy sources 

[1,8]. 

Renewable energy is energy generated from replenishable natural sources, such that the depletion of Earth’s 

resources after energy generation is negligible [9]. Renewable energies are characterised by their wide range 

of diversity, continuous availability and cause negligible environmental damages [10]. Although in theory, 

renewable energies are undiminishing, however, to achieve this state in practice certain technical and 

economic constraints on the operationality of the energy system must be adequately solved [11]. Renewable 

energy can be deduced from water, wind, solar, biomass and geothermal energy sources [12]. All these 

sources of renewable energy can be used for electricity generation. However, each of these sources can be 

used for specific energy needs, for example, geothermal steam, biomass and solar sources can be used 

directly for heating purposes. Although “biofuels” produced from biomass in addition to heating, can be 

used to power fuel engines for transportation purposes. In general, renewable energy can be classified based 

on the magnitude of their emission of greenhouse gas (typically, carbon dioxide). Based on this assertion, 

renewable energy sources can be scaled as zero (wind, solar, and water), low (geothermal) or neutral 

(biomass) [13]. Renewable energy sources scaled as zero, releases no emission, scaled as low, release 

unabsorbable gas emissions and while scaled as neural, release gas emissions balanced by the amount of 

carbon dioxide absorbed during the growth of biomaterials. It should however be noted that the 

environmental impact of each source depends primarily on its overall emissions lifecycle [14,15]. 

Considering the earlier highlighted challenges of energy security and waste management, and the diverse 

applicability of energy from biomass, it makes sense to seriously consider this route for renewable energy 

generation. This assertion is evident in the reported claim that the energy contribution of biomass to the 

world’s renewable energy utilisation constitutes approximately 55%, and over 6% of the global energy 

supply[16,17]. Conversion of biomass to refined forms, “biofuel” is required for uses in different processes, 

and this can be achieved using different methods, categorised as, thermal, chemical, and biochemical 

methods [18]. Thermal conversion method involves the use of heat to transform the biomass through 

processes such as Gasification or Pyrolysis [19]. Chemical conversion method utilises chemical catalytic 

transformations of biomass (primarily sugars and sugar alcohols), and it involves processes such as 

hydrolysis, dehydration, isomerization, aldol condensation, reforming, hydrogenation, and oxidation [20]. 

Biochemical conversion method utilises microbes in a controlled environment via processes such as 
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digestion (anaerobic and aerobic), enzymatic or acid hydrolysis, and fermentation [21]. Compared with 

other methods, the biochemical method is advantageous for reasons such as mild temperature and normal 

pressure conditions, low equipment cost, low energy, little dependence on chemicals, high specificity of 

biomass conversion to biofuel and usability of unutilised biomass (digestate) as organic fertilizer [22–24].  

The utilisation of biomass for energy in refined forms (such as biogas, biodiesel, and bioethanol) is 

observably more efficient, convenient, diverse, and environmentally friendly [25–27]. Biofuel can therefore 

be classified as primary biofuel (wood, used mostly for heating purposes) and secondary biofuel (i.e., 

biogas, biodiesel, bioethanol etc., used in more diverse applications) [28].  Secondary biofuel can also be 

classified based on the source of feedstock utilised for its production. First-generation biofuel (sourced from 

food crops), which involves mainly the production of bioethanol; Second-generation (sourced from non-

food crops), and Third-generation biofuels (sourced from microalgae and seaweeds) [28–31]. While 

Second- and Third-generation biofuels overcome the limitations of food insecurity, Third-generation 

biofuels additionally overcome the limitation of crop lifecycle. The composition of compounds in the 

sources or feedstocks of First-to-Third-generation biofuels can be generally categorised to contain mainly 

or constituently, Carbohydrate (Cn+1H2nOn), Lignin ((C9H10−11O3−4)n), Protein 

((C4H6.2O1.2N1P0.01S0.01)n)  and  lipid ((C17H35COO)3C3H5) [32,33]. However, lipid has more energy 

density than any of these compounds, hence producing more biofuel [34–39]. Therefore, without 

consideration of other constraints, feedstock with high lipid content is highly viable for biofuel production. 
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2.Current state of issues – Research overview 

Considering the earlier highlighted advantages of biochemical conversion of biomass to biofuel, in this 

work the anaerobic digestion of biomass to biogas would be considered. Anaerobic digestion is specifically 

considered because it can utilise the most variety of organic matter (such as waste material unsuitable to 

produce other biofuel, typically waste with a high percentage of organic biodegradable matter and high 

moisture content) [40], hence also suitable for efficient waste management. Its energy yield per square 

meter of feedstock is higher and more efficient for energy production than other biofuels (i.e., liquid 

biofuels such as bioethanol, and biodiesel). Although, while the convenience and energy density of liquid 

biofuels is admirable for some purposes, if energy recovery from biomass is to be maximised, then biogas 

production is the best choice. Also, for situations where bioethanol and biodiesel production are required, 

biogas can be produced from their waste products and as such improves the energy yield of the production 

process [41,42]. Furthermore, considering the earlier highlighted fact that lipid has more energy density 

than other feedstock, in addition to the fact that lipid-rich waste especially when mixed with a high 

percentage of organic biodegradable matter as well as high moisture content [40], and unsuitable for 

biodiesel production due to high content Free fatty acid [43,44] is generated daily in large amounts from 

food processing companies (edible oil processing plant, dairy plant, slaughterhouses, etc.), cooking waste 

from hospitality industry (hotels, restaurants, etc.), together with domestic residences [45]. And its disposal 

can pose serious environmental and ecological issues: Eutrophication due to micro-organisms, 

phytoplankton, and algae which uses lipid as a food source; Reduction in dissolved oxygen content in 

aquatic bodies; Rancid odour production; Clogging of drainage systems and water treatment plants etc. 

[46]. Therefore, based on these highlighted reasons the anaerobic digestion of lipid-rich waste would be 

prioritized in this work. This consolidation of energy security and waste management through anaerobic 

digestion is a simple, economical, and popular practice [47–49]. This is indicative of the number of small, 

medium, and large-scale plants operating around the world. Reports indicate that micro digesters have 

become an integral part of most rural farming communities in developing countries, where they serve as a 

fundamental utility for waste treatment and energy generation [50,51]. There is a total of about 50 million 

micro-scale digesters operating around the globe with 42 million operating in China and 4.9 million in 

India, however, there are about a total of 700,000 biogas plants installed in the rest of Asia, Africa, and 

South America [52]. This fact is also indicative of the steady growth in the number of biogas plants in 

Europe because as of the year 2017, there were 17,783 biogas plants and 540 biomethane plants being 

operated, which includes biogas plants in countries like Germany (10,971 plants, the highest), Czech 

Republic (574 plants, 6th position) and Norway (138, 15th position) [53]. 

 

Anaerobic digestion on a holistic view is a simple process, however, on an intricate level, it involves four 

complex biochemical reaction stages: hydrolysis; acidogenesis, acetogenesis; and methanogenesis, to 

produce biogas. The biogas produced is usually composed of approximately 50 – 75% methane (CH4), 

carbon dioxide (CO2), and impurities such as 0–5% nitrogen, 0–5000 ppm hydrogen sulphide (H2S), trace 

amount of hydrogen, carbon monoxide, and moisture [54]. The amount and composition of biogas produced 

depends on the efficiency of the biochemical and mass transfer processes in AD. These processes are 

affected by factors such as temperature, partial pressure of biogas species, and pH. And these highlighted 

factors determine efficiency based on how they influence the degree of stability (i.e., optimal condition) of 

AD. Therefore, mathematical models that relate these factors to feedstock and intermediates digestion, and 

production of biogas, are usually required to physically describe these influences, monitor the process (e.g., 

deduce the rate-limiting step), as well as optimise, and control the stability of AD [55–57]. Note that to 

ensure a comprehensive description of the AD, these mathematical models should be able to physically 

interpret the main processes in the AD, i.e., the earlier highlighted biochemical reaction stages, in addition 

to other processes such as mass and heat transfers, and physicochemical processes (e.g., pH dynamics). 

Also crucial are auxiliary models to estimate vital parameters (microbial activity parameters, microbe, 

biogas yields, etc.) needed in the computation of models for the earlier highlighted main processes. Model 

development for such a comprehensive description of AD would enhance the robustness of the physical 
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interpretation of the AD process and enable the evaluation of certain phenomena, such as the rate-limiting 

step of the process. Typically, in analysing the rate-limiting step (i.e., the slowest process) in AD, literature 

reports have debated that the hydrolysis-, methanogenesis-stage, or mass transfer of biogas could be the 

rate-limiting step [58–62], therefore adequately modelling these steps is important.  

 

There are numerous mathematical models for AD reported in literature, and they include the popular 

Anaerobic Digestion Model No. 1 (ADM1) [63], Gaussian, Gompertz, multi-regression, acidogenesis-

methanogenesis-two-steps (AM2) models, etc. [64–67]. These models are uniquely different in their overall 

approach (mechanistic or statistical), initial assumptions, process phenomena, and the biochemical stages 

considered in their development. In general, AD models can be categorized into single-equation and multi-

step dynamic models. The single-equation model could be developed as dynamic- or cumulative single-

equation model, which could either be considered as a simple-linear, -nonlinear or multi-regression single-

equation model. While the multi-step dynamic model could be modeled as, single-step-degradation model 

(SSDM), two-step-degradation model (TSDM), and multi-step-degradation model (MSDM) [68]. These 

classes of models have speciality, advantages and disadvantages as described in literature [68]. In general, 

most single-equation models are simple, require few numbers and inexpensive experiments to develop. In 

contrast, multi-step dynamic models are complex, but more accurate, with their complexity as well as 

accuracy in the order of MSDM > TSDM > SSDM, and require a substantial number of experiment data, 

as well as procedures, which maybe expensive. In summary, when simplicity, time-, cost-constraint, and 

not accuracy are prioritised, the single-equation model would be preferred over the multi-step dynamic 

model [68]. Although, it is worth noting that while the single-equation model is less accurate than its 

counterpart, resulting data (e.g., biogas production potential, maximum biogas production rate) from its 

models are useful and suitable for preliminary investigation. Furthermore, while multi-step dynamic models 

are complex, time-consuming and expensive to develop, they can be consolidated with numerous dynamic 

models of other main processes (i.e., mass and heat transfers, etc.) and auxiliary models (i.e., models for 

microbial activity parameters, microbe-, and biogas-yields, etc.). As such resulting in a clearer physical 

interpretation of the AD process. Therefore, in this work, the multi-step dynamic model would be applied, 

specifically, the SSDM will be applied because it is simpler and quicker to evaluate unknown parameters, 

due to its fewer dynamic equations than the other models. The SSDM would be developed with 

consideration to easily apply it to control the pressure, pH, and temperature of the AD process. 

 

2.1.Anaerobic hydrolysis of lipid 

Considering the mathematical modelling of lipid-rich waste into biogas is the focus of this work, 

summarised literature review to highlight the limitation and progress on this topic is necessary. In general, 

it is well known that lipid digestion inhibits AD with lag phase occurrence, sludge floatation, and washout 

[69]. Long-chain fatty acid (LCFA) produced during lipid hydrolysis is the main cause of inhibition due to 

its toxic effects on microbes responsible for AD [70]. This issue can be resolved in different ways, which 

include appropriate feeding, mixing, and adjustment of operating conditions [69]. Although a more popular 

approach reported in literature, is the co-digestion of lipid-rich waste, and thermophilic digestion [71–74], 

these approaches only limit and do not eliminate the inhibition. Specifically, Cirne et al. [72] reported the 

inhibitory effect of lipid concentration on hydrolysis and bio-methanation for co-digestion of protein, 

carbohydrate, and lipid. The methane production profile was used to demonstrate that the higher amounts 

of lipid the stronger the inhibition in the AD, as observed from resulting lag phases. Angelidaki et al. [71] 

investigated the inhibitory effect of lipids on thermophilic AD and attempted to utilise bentonite-bound oil 

to mitigate its inhibition on AD. Hejnfelt and Angelidaki [73] investigated the AD of a mixture of manure 

and mixed pork waste. The report indicates no difference in methane yield between thermophilic (55°C) 

and mesophilic (37°C) AD when less amount of lipid-rich waste is digested. However, digestion of a high 

amount of lipid-rich waste was reported to be possible in mesophilic conditions. Capson-Tojo et al. [74] 

reported that the Thermophilic digestion of lipids only enhances higher hydrolysis rates, however, its biogas 

yields were comparable with the Mesophilic digestion of lipids.  
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The reported effect of temperature on lipid hydrolysis rate highlights the need to quantify the effect of 

temperature on its kinetics via a mathematical model. Although most literature highlights the kinetic of 

hydrolysis at constant temperature but has not mathematically quantified its effect. Specifically, Usman et 

al. [75] compared the kinetics of long-chain fatty acids (LCFAs) degradation in animal and plant lipid-rich 

wastes, without a kinetic model to quantify their differences. Zeeman and Sanders [76] highlighted two 

possible approaches to describe the hydrolysis of complex wastewater (composed of protein, carbohydrate, 

and lipid) in AD. The report suggests that while hydrolysis of particulate polymers can be described by 

Surface Based Kinetics, the first-order kinetic model was proposed to be more practicable for AD. This fact 

is collaborated by the application of the first-order kinetic model in the simulation of lipid-rich waste AD 

via the anaerobic digestion model n°1 (ADM1) [77]. Given these facts, it is proposed in this work to develop 

a kinetics model to describe the hydrolysis of lipids during AD at different temperatures, in addition to 

modelling the AD of lipids to biogas via the SSDM. Specifically, in additional to the SSDM, it is intended 

in this work to experimentally develop a first-order kinetic model for lipid hydrolysis at different 

temperatures (25 – 50°C), as well as an experimental investigation of biogas production for the overall AD 

at 35°C. 
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3.Aims and objectives 

Therefore, this work aims to theoretically model a single-step-degradation model (SSDM) to describe the 

anaerobic digestion of lipid-rich waste into biogas. In addition to experimentally investigate as well as 

model the kinetic of lipid hydrolysis into LCFA, and glycerol with incorporation of the effect of 

temperature. Further with the application of the lipid hydrolysis kinetic into the SSDM. Therefore, the scope 

of the work entails the following objectives: 

 

1. Source for, prepare, and characterise suitable industrial anaerobic sludge. 

2. Propose a suitable experimental setup for anaerobic digestion experiments. 

3. Homogenise stabilise lipid in the aqueous sludge sample. 

4. Develop methodologies to determine to describe lipid degradation qualitatively and quantitatively 

in AD.  

5. Investigate and develop a model to describe lipid hydrolysis kinetics in AD at different 

temperatures. 

6. Curve-fit model or source for reported models to describe essential physiochemical (e.g., density), 

thermodynamic (e.g., specific heat capacity), and biochemical (e.g., microbe specific growth rate) 

parameters as a function of temperature, and/or pressure. 

7. Develop a unique SSDM to describe lipid anaerobic digestion into biogas.  

8. Validate the developed models for lipid hydrolysis kinetics as well as the SSDM via comparison 

with experimental results using adequate statistical tools when applicable.  
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4.Biogas  

Biogas is the gaseous form of biofuel. In general, biofuel can exist in all three states of matter, i.e., solid, 

liquid or gas, depending on the production process. Fuel derived from recent organic matter (i.e., biomass) 

rather than fossil matter is termed biofuel. This includes ethanol from plant matter (typically containing 

carbohydrates), biodiesel from plant or animal lipids, as well as biogas from any biomass [29]. The biogas’s 

unique characteristic makes it the most energy-efficient and environmentally reliable technology for 

renewable energy production [78]. Biogas is about five times less dense than air, odourless or may have an 

egglike smell (depending on the hydrogen sulfide content), colourless, has an ignition temperature within 

650 – 750 °C, a flame temperature of 870 °C and burns with clear blue flame like that of natural gas. It has 

a calorific value of 20 MJ.m-3 and burns with an efficiency of about 60% in conventional biogas burner, for 

a methane content of more than 45% [79].  

 

 
Figure 4.1. Summary of biogas utilisation with treatment level 

 

Biogas technology is an established green system with set objectives to achieve cost-effective energy, and 

organic soil nutrients (digestate). Raw biogas is composed of methane (CH4), carbon dioxide (CO2), and 

components such as 0 – 5% nitrogen (N2), 0 – 5000 ppm hydrogen sulfide (H2S), trace concentrations of 

hydrogen (H2), carbon monoxide (CO) and saturated moisture (H2O) [54]. The presence of components 

other than methane (with the highest caloric value) in the biogas, suggests the need to purify the biogas to 

improve its calorific value. This is achieved through the removal or transformation of CO2, via a process 

called biogas upgrading and purification from impurities such as H2S, H2O etc. This is because CO2 is an 

inert gas, as such reduced its caloric value. 

Table 4.1. Biogas utilisation and required composition [80]  

Application CO2 H2O H2S 
Gas Engines – - <1000 ppm 

Kitchen stove – - + 

Natural gas grid * + + 

Vehicle fuel * +  + 

+ Allowable, – Not allowed and * Negligible.  

Biogas upgrading is particularly necessary when it is required for use as transportation fuel or added to 

natural gas grids [81]. The energy value of pure methane is about 35 MJ.m-3 while the energy value of 

biogas can vary between 16 – 30 MJ.m-3, depending on whether it has been purified or upgraded. 
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A summary of biogas usage based on its treatment is illustrated in Figure (4.1) and Table (4.1). A summary 

of the thermodynamic properties of biogas is also given in Table (4.2). Typically, biogas containing 60% 

methane has an energy content of approximately 22 MJ.m-3.  

Table 4.2. Thermophysical properties of biogas [82] 

Property 
Composition Biogas 

CH4 CO2 H2 H2S 60% CH4 & 40% CO2  

Theoretical content, % 50 – 75 25 – 50% <1 <3 100 

Calorific value, MJ.m-3 37.7 – 10.8 22.8 20 

Critical density, kg.m-3 162 468 31 349 320 

Critical pressure, Mpa 4.6 7.3 1.3 8.9 7.3 – 8.9 

Critical temperature, ºC -82.5 -31.0 - 100.0 -82.5 

Density, kg.m-3 0.72 1.98 0.09 1.54 1.2 

Flash point, ºC 650-750 - 530 – 590 290 – 487 650-750 

Lower explosive limit, % 5-15 - 4 – 74 4 – 42 6 – 12 

 

4.1.Comparative study of biogas with other similar fuel 

Biogas is usually compared to petrol and diesel, especially regarding the possibility of system enlargement 

for fuel as well as chemical fertiliser, because anaerobic digestion also produces valuable organic fertiliser. 

Typical comparisons indicate that about 1.3 – 1.9 m3 of biogas (i.e., 55% CH4 and 45% CO2 content) is 

equivalent to one litre of gasoline, while 1.5 – 2.1 m3 of biogas is equivalent to one litre of diesel fuel [83]. 

Biogas is also popularly compared to natural gas in terms of environmental performance.  

The usage of biogas can be categorised into two basic purposes. It can be used directly for heating or 

indirectly in combustion engines for electricity generation or motive engines just like natural gas. Natural 

gas and biogas are similar, with both composed of methane, however, natural gas contains more methane 

and can be processed into compressed natural gas (CNG) as well as liquefied natural gas (LNG).  

Table 4.3. Comparative Compositions of Natural Gas and Biogas [84] 

Composition Natural Gas (%) Biogas (%) 

Methane (CH4) 95 50 − 75 

Ethane (C2H6) 5 − 

Propane (C3H8) + − 

Butane (C4H10) + − 

Carbon dioxides (CO2) + 30 − 40 

Hydrogen sulfide (H2S) − 0.3 – 3.0 

Ammonia (NH3) − 0.0 – 1.0 

Moisture (H2O) − 0.0 − 10 

Nitrogen (N2) + 0.0 – 5.0 

Oxygen (O2) − 0.0 – 2.0 

Hydrogen (H2) − 0.0 – 1.0 

+ & −, indicate the minute presence and absence of the components respectively. 

Natural gas is created via underground decomposition of biomass, buried over millions of years (unlike 

biogas which takes about a week), and it is the cleanest of all fossil fuels [85]. Therefore, biogas can be 

used as a substitute for natural gas. However, there are a few differences between the characteristics of 

biogas and natural gas. Table (4.3) shows similarities as well as differences in the compositions of natural 

gas and biogas, and it can be observed that the higher content of CO2 in biogas is why it has a much lower 

energy density than natural gas [84].  
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Biogas, like natural gas, has a low volumetric energy density compared to liquid biofuels such as ethanol 

and biodiesel. The comparison of biogas energy density with other biofuels is shown in Table (4.4).  

However as stated earlier, it should be noted that biogas can be upgraded and purified to a state equivalent 

to natural gas and made available for supplied in pipeline injection and even compressed to CNG or LNG 

for use as a transportation fuel.   

Table 4.4. Energy density of biofuels [86] 

Biofuel Energy density, MJ.m-3 

Biogas (60% CH4) 22.4000 

Purified biogas (98% CH4) 36.5000 

Pressurised biogas (207 bar, 98% CH4) 7302.80 

Ethanol 21198.7 

Biodiesel 30528.1 
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5.Description of anaerobic digestion 

Anaerobic digestion is a simple process, yet involves complex biochemical reactions made possible by a 

group of microbes that works both independently and collectively to metabolise feedstocks to a mixture of 

gases (mostly CH4 & CO2 ) in the absence of oxygen [80]. The microbes in anaerobic digestion are known 

to be sensitive to variations in process parameters, such as temperature, partial pressure, hydrogen, pH, 

substrate types, inoculum types, organic loading ratio, ammonia, volatile fatty acid, nutrients and trace 

elements, hydraulic retention time (HRT) or solids retention time (SRT), stirring, total solid (TS), and 

reactor configuration. Therefore, it is important to understand how these factors affect the process, and such 

details have been elaborated in reports [80,87–98]. Therefore, anaerobic digestion needs to be monitored, 

optimised, and controlled properly (e.g., via mathematical models) to reduce or prevent process instabilities. 

To do this, it is important to understand the various stages involved in AD. These stages can be divided into 

two categories: Extracellular steps (pretreatment and hydrolysis processes) and Intracellular steps 

(acidogenesis, acetogenesis and methanogenesis) [99], as illustrated in Figure (5.1). Note that for 

consistency and clarity, the reaction schemes in each stage shall be illustrated with lipids. 

 

 
Figure 5.1. Illustrative scheme of anaerobic digestion stages [68].  

*LCFA – long chain fatty acids, and VFA – volatile fatty acids 

5.1.Pretreatment of feedstocks 

Although AD can utilise most varieties of feedstock, however, to enhance the utilisation of macronutrients, 

pretreatment of the feedstock may be necessary. Pretreatment includes several steps such as lysis (rupture 

of cell membrane via microbial, or osmotic mechanisms), nonenzymatic decay, phase separation, and 

physical breakdown [80]. Pretreatment can be independent or combined mechanical, chemical, thermal, 

and biological processes [100]. The necessity of pretreatment arises from the difficulty to utilise certain 

feedstocks due to: The presence of chemicals that inhibit the growth and activity of the microorganisms; 

Poor accessibility of their molecular structure by microbes and their enzymes (especially for feedstocks 

with high crystalline structure or low surface area); Poor physicochemical characteristics resulting to issues 

of floating, foaming or clumping, block impellers and pipes, etc [101]. To buttress the necessity of 

pretreatment, feedstock based on food waste, containing high levels of biodegradable matter, such as 

protein, carbohydrates, and lipids, may still require pretreatment. For example, AD of lipid-rich waste, 

without pretreatment (such as thermal pretreatment) can cause low digestion efficiency and severe 

inhibition, because of slow degradation rate as well as accumulation of long–chain fatty acid [102,103]. 

Typically, thermal pretreatment can facilitate the elimination of pathogens in feedstocks and ensure 

appropriate microbes’ quality compatible with AD [104] (These, pathogens may affect the process 
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negatively, and usually cause heterogeneous results in disturbance and yield for the same feedstock, 

microbe culture and process conditions). On the other hand, thermal pretreatment should be carefully 

implemented, as it can negatively affect and inactivate feedstock’s pre-existing microbial culture vital for 

efficient AD [105]. 

5.2.Hydrolysis of feedstocks 

Proceeding the pretreated feedstock is the hydrolysis of macronutrients (carbohydrates, proteins, and 

lipids), however, the pretreatment process can be intertwined with hydrolysis. Hydrolysis facilitates the 

degradation of macronutrients to their respective monomers or substrate (fatty acid-and-glycerol, glucose, 

amino acids). Hydrolysis has been proposed as the rate-limiting step for anaerobic digestion [60–62], 

therefore it is necessary to ensure it is comprehensively analysed as well as implemented. It is usually the 

reason why anaerobic digestion may experience a long residence time if not effectively executed [80]. The 

hydrolysis rate depends on the macronutrients type (typically, lipids < proteins < carbohydrates [106,107]), 

substrate concentration, particle size, pH (optimum, 5 – 7), and temperature (optimum, 30 – 50 °C) 

[62,108,109]. 

Hydrolytic/acidogenic bacteria are responsible for the hydrolysis of macronutrients (F) into substrates (S) 

via the production of extracellular enzymes such as cellobiase (carbohydrates (F) into glucose (S)), 

proteases (protein (F) into amino acid (S)) and lipase (lipids (F) into glycerol and fatty acids (S)) [109–111]. 

C57H104O6 + 3H2O → C3H8O3 + 3C18H34O2 (5.1) 

 

Equation (5.1) is a typical illustration of lipid hydrolysis (i.e., triglyceride with three (5) identical LCFA) 

into glycerol and LCFA. Note that other glycerides in the lipid – diglyceride and monoglyceride also 

undergo hydrolysis. 

5.3.Acidogenesis of hydrolysis products 

Acidogenesis involves the fermentation of simple sugar (e.g., glucose) and amino acids, as well as the 

anaerobic oxidation of alcohols (e.g., glycerol) together with LCFA (e.g., oleic acid) by acid-forming 

bacteria (acidogenes) [112,113]. In addition to the formation of side (carbon dioxide, water, hydrogen, 

acetic acid, etc.) and intermediary (propionic, butyric, valeric acid etc., known as volatile fatty acid, VFAs) 

products. Acidogenes prefer the degradation substrates to acetic acid since this pathway results in the 

highest energy yield for their rapid growth (with a minimum doubling time of about 30 minutes) and they 

can tolerate a pH within the range of about 5.0 – 6.0 [109,114–116]. The rapidness of acidogenesis can 

result in a large formation of carbon dioxide as well as hydrogen gas, and much more hydrogen gas can be 

formed, especially for feedstock with high carbohydrate content. The generated hydrogen gas can be 

directly extracted in this stage [117–119]. Although acidogenesis is fast, the sudden formation of its acidic 

products (resulting in decreasing pH) can inhibit the entire AD especially when these products are not 

quickly metabolised by acetogenes in the next or concurrent acetogenesis stage [120,121]. 

C18H34O2 + 16H2O → 9C2H4O2 + 15H2 (5.2) 

C3H8O3 → C3H6O2 + H2O (5.3) 

 

Equations (5.2) and (5.3), respectively illustrate the acidogenesis of fatty LCFA (oleic fatty acid) and 

glycerol without consideration of the biochemical activities of microbes. A certain amount of these 

components is used for the formation of new microbial cells (C5H7NO2), energy for their growth and 

maintenance. Although the degradation of LCFA is illustrated in this stage, it is however an oxidation 

reaction with an external electron acceptor [122,123] and should be more appropriately categorised in the 
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acetogenesis stage. Furthermore, it is assumed that glycerol molecules are completely converted to 

propionic acid rather than directly to acetic acid, Equation (5.3) [124]. 

5.4.Acetogenesis of products from acidogenesis 

Acetogenesis is an intertwined or a subsidiary of acidogenesis, involving the anaerobic oxidation of VFAs 

(Propionic, butyric, valeric acid etc.) and alcohols (glycerol, ethanol, etc.) from acidogenesis into acetic 

acid, hydrogen, and carbon dioxide by acetogens [125]. Acetogenesis may inhibit the proceeding 

methanogenesis stage if the produced hydrogen is not quickly metabolised by methanogenic bacteria. This 

is because high partial pressure of hydrogen (≥ 1.01×10-6 bars) is thermodynamically unfavourable to 

acetogenesis, thus resulting in VFA accumulation and changes in VFA distribution [126]. The growth of 

acetogens is slow (with a minimum doubling time of 1.5 to 4 days), even under optimum conditions (low 

dissolved hydrogen concentration, pH 6.0 – 6.2, etc.,) [116,120,127].  

 

C3H6O2 + 2H2O → C2H4O2 + 3H2 + CO2     ∆H = +76.1KJ.mol
−1

 (5.4) 

C4H8O2 + 2H2O → 2C2H4O2 + 2H2     ∆H = +48.1KJ.mol
−1 (5.5) 

 

Equations (5.4) and (5.5), illustrate the acetogenesis of propionic, and butyric acid into acetic acid, carbon 

dioxide, as well as hydrogen, without consideration of new microbial cells (C5H7NO2) formation, energy 

for their growth and maintenance. 

5.5.Methanogenesis of products from acetogenesis 

Methanogenesis involves the formation of methane from acetic acid (facilitated by the slow-growing 

acetoclastic methanogens with a minimum doubling time of about 2 – 3 days, due to low energy yield of 

the reaction pathway). It also utilises hydrogen and carbon dioxide (through the fast-growing 

hydrogenotrophic methanogens, with a minimum doubling time of about 6 hours) [120,128,129]. 

Acetoclastic methanogens are particularly sensitive to parameters such as pH, nutrient, and trace element 

concentrations. The methane produced by this type of methanogen accounts for about 70% of the total 

methane produced, and typical examples of these microbes are the Methanosarcina, Methanosaeta species 

etc. [130]. In general, methanogens are the “autopilot” of the anaerobic digestion process, because they help 

control the amount of VFAs and carbon dioxide (i.e., alkalinity) [131,132] and operate at an optimal pH 

close to neutral region (~7.0 – 7.2) [116]. 

The methane content of biogas depends on the composition of macronutrients, particularly on the oxidation 

state of the organic carbon present in the substrate [133]. Equations (5.6) and (5.7), illustrate 

methanogenesis from Acetoclastic and Hydrogenotrophic methanogens respectively, without considering 

new microbial cells (C5H7NO2) formation, energy for their growth as well as maintenance. 

C2H4O2 → CH4 + CO2     ∆H = −30.9 KJ.mol
−1

 (5.6) 

CO2 + 4H2 → CH4 + 2H2O     ∆H = −135.4 KJ.mol
−1 (5.7) 

 

The methanogenesis step is as important as the hydrolysis step because it is arguably considered the rate-

limiting step in anaerobic digestion. Methanogenesis has been reported to be rate-limiting, especially at 

conditions of higher temperature, and when the feedstock is mainly soluble, as solubility enhances the rate 

of hydrolysis [62,120].
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6.Model review on anaerobic digestion 

Popular models for AD highlighted in literature can be grouped into single-equation models and multi-step 

dynamic models as proposed by Emebu et al. [68]. The multi-step dynamic model as illustrated in Figure 

(6.2), shall be of focus. The single-equation model could be developed as a dynamic- or cumulative single-

equation model, which could either be considered as a simple-linear, simple-nonlinear or multi-regression 

single-equation model. While the multi–step dynamic model could be modelled as, a single–step–

degradation model (SSDM), two-step-degradation model (TSDM), and multi-step-degradation model 

(MSDM) [68]. 

6.1.Single–based equation model 

Single–based equation models consider a holistic description of the anaerobic digestion of feedstocks with 

one equation without the various biochemical, mass transfer, and physicochemical processes, and their 

interconnections via equations.  

6.1.1.Dynamic single-equation model 

Dynamic single-equation models, Table (6.1), are developed to predict the biogas production rate (mg.g-

1.time-1) from a given feedstock. They are generic analytical expressions not based on AD concepts, but on 

data trends. Therefore, their constants do not have biochemical meaning to AD. These models may be useful 

for simple process control of AD [134,135]. 

Table 6.1. Popularly reported dynamic single–equation model 

Model Expression  

Linear model [136] y = a + bt (6.1) 

Exponential model [137] y = a + bexp(ct) (6.2) 

Gaussian model [138] y = a∗exp(−0.5((t − t0) b
∗⁄ )2) (6.3) 

Multi regression model [139] f(x) = βo + Σi=1
n βixi + Σi=1

n βiixi
2 + Σi=1

n Σj=1
n βijxixj (6.4) 

Polynomial model [140] f(x) = βo + Σj=1
n β𝔧x

j (6.5) 

 

Where y (mg.g-1.time-1) is the biogas production rate over digestion time, t with constants, a (mg.g-1.time-

1), a∗(mg. g-1. time-1),  b (mg.g-1.time-2), b∗ (time-1), c (time-1) and t0 is the time when the maximal biogas 

production rate occurs. While for the multi-regression model f(x) is the response i.e., biogas yield, xi and 

xj represent the process factors (x) (pH, concentration of substrate, temperature, etc.), βo is the model 

constant, βi, a linear term, βii, quadratic term, βij, interactive term coefficient, and n, the number of process 

factors. However, for the polynomial model n and j =1, 2…, n are the order and order sequence of the 

polynomial model. Note that multi-regression and polynomial models can also be developed as cumulative 

single-equation models. 

6.1.2.Cumulative single-equation model 

Cumulative single-equation models reported in literature are mostly non-linear, Table (6.2). They are 

developed based on the prevailing assumption of the rate-limiting step (e.g., microbial activity, hydrolysis 

rate, or biogas evolution rate) in the AD. Therefore, they can be called, specific rate-limiting models, and 

they can be used to determine useful parameters (biogas production potential, maximum biogas production 

rate, biogas production delay phase, etc.) in the AD [141,142].  
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Table 6.2. Popularly reported cumulative single-equation model 

Model Expression  

Thermogravimetry 

model (TGM) 

[143] 
χ1 σ⁄ = kt (6.6) 

First-order model 

[144] 
y = A{1 − exp(−kt)} (6.7) 

Gompertz model 

(GM) [145] 
y = Aexp(−exp(b − ct)) (6.8a) 

Modified GM 

[146] 
y = Aexp{−exp([Rme(λ − t) A⁄ ] + 1)} (6.8b) 

Schnute model 

(SM) [147] 

y = y1
β
+ (y2

β
− y1

β
) {[1 − exp(−α(t − t1))]/[1

− exp(−α(t2 − t1))]}
1 β⁄  

(6.9a) 

Modified SM 

[148] 
y = Rm(1 − β)/α{(1 − βexp (αλ + 1 − β − αt))/(1 − β)}

1 β⁄  (6.9b) 

Richard model 

(RM) [149] 
y = a{1 + δexp [k(τ − t)]}−1 δ⁄  (6.10a) 

Modified RM 

[150] 

y = A[1 + δexp(1 + δ). exp {(Rmax(1 + δ) A⁄ ) (1 + 1 δ⁄ ) (λ

− t)}]−1 δ⁄  
(6.10b) 

Logistic model 

(LM) [149] 
y = a/{1 + exp(b − ct)} (6.11a) 

Modified LM 

[149,150] 
y = A [1 + exp {(4Rmax(λ − t) A⁄ ) + 2}]⁄  (6.11b) 

Transference 

model (TM) [151] 
y = a{1 − exp(b − ct)} (6.12a) 

Modified TM 

[152] 
y = A{1 − exp (−Rmax(t − λ) A⁄ )} (6.12b) 

Cone model [153] y = A (1 + (khydt)
−σ)⁄  (6.13) 

Fitzhugh model 

[154] 
y = A(1 − exp(−kt)σ) (6.14) 

 

In the Thermogravimetry model, χ = Vt V∞⁄  , Vt is the volume of biogas generated over a time, t, Vt is the 

volume of biogas produced over time, V∞ the total volume of biogas produced, k are rate constants (time-

1) and σ describes the processes of nucleation, with the value range, 2 – 4 most applicable. While for the 

other models khyd, α, a, b, c & k are rate constants (time-1), λ is the lag time, σ, β & δ are dimensionless 

shape factors, A is the biogas production potential (mg. g-1), Rmax is the maximal biogas production rate 

(mg.g-1.time-1), e = exp (1) and y1 and y2 are biogas produced at the time t1 and t2 respectively.  

 

6.2.Multi-step dynamic model 

The Multi-step dynamic model in addition to the biochemical steps can accounts for a broad range of 

process phenomena involved in AD, using more than one sequentially interconnected dynamic equation 

(such as dynamics of microbial growth, feedstock hydrolysis, resulting substrate utilisation, biogas 

formation, biogas evolution, and heat transfer). The term “Multi-step” implies the biochemical stages in 

AD, and “dynamic” implies the description of the stages using a time-dependent differential equation. 

Based on the substrate degradation level considered, as illustrated in Figure (6.1), this model can be: Single-

step-degradation model (SSDM) considers the direct degradation of substrates (Sj, amino acids, sugars, 
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LCFA & glycerol, etc. obtained from their respective feedstocks (F) of  proteins, carbohydrates, lipids, etc.) 

into biogas (G); Two-step-degradation model (TSDM), considers the Acidogenesis of substrates into 

acetic acid (𝒜) and Methanogenesis of acetic acid into biogas and; Multi-step-degradation model 

(MSDM) considers all substrate degradation levels, i.e. Acidogenesis of a substrate to acetic acid and 

intermediates (ℐj, volatile fatty acids, alcohols, etc.), Acetogenesis of intermediates, as well as 

Methanogenesis of products from Acidogenesis, including Acetogenesis into biogas. Note that in these 

models it is also essential to consider the utilisation of some portion of feedstock, substrates, and 

intermediates into biomass (B). The Multi-step dynamic model is popularly reported in literature, and the 

popular Anaerobic digestion model no.1 (ADM1) is an example of this model [155,156].  

In Equation (6.15) – (6.20),  R𝕁 = RSj,RB/Sj, RGj/Sj, represent the reactive terms in the degradation process. 

Typically, for illustrative purposes, the reactive terms starting with B (e.g., RB/Sj) represent the 

consumption rate of a given reaction component (e.g., substrate, Sj) into microbial biomass, B. Where j =1, 

2, …., n indicate the number of species being considered, i.e. various substrates, Sj (e.g. LCFA and glycerol 

from lipid feedstock, with input composition, Sij), intermediates, ℐj (VFAs, alcohol, etc., with input 

composition, ℐij) and biogas constituents, Gj (e.g. CH4, CO2, H2, etc.,) in the process. 𝒟 is the bioreactor 

dilution rate (i.e., the inlet volumetric feed rate to liquid volume ratio). 

 

 

 
a. Single-Step Degradation b. Two-Step-Degradation c. Multi-Step Degradation 

Figure 6.1. Illustration of degradation level considered in the multi-step dynamic models 

 

6.2.1.Single-step-degradation model 

The SSDM is a simple model of biogas yield from the substrate, Sj, as illustrated by Equation (6.15), a 

generic expression, and the SSDM has been reported in literature [57].  

dSj dt⁄ = 𝒟(Sij − Sj) + RSj − RB/Sj − Σj=1
n RGj/Sj (6.15) 

 

6.2.2.Two-step-degradation model 

The TSDM also referred to as the AM2 model (Acidogenesis methanogenesis, two-step model) is popularly 

reported in literature [66,67,157], and it models the yield of biogas from acetic acid, 𝒜, formed from 

substrates, Sj, Equation (6.16) – (6.17). 

dSj dt⁄ = 𝒟(Sij − Sj) + RSj − RB/Sj − R𝒜/Sj (6.16) 

d𝒜 dt⁄ = 𝒟(𝒜i −𝒜)+ R𝒜/Sj − RB/A − Σj=1
n RGj/𝒜 (6.17) 
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6.2.3.Multi-step-degradation model 

The MSDM is popularly reported in literature [63,158,159], and the ADM1 is an example of this model. It 

also models the yield of biogas from acetic acid, 𝒜, formed from intermediates, ℐj (VFAs, alcohols etc) 

generated from substrates, Sj degradation, Equation (6.18) – (6.20). 

dSj dt⁄ = 𝒟(Sij − Sj) + RSj − RB/Sj − R𝒜/Sj − Σj=1
n Rℐj/Sj (6.18) 

dℐj dt⁄ = 𝒟(ℐij − ℐj) + Rℐj/Sj − RB/ℐj − R𝒜/ℐj − Σj=1
n RGj/ℐj (6.19) 

d𝒜 dt⁄ = 𝒟(𝒜i −𝒜) + R𝒜/Sj + R𝒜/ℐj − RB/𝒜 − Σj=1
n RGj/𝒜 (6.20) 

 

6.3.Theoretical estimation of substrate, microbes, and biogas yield 

Theoretical computation of microbes and biogas yield from substrate gives an idea of their maximum 

possible value in the AD. This estimation assumes the complete conversion of the substrate into CO2, CH4, 

NH3, etc. This estimation makes it possible to compare the theoretical and the experimental yields (by bottle 

assays) [61]. It can also be used to estimate reaction terms in dynamic models, as support or in the absence 

of experimental data. The generic expressional statement for the transformation of organic matter in AD is 

given by Equation (6.22) [160]. Typical illustrations of the estimated essential theoretical yield of substrate, 

microbes and biogas from lipid is given in Table (6.3). 

Organic matter + H2O + Nutrients = Microbes + Resistant organic matter + CO2 

+ CH4 + NH3 + H2S + Heat 
(6.22) 

 

According to Equation (6.22), not all organic matter is biodegradable, due to the presence of non-degradable 

components, inhibitory substances, operating conditions, etc. Filer et al. [98] reported that 10% of the 

substrate in AD is converted into microbes and transformed into heat. A typical illustration by following 

the VD1 4630 guideline for digestion of cellulose via the Biochemical Methane Potential (BMP) test, 

produces biogas with a yield of at least 80 – 85% of its theoretical maximum. The microbe yield, YBj Sj⁄  

(kg.kg-1), from a generic substrate, Sj = C𝕒H𝕓O𝕔N𝕕S𝕖 can be deduced from Equation (6.22a), via Equation 

(6.22b) on the basis that the chemical composition of microbes consists of 92% C5H7O2N on total dry 

weight [161]. Usually, microbes undergo different growth stages, i.e., lag, acceleration, constant and 

decay phases, Figure (6.2) [162]. Note that the yield, YGDj∗ Sj⁄  (kg.kg-1), of some produced biogas 

components such as ammonia, hydrogen sulphide, and hydrogen can also be estimated, Equation (6.22c). 

Depending on the sign of the stoichiometric coefficient, nj∗  of NH3, H2O and H2, they might become present 

as a product or reactant (if its coefficient is less than zero, e.g., NH3 become a product, for (𝕒 5⁄ -d) < 0, H2 

becomes reactant for (𝕓 − 2𝕔 − 3𝕕 − 2𝕖) < 0) and even absent if its coefficient is zero. Note that the yield 

of ammonia for microbes’ formation, YGDj∗ Bj⁄  (kg.kg-1), can also be estimated. 

C𝕒H𝕓O𝕔N𝕕S𝕖 + (
𝕒

5
− d)NH3

→ (
𝕒

5
)C5H7O2N+ (𝕔 −

2𝕒

5
)H20 + 𝕖H2S + (

𝕓 − 2𝕔 − 3𝕕 − 2𝕖

2
)H2 

 

(6.22a) 

YBj Sj⁄ =
(113𝕒/5)

0.92(12𝕒 + 𝕓 + 16𝕔 + 14𝕕 + 32𝕖)
 (6.22b) 

YGDj∗ Sj⁄ =
Mj∗nj∗

(12𝕒 + 𝕓 + 16𝕔 + 14𝕕 + 32𝕖)
 (6.22c) 
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YGDj∗ Bj⁄ =
0.92Mj∗nj∗
(113𝕒/5)

 (6.22d) 

 

The theoretical biogas (CH4 and CO2) yield,  YGDj∗/Sj, can be estimated via diverse approaches. The 

modified Buswell & Neave [163] stoichiometric balance is a typical example, based on the generic 

substrate, Sj = C𝕒H𝕓O𝕔N𝕕S𝕖 [164] as given by Equations (6.23a) and (6.23b) (kg.kg-1) or (6.23c) (m3.kg-

1). Where Mj∗ and nj∗  are the molar mass and stoichiometric ratio of specific biogas species, j∗.  

C𝕒H𝕓O𝕔N𝕕S𝕖 + (
4𝕒 − 𝕓 − 2𝕔 + 3𝕕 + 2𝕖

4
)H2O

→ (
4a + 𝕓 − 2𝕔 − 3𝕕 − 2𝕖

8
)CH4 + (

4a − 𝕓 + 2𝕔 + 3𝕕 + 2𝕖

8
)CO2

+𝕕NH3 + 𝕖H2S 

(6.23a) 

YGDj∗ Sj⁄ =
Mj∗nj∗

(12𝕒 + 𝕓 + 16𝕔 + 14𝕕 + 32𝕖)
 (6.23b) 

YGDj∗ Sj⁄ =
23.415nj∗

(12𝕒 + 𝕓 + 16𝕔 + 14𝕕 + 32𝕖)
 (6.23c) 

 

Table 6.3. Theoretical yield estimate of the substrate from feedstock, biogas and microbes from the 

substrate, ammonia from microbes for lipid (triglyceride with oleic acid) 

Yield (Kg.kg-1) Sj=LCFA, C18H34O2 Sj=Glycerol, C3H8O3 

Feed, YSj F⁄  0.9570 0.1041 

Microbes, YBj Sj⁄  1.5680 0.8010 

NH3 from microbes, YGDNH3∗/Bj
 0.1384 0.1383 

CH4, YGDCH4 Sj⁄  0.7234 0.3043 

CO2, YGDCO2 Sj⁄
 0.8191 0.5978 

H2, YGDH2 Sj⁄
 0.1064 0.0071 

 

 

 
Figure 6.2. Typical growth curve of biomass in a biochemical process 
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7.Theoretical framework – Model development 

Considering multi-step dynamic models are advantageous for their ability to develop them according to 

specific scope of processes (i.e., biochemical, mass- and heat-transfer process, etc.,) to investigate in AD. 

Specifically, the SSDM will be developed, because it is simpler and quicker to evaluate its parameters, in 

additional to the fact that it can easily be applied to control the pressure, pH, and temperature of the AD. 

 
Figure 7.1. Description of anaerobic digestion in a continuous stirred tank reactor (CSTR) type 

bioreactor with material and heat transfer.  

 

Considered the CSTR bioreactor, Figure (6.1), with inlet streams into the bioreactor (~35℃). The inlet 

stream constitutes of microbes, Bi, lipid feedstock, Fi, and possibly some substrate, Si, hydrolysed from the 

lipid as well as a possibility of some dissolved gases, GDi. Depending on the hydraulic retention time (HRT) 

and stage of the biochemical reaction, the level, temperature, as well as pH of the bioreactor are controlled 

to an acceptable set point via the level (LC), temperature (TC), and pH (pHC) controllers. The PC ensures 

the pressure of the bioreactor is maintained at a specific pressure (e.g., atmospheric pressure), through 

immediate release (via qoG) of accumulated biogas produced. This pressure control ensures adequate 

evolution of biogas (VLREG) from biogases formed in the liquid sludge (GD). The temperature control is 

executed with hot water (HW) fed through the heating jacket (HJ). Adequate temperature and stirring ensure 

the homogeneity of the system. While stirring ensures uniformity in temperature, substrate solubility and 

enhanced contact of microbes with substrates; increasing temperature further improves the efficiency of 

mass transfer in the reactor volume (VL). The temperature change in the bioreactor is affected by the 

temperature of the inlet stream, and that of the surroundings. Heat is usually lost to the surrounding from 

the bioreactor, and heat loss is via convection and radiation to the surroundings. The other components of 

the bioreactor are the bottom drainage, which serves for maintenance purposes and handles emergence 

overflow, also is the mist extractor which adsorbs moisture from the discharge outlet gas stream (qoG). A 

typical laboratory-scaled semi-batch bioreactor utilised in this work is illustrated in Figure (6.2).  
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Figure 7.2. Schematics of semi-batch anaerobic digestion bioreactor at atmospheric condition 

 

7.1.Material balance of control volume 

In modelling the material flow of streams in and out of the bioreactor, it is assumed, that the flow profile is 

approximately laminar and that the stream distribution during changes in the level of bioreactor content is 

uniform.  This implies that the streams can be thought to be a uniform flowing and growing layer, whose 

fluid properties are approximately the same at any time and spatial coordinate in the bioreactor. This 

assumption is reasonably valid for a stirred system. However, HW flows turbulently (i.e., Re > 2100) 

through the HJ in a steady state, and as such the rate of inflow,qiwt same as outflow, qohw (i.e., qihw =

qohw = qhw).  

7.1.1.Volumetric balance of control volume 

The volume of the bioreactor,VR = πrRi
2 hR (a constant control volume, m3), can be divided into two dynamic 

sections: The liquid volume, VL(t) = πrRi
2 hL(t); and the gas volume, VG(t).  

V = VL(t) + VG(t) (7.1a) 

πrRi
2 hR = πrRi

2 hL(t) + VG(t) (7.1b) 

 

Differentiating Equation (7.1b) yields Equation (7.1c), since VR is constant therefore dV dt⁄ = 0 

0 =  πrRi
2 dhL
dt
+
dVG
dt

 (7.1c) 

 

Also, the differential equation for liquid is given by Equation (7.1d) and that of the gaseous section by Equation 

(7.1e), where hR, hL and rRi are the height of the reactor, level of the liquid and inner radius of the bioreactor 

in meters (m). 

dVL
dt
= πrRi

2 dhL
dt

 (7.1d) 

dVG
dt
= − πrRi

2 dhL
dt

 (7.1e) 

 

7.1.2.Mass balance of control volume 

The entire mass balance of the control volume can be deduced from the immediate expressional statement, 

Equation (7.2a). 
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Rate of mass input = Rate of accumulated mass + Rate of mass output (7.2a) 

  

ṁiL + ṁcL =
dm

dt
+ (ṁoL + ṁoG + ṁowv + ṁoGw)  

dm

dt
= (ṁiL + ṁcL) − (ṁoL + ṁoG + ṁowv + ṁoGw) (7.2b) 

 

Applying the necessary mathematical expression to Equation (7.2a) (i.e., rate of mass input (ṁiL + ṁcL), 

accumulated mass (dm dt⁄ ), and mass output (ṁoL + ṁoG + ṁowv) yields Equation (7.2b). Where ṁiL, 

ṁcL, ṁoL , ṁoG, ṁowv and ṁoGw are respectively, the mass inflow rate, inflow rate of pH controller, 

outflow rate of liquid, outflow rate of biogas, outflow of water vapour, and outflow of biogas water content 

from the bioreactor, expressed in kg.s-1. Rearranging Equation (7.2b) to (7.2c), and expressing the 

accumulation term, dm dt⁄  in terms of individual liquid, gas, and vapour phases (dmL dt⁄ + dmG dt⁄ +

dmwv dt⁄ ), Equation (7.2d). Noting that the masses of the various phases can be expressed in terms of their 

density or concentration, i.e., mL = VLρL; mG = VGG; mwv = VGG; ṁiL = qiLρiL; ṁcL = qcLρcL; ṁoL =

 qoLρoL; ṁoG = qoGG; ṁowv = qoGwv and ṁoGw = qoGGWH2O. Note that qoG, which includes gases 

and water vapour flowing out of the bioreactor gaseous outlet, is different from, qoGG, the flowrate of biogas 

or gaseous component only.  

dm

dt
= qiLρiL + qcLρcL − qoLρoL − qoGG − qoGwv − qoGGWH2O (7.2c) 

dm

dt
=
dmL
dt

+
dmG
dt

+
dmwv
dt

=
d(VLρL)

dt
+
d(VGG)

dt
+
d(VGwv)

dt
 (7.2d) 

 

Substituting Equation (7.2d) into (7.2b) and (7.2c), as well as rearranging yields Equation (7.2e) and (7.2f). 

Noting that for: liquid, ρiL ≅ ρcL ≅ ρoL ≅ ρL, and d(VLρL) dt⁄ = ρ
L
dVL dt⁄ ; gases, d(VGG) dt⁄ = VG dG dt⁄ +

GdVG dt⁄ , as well as water vapour, d(VGwv) dt⁄ = VG dwv dt⁄ + wv dVG dt⁄ . Note that it is assumed of water 

accompanying the outflow of water that makes the biogas water content, ṁoGw, is not cumulative on the 

headspace, but instantaneously from the liquid phase to the biogas outlet. 

ρL
dVL
dt
+ (VG

dG

dt
+ G

dVG
dt
)+ (VG

dwv
dt
+wv

dVG
dt
)

= ṁiL + ṁcL − ṁoL − ṁoG − ṁowv − ṁoGw 

(7.2e) 

ρL
dVL
dt
+ VG (

dG

dt
+
dwv
dt
) + (G + wv)

dVG
dt

= qiLρiL + qcLρcL − qoLρoL − qoGG − qoGwwv − qoGGWH2O 
 

ρL
dVL
dt
+ VG (

dG

dt
+
dwv
dt
) + (G + wv)

dVG
dt

= (qiL + qcL − qoL)ρL − qoG(G + wv) − qoGGWH2O 
(7.2f) 

 

7.2.Mass balance for liquid phase 

The liquid mass balance of the control volume can be deduced from Equation (7.3a) – (7.3b).  

Liquid input rate= Liquid accumulation rate + Liquid output rate + Biogas evolution 

rate + Water vapour evapouration rate 
(7.3a) 
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ṁiL + ṁcL =
dmL
dt

+ ṁoL + VLREG + REvap + qoGGWH2O  

dmL
dt

= (ṁiL + ṁcL) − (ṁoL + ṁoG + ṁowv + ṁoGw) (7.3b) 

 

Applying the necessary mathematical expressions earlier highlighted, yields the dynamics for liquid 

volume Equation (7.3c), and (7.3d). 

ρL
dVL
dt
= (qiL + qcL − qo,L) ρL − (VLREG +REvap + qoGGWH2O) 

(7.3c) 

dVL
dt

= qiL + qcL − qoL − (VLREG + REvap + qoGGWH2O) ρL⁄  (7.3d) 

 

The changes in liquid volume, in addition to the flowrate of input and output in the CSTR, are also affected by 

evapouration of water, REvap (kg.s-1), evolution of gases, REG = Σj∗REGj∗ (kg.m-3.s-1), and inherent moisture 

accompanying biogas output from the bioreactor, WH2O (kg H2O per m3 biogas or gaseous species), from the 

liquid phase. Where j∗ = CH4, CO2 and H2 i.e., the various biogas species. 

7.2.1.Dynamics of level for liquid phase  

The dynamics of liquid level can be deduced by combining Equation (7.1d) and (7.3d) to yield Equation (7.3e). 

dhL
dt
=
qiL + qcL − qoL − (VLREG + REvap + qoGGWH2O) ρL⁄

rRi
2  (7.3e) 

 

7.3.Volumetric balance in gas-vapour headspace 

Consequent to the derivation of Equation (7.3d) and (7.3e), the gas-vapour headspace volumetric balance can 

be deduced by combining Equation (7.3e) and (7.1e) to yield Equation (7.3f). 

dVG
dt
= qoL − qiL + qcL + (VLREG + REvap + qoGGWH2O) ρL⁄  (7.3f) 

 

7.4.Liquid phase component balance 

The components balance for the various substance present in the liquid phases are considered in the following 

sections. 

7.4.1.Component balance for hydrolysis of lipid 

The hydrolysis reaction of lipid feedstock with concentration, Fi (kg.m-3) to primarily long-chain-fatty-acid 

(LCFA–oleic acid, C18H34O2 as basis) substrate, S1 and secondarily glycerol (C3H8O3) substrate, S2. The lipid 

balance in the liquid phase can be deduced from Equation (7.4a) – (7.4b). Noting that RF = KlipidF represents 

the hydrolysis reaction rate term catalysed by enzymes from microbes, where Klipid(s-1) is the hydrolysis rate 

constant.  

Feedstock input rate = Feedstock accumulation rate + Feedstock output rate  

+ Feedstock hydrolysis rate 
(7.4a) 
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ṁiF =
dmF
dt

+ ṁoF + VLRF (7.4b) 

 

Applying the equivalent mathematical expression to Equation (7.4b) yields Equation (7.4c). 

qiLFi =
d(VLF)

dt
+ qoLF + VLRF (7.4c) 

 

Expanding the expression d(VLF) dt⁄ , Equation (7.4d) and substituting in Equation (7.3d) yield Equation 

(7.4e). 

d(VLF)

dt
= VL

dF

dt
+ F

dVL
dt

 (7.4d) 

d(VLF)

dt
= VL

dF

dt
+ F[qiL + qcL − qoL − (VLREG + REvap + qoGGWH2O) ρL⁄ ] (7.4e) 

 

Substituting Equation (7.4e) into (7.4c), and rearranging yields Equation (7.4f). Noting that RF = KlipidF 

represents the hydrolysis reaction rate term catalysed by enzymes from microbes, where Klipid(s-1) is the 

hydrolysis rate constant.  

qiLFi = VL
dF

dt
+ F[qiL + qc,L − qoL − (VLREG + REvap + qoGGWH2O) ρL⁄ ] + qoLF

+ VL(KlipidF) 
 

dF

dt
=
qiL
VL
(Fi − F) −

qcL
VL
F +

F

ρ
L

(REG +
REvap

VL
+ qoGGWH2O) − KlipidF (7.4f) 

 

7.4.2.Component balance for microbial activities on substrates 

Having hydrolysed the feedstock to substrates (by enzymes or extracellular microbes, whose balance does not 

necessarily have to be accounted for). The subsequent utilisation of substrates is made possible by intracellular 

microbes. The growth dynamics for these intracellular microbes’ concentration, Bj, (kg.m-3) in the control 

volume can be deduced from Equation (7.5a) – (7.5b) by following similar derivation steps for lipid hydrolysis, 

and rearranging. Noting that RBg = μjBj and RBd = KdjBj respectively represents the kinetic for microbial 

growth rate and death rate, as well as j =  1 for LCFA microbes and j =  2 for glycerol microbes. 

Microbes input rate + Microbes growth rate = Microbes accumulation rate  

+ Microbes output rate + Microbes death rate 
(7.5a) 

  

dBj

dt
=
qiL
VL
(Bij − Bj) −

qcL
VL
Bj +

Bj

ρ
L

(REG +
REvap

VL
+ qoGGWH2O) + (μj − Kdj)Bj (7.5b) 

 

Note that as obtainable from a realistic perspective, Equation (7.5b) has been developed in a multiplicity of 

microbes (Bj) responsible for the different substrates present in the system, such that their difference is only in 

the value of specific growth rate, μj (s
-1), and the death rate Kdj (s

-1) as popularly reported in literature[158]. 

Alternatively, various microbes responsible for the different substrates can expressed as an average single 

microbe (B) responsible for all substrates, such that the average specific growth rate,  μj = f(μ1,μ2,…,μJ), and 

average death rate,  Kdj = f(Kd1,Kd2,…,KdJ), Equation (7.5c). A typical example is the Yoon et al. [167] 
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proposition for the utilisation of two mixed substrates by one microbe, where μ = μ1 + μ2, as such Kd =

Kd1 + Kd2.  

dB

dt
=
qiL
VL
(Bi − B) −

qcL
VL
Bj +

B

ρ
L

(REG +
REvap

VL
+ qoGGWH2O) + (μ − Kd)B (7.5c) 

 

Specific growth and death rate 

The specific microbe growth rate, μ (s-1) can be deduced via the popular Monod model, Equation (7.5d). 

Where 𝒦s is half-saturation coefficient, and μmax the maximum specific microbe growth rate. 

μj = μmaxj
Sj

𝒦sj + Sj
 (7.5d) 

μmaxj = {ℬ1j(T − Tminj)}
2
 {1 − exp[ℬ2j(T − Tmaxj)]}

2
 (7.5e) 

 

The maximum specific microbe growth rate can be deduced via the Ratkowsky model, Equation (7.5e), 

ℬ1(K-1.s-1/2) and ℬ2(K-1) are constants, while Tmin(K) and Tmax(K) are the minimum and maximum 

temperatures (K) at which the reaction rate is zero [168]. Furthermore, the microbe death rate, Kd, can be 

estimated to be about 5% of the maximum microbial specific growth rate μmax. It is also common to ignore 

decay in methanogen growth, due to its low decay coefficient (about 1% of μmax,m) [128]. 

 

7.4.3.Component balance for substrate  

The general dynamics for substrate in the control volume can be deduced from Equation (7.6a) – (7.6b) and 

applying the equivalent mathematical expression by following similar derivation steps highlighted previously 

as well as rearranging. Noting that  RSj = YSj F⁄ KlipidF and RBj/Sj = μjBj/YBj/Sj respectively represents the 

substrate formation (from hydrolysis of feedstock) and consumption (to biogas and microbe growth) rate. YSj F⁄  

is the stoichiometric(theoretical) or experimental equivalent of substrate to feedstock and YBj/Sj is the microbe 

yield from the substrate. The input substrate (Sij) is the free fatty acids (FFA) or free glycerol in the lipid 

already hydrolysed naturally before the hydrolysis stage. 

Substrate input rate + Substrate formation rate = Substrate accumulation rate + 

Substrate output rate + Substrate consumption rate 
(7.6a) 

  

dSj

dt
=
qiL
VL
(Sij − Sj) −

qcL
VL
Sj +

Sj

ρ
L

(REG +
REvap

VL
+ qoGGWH2O) + YSj F⁄ KlipidF −

μjBj

YBj/Sj
 (7.6b) 

 

Therefore, the component balance for LCFA and glycerol can be deduced from Equation (7.6b) by applying 

j =  1 for LCFA and j =  2 for glycerol substrates to yield Equation (7.6g) – (7.6h). Furthermore, applying 

the Yoon et al. [167] proposition for the utilisation of two mixed substrates by one microbe (B). Where YS1 F⁄ , 

YS2 F⁄ , YB/S1 and YB/S2 are as given in Table (7.3).  

dSj

dt
=
qiL
VL
(Sij − Sj) −

qcL
VL
Sj +

Sj

ρ
L

(REG +
REvap

VL
+ qoGGWH2O) + YSj F⁄ KlipidF −

μjB

YBj/Sj
 (7.6c) 
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7.4.4.Component balance for biogas in liquid phase 

It is assumed that the biogas produced are initially encapsulated in the liquid phase, before being released to 

the gas-headspace. The dynamics of the various biogas species in the liquid phase (i.e., assumably dissolved 

gases, GDj∗) with concentration (kg.m-3) can be deduced from Equation (7.7a) – (7.7b) by following similar 

derivation steps highlighted previously as well as rearranging. Also, it is assumed that no liquid-phase biogas 

is present in the input stream. The formation rate of each biogas species, RGDj∗ is given by Equation (7.7c) – 

(7.7d), and REj∗ is the evolution rate of each biogas species, given by Equation (7.14a). 

Liquid biogas input rate+ Biogas formation rate = Liquid biogas accumulation rate + 

Liquid biogas output rate + Biogas evolution rate from liquid phase 
(7.7a) 

  
dGDj∗
dt

= −
qiL
VL
GDj∗ −

qcL
VL
GDj∗ +

GDj∗
ρ
L

(REG +
REvap

VL
+ qoGGWH2O) + RGDj∗ − REj∗ (7.7b) 

RGDj∗ =∑(YGDj∗/Sj𝕚𝒾j∗) (
μjBj

YBj/Sj
Φv)

J

j=1

 (7.7c) 

 

Where, j∗ = CH4, CO2, H2, etc., and j = 1, 2,…,etc., indicates the number of substrates species being 

considered, Sj (i.e., LCFA, S1 and glycerol, S2 substrates), Bj(i.e., microbes for utilisation of LCFA, B1 and 

glycerol, B2 substrates[167]), YGD Sj⁄ (i.e. total biogas yield from substrates species of LCFA, S1 and 

glycerol, S2, typically YGD S1⁄  and YGD S2⁄ ),  YGDj∗/Sj (i.e. biogas species, CH4, CO2, H2, etc., yield from 

substrates species of LCFA, S1 and glycerol, S2, typically YGDCH4/S1, YGDCH4/S2, etc.) and 𝕚𝒾j∗( i.e. inhibition 

of various biogas species, CH4, CO2, H2, etc., typically 𝕚𝒾CH4, 𝕚𝒾H2, etc.). The inhibition, 𝕚𝒾j∗ , in this study 

is assumed to be predominantly influenced by pH, i.e., 𝕚pHj∗, hence Equation (7.7e) [169] was applied with 

pHulj∗ and pHllj∗ being the upper and lower pH limits at which biogas species are inhibited. 

. Applying the earlier assumption for a single microbe competing for LCFA, S1 and glycerol, S2 substrates, 

Equation (7.7c) can be typically expressed as given by Equation (7.7d). 

RGDj∗ = (YGDj∗/S1𝕚pHj∗) (
μ1B

YB/S1
Φv) + (YGDj∗/S2𝕚pHj∗) (

μ2B

YB/S2
Φv) (7.7d) 

𝕚pHj∗ =
1 + 2(100.5(pHllj∗− pHulj∗))

1 + 10(pH−pHulj∗) + 10(pHllj∗− pH)
 (7.7e) 

 

The volatile fraction of the feedstock, Φv = ΦG or ΦB considered for the computation of the biogas species 

is between 0 < Φv < 1. ΦG is the fraction of substrate converted to gas and ΦB is the fraction of substrate 

converted to microbe biomass. Applying the various composition of biogas species, j∗= CH4, CO2, H2, etc. 

to Equation (7.7b) – (7.7e) the dynamics for methane, carbon dioxide and hydrogen can be respectively 

deduced. Where Φv= ΦG for methane, and carbon dioxide formation. While Φv = ΦB for hydrogen 

formation. Literature report suggests 10% of the substrate is used for microbe formation, hence ΦB= 0.1, 

ΦG= 0.90, and ΦG +ΦB=1[98]. 

Note that feedstock rich in nitrogen such as protein-rich feedstock, the ammonia (NH3) formed must be 

accounted for and it can also be computed from Equation (7.7b) – (7.7e) with Φv=ΦG=0.9. The exact number, 

j, and type of substrate, Sj will depend on the protein molecules. Usually dissolve ammonia formed is present 

as ammonium, NH4
+, how for simplicity, and to be able to use Buswell and Neave (1930) stoichiometric model 
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for theoretical estimation, ammonia (NH3) is used.  Furthermore, it should also be noted that there is usually 

an inert amount of dissolved ammonia (ammonium, NH4
+) present in the feedstock (regardless of whether it is 

lipid, carbohydrate, protein, or even mixed feedstock) that can’t be accounted for by Equation (7.7b) – (7.7e). 

This ammonia is continuously naturally fixed from dead organisms, microbes, etc. in the sludge. The minimum 

required amount present in the sludge can be thought to be regenerative, and degenerative based on microbe 

actives, as well as this amount represents the adequate value to initiate the growth of microbes. It can be 

assumed that this ammonia remains dissolved in the liquid phase as ammonium, and does not evolve, the 

theoretical amount can be estimated via the calculated yield of ammonia from the stoichiometry of the 

microbe’s growth, Equation (7.22a) [161,170]. Note that for a protein-rich feedstock, especially if (𝕒 5⁄ −

d) < 0 i.e., NH3 becomes a product in the reaction. 

7.4.5.Component balance of water in liquid phase 

The dynamics for liquid water (w) in terms of “water concentration” (kg.m-3) in the control volume due to 

water evapouration, as well as water loss associated with biogas water content can be deduced from Equation 

(7.8a) – (7.8b). This model is deduced by following similar derivation steps highlighted previously as well as 

rearranging. It is assumed water formed and consumed from anaerobic digestion is negligible as it cannot be 

reasonably accounted for. The dynamics for liquid water are necessary to estimate changes in liquid volume, 

especially when the control volume is opened to release biogas. It should be noted that the water accompanying 

the biogas as its inherent water content, qoGGWH2O, must also be accounted for. 

Water input rate + water input rate from pH controller = water accumulation rate + 

water output rate + water evapouration rate + water accompanying biogas outlet 
(7.8a) 

  

dw

dt
=
qiL
VL
(wi −w) +

qcL
VL
(wc −w) +

w

ρ
L

(REG +
REvap

VL
+ qoGWH2O) −

REvap

VL

−
qoGGWH2O

VL
 

(7.8b) 

 

Note that the input water concentration based on the feed stream, and pH controller feed stream can be 

approximately estimated from the lipid feedstock and ion concentration respectively, as well as their input 

conditions. i.e., wi = (1 − (Fi/ρLipid))ρw and wc = (1 − ([Zc]Mc/ρc))ρw. Where ρLipid is the lipid density, 

ρw is the water density, [Zc] (kgmoles.m-3) is the ionic molar concentration, Mc is the molar mass, and ρc is 

the density of the pH controller feed stream. 

 

7.5.Gas headspace component balance 

The components balance for the various species present in the gas headspace are considered in the following 

sections, in addition to their partial pressure. 

7.5.1.Component balance for biogas in gas-headspace 

The dynamics of biogas specie (Gj∗), i.e., j∗ = CH4, CO2, H2, etc evolved from the liquid phase into the gas-

headspace with concentration (kg.m-3) can be deduced from Equation (7.9a) – (7.9b). 

 

Biogas input rate + Biogas evolution rate = Biogas accumulation rate  

+ Biogas output rate 
(7.9a) 
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ṁiGj∗ + VLREj∗ =
dmGj∗
dt

+ ṁoGj∗  
(7.9b) 

 

Applying the necessary mathematical equivalents to Equation (7.9b) yields Equation (7.9c). Assuming that no 

biogas is present in the input stream, i.e., ṁiGj∗ = 0. 

0 + VLREj∗ =
d(VGGj∗)

dt
+ qoGGj∗ 

(7.9c) 

 

Expanding the expression d(VLGj∗) dt⁄ , Equation (7.9d) and combining it with Equation (7.3f) yield Equation 

(7.9e). 

d(VGGj∗)

dt
= VG

dGj∗
dt
+ Gj∗

dVG
dt

 (7.9d) 

d(VGGj∗)

dt
= VG

dGj∗
dt
+ Gj∗[qoL − qiL − qcL + (VLREG + REvap + qoGGWH2O) ρL⁄ ] (7.9e) 

 

Combining Equation (7.9e) and (7.9c), and rearranging yields Equation (7.9f).  

VG
dGj∗
dt
+ Gj∗[qoL − qiL − qcL + (VLREG + REvap + qoGGWH2O) ρL⁄ ] = VLREj∗ − qoGGj∗  

dGj∗
dt

=
Gj∗
VG
(qiL + qcL − qoL − qoG) −

Gj∗
ρ
L
VG
(VLREG + REvap + qoGGWH2O) +

VL
VG
REj∗ (7.9f) 

 

The biogas species, j∗ = CH4, CO2, H2, etc. in the headspace can be deduced from Equation (7.9f).  

 

7.5.2.Component balance of water vapour in gas headspace 

The dynamics for water vapour (wv) evapourated from the liquid phase into the gas-headspace with 

concentration (kg.m-3) can be deduced from Equation (7.10a) – (7.10c) by following similar derivation steps 

highlighted previously for biogas species dynamic. Applying the necessary mathematical equivalents to 

Equation (7.10b), assuming that no liquid phase biogas is present in the input stream, i.e., ṁiwv = 0, and 

rearranging yields Equation (7.10c).  

 

Water vapour input rate + Water vapour evapouration rate =  

Water vapour accumulation rate + Water vapour evapouration output rate 
(7.10a) 

  

ṁiwv + REvap =
dmwv
dt

+ ṁowv (7.10b) 

dwv
dt

=
wv
VG
(qiL + qcL − qoL − qoG) −

wv
ρ
L
VG
(VLREG + REvap + qoGGWH2O) +

REvap

VG
 (7.10c) 
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7.5.3.Partial pressure of biogas species, and water vapour in the gas headspace 

The partial pressure of the various biogas species, Pj∗ (pa) in the gas headspace can be deduced by assuming 

that the biogas species obey the ideal gas law, Equation (7.11a) and on the dynamic modelling of the ideal gas 

law to time to yield Equation (7.11b).  

Pj∗VG = Nj∗RT (7.11a) 

Pj∗
dVG
dt
+ VG

dPj∗
dt
= RT

dNj∗
dt

 (7.11b) 

 

Therefore, substituting Equation (7.3f) into (7.11b), and rearranging yield Equation (7.11c).  

Pj∗[qoL − qiL − qcL + (VLREG + REvap + qoGGWH2O) ρL⁄ ] + VG
dPj∗
dt
= RT

dNj∗
dt

  

dPj∗
dt
=
RT

VG

dNj∗
dt

−
Pj∗
VG
[qoL − qiL − qcL + (VLREG + REvap + qoGGWH2O) ρL⁄ ] (7.11c) 

 

Where dNj∗ dt⁄ , Equation (7.11d) is a compositional term accurately deduced from the generative expression 

of each biogas species formed (dmGj∗ dt
⁄ ), Equation (7.9b). Therefore, substituting Equation (7.11d) into 

Equation (7.11c), applying necessary mathematical expression and rearranging yields Equation (7.11e).  

dNj∗
dt

=
1

Mj∗
(
dmGj∗
dt

) =
1

Mj∗
(VLRE,j∗ − ṁoGj∗) (7.11d) 

dPj∗
dt
=

RT

VGMj∗
(VLREj∗ − qoGGj∗)

−
Pj∗
VG
[qoL − qiL − qcL + (VLREG + REvap + qoGGWH2O) ρL⁄ ] 

(7.11e) 

 

Therefore, by applying the various composition of biogas species, j∗ = CH4, CO2, H2, etc. their partial pressure 

can be deduced. In addition to the partial pressure of the biogas species is also the partial pressure exerted by 

water vapour pressure, Pwv, and this pressure can’t be obtained from component dynamics like Equation 

(7.11e), rather it is obtainable from saturated vapour pressure water (Psw), i.e., Pwv = Psw. Where Psw(pa) is 

thermodynamically determined from prevailing temperature, Equation (7.11f) [171] due to its instantaneous 

nature.  

Psw = exp (73.960 −
7258.2

T(°𝐂) + 273.15
+ 2.276 × 10−3T(°𝐂) − 7.3073 ln(T(°𝐂) + 273.15)

+ 4.1653 × 10−6T(°𝐂)2) 
(7.11f) 

 

7.6.Computation of water evapouration rate 

The evapouration rate to gas headspace can be approximated thermodynamically from the saturated vapour 

pressure of water, Equation (7.11f). By assuming water vapour obeys the ideal gas law, Equation (7.12a) and 

dynamically modelling this equation with respect to time to yield Equation (7.12b). Considering the saturated 

vapour pressure, Psw is instantaneous and specific for a given temperature, therefore it can be assumed 

constant, so that  dPsw/dt ≈ 0. 
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PswVG = NwvRT (7.12a) 

Psw
dVG
dt
+ VG

dPsw
dt

= RT
dNwv
dt

  

Psw
dVG
dt
+ 0 = RT

dNwv
dt

  

Psw
dVG
dt
= RT

dNwv
dt

 (7.12b) 

 

Therefore, substituting Equation (7.3f) into (7.12b), and rearranging yield, Equation (7.12c).  

dNwv
dt

=
Psw
RT
[qoL − qiL − qcL + (VLREG + REvap + qoGGWH2O) ρL⁄ ] (7.12c) 

Where dNwv/dt, Equation (7.12d) is a compositional term deduced from the accumulation of water vapour in 

the gas headspace, (dmwv dt⁄ ), Equation (7.11b). 

dNwv
dt

=
1

Mj
(
dmwv
dt

)  

dNwv
dt

=
1

Mw
(REvap − ṁowv) (7.12d) 

 

Therefore, substituting Equation (7.12d) into (7.12c), applying necessary mathematical expression and 

rearranging yield the evapouration rate, REvap, Equation (7.12e).  

Psw[qoL − qi,L − qcL + (VLREG + REvap + qoGGWH2O) ρL⁄ ] =
RT

Mw
(REvap − qoGwv)  

REvap,v =
MwPsw
RT

[qoL − qiL − qcL + (VLREG + REvap + qoGGWH2O) ρL⁄ ] + qoGwv  

(1 −
MwPsw
ρ
L
RT

)REvap =
MwPsw
RT

[qoL − qiL − qcL +
VL
ρ
L

REG +
qoGGWH2O

ρ
L

] + qo,Gwv  

REvap =

MwPsw
RT [qoL − qiL − qcL +

VL
ρ
L

REG +
qoGGWH2O

ρ
L

] + qoGwv

(1 −
MwPsw
ρ
L
RT

)
 (7.12e) 

 

The Equation (7.12e), technically denotes the dynamics of the amount of water vapour to be evapourated to 

sustain the saturated water vapour pressure in the gas headspace. It is expected that at the given saturated water 

vapour pressure, Psw, The rate of evapouration of water vapour, REvap, will increase or decrease with a 

respective increase or decrease in gas headspace. 

 

7.7.Moisture content in the biogas 

Upon removal of biogas from the bioreactor, the unavoidable water content accompanying the biogas, WH2O 

(kg H2O per m3 biogas/gases) can be deduced approximately from the thermodynamics of water-hydrocarbon 

phase equilibrium, Equation (7.13a) [171]. Which is defined in terms of the fugacity coefficient of water, 

ϕH2O, Equation (7.13b) and average molecular volume of water, vH2O(m3.kgmol-1), Equation (7.13c) from the 

total pressure of the gas-headspace, P = PG + Psw. Note that the amount of water vapour accompanying the 
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biogas, ṁoGw (i.e., ṁoGw = qoGGWH2O = δGmoGGWH2O = δGqoGGWH2O, i.e., qoGG = δGqoGG ) is 

inclusive of the saturated water vapour lost to the environment (mowv = qoGwv) when the gas headspace is 

opened to release the biogas produced. Furthermore, ṁoGw may be considered as the water vapour that would 

need to be dried totally or partially during biogas upgrading. Usually, the water content of raw biogas can be 

within 2.5 – 10v/v% [172,173]. Where δG = RT/MGPG is the ideal gas conversion factor, R =8314 pa. kgmol-

1. k-1 is the ideal gas constant, T, temperature in kelvins, MG, the average molecular weight of biogas, PG =

(PCH4 + PCO2 + PH2 + PN2 …) is the pressure of biogas, and can be considered to be inclusive of inert gas 

pressure, PN2.   

WH2O = 0.76190042(
Psw
ϕH2OP

)exp (
(P − Psw)vH2O

8314(T + 273.15)
) (7.13a) 

ϕH2O = exp [(0.069 −
30.905

T(°𝐂) + 273.15
) (10−6P)

+ (
0.3179

T(°𝐂) + 273.15
− 0.0007654) (10−6P)2] 

(7.13b) 

vH2O = −0.5168 × 10
−2 + 3.036 × 10−4T(°𝐂) + 1.784 × 10−6T(°𝐂)2 (7.13c) 

 

7.8.Computation of biogas evolution rate 

The rate of evolution of gases, Σj∗REj∗ = REG (kg.m-3.s-1) from the liquid phase to the gaseous phase is 

governed by Henry’s law, and it is based tentatively on the assumption that biogas species formed are 

entrapped within spaces of clusters of liquid bubbles in the liquid phase, GDj∗  and as the partial pressure of 

the biogas species increases, Pj∗ they evolve to the gas headspace as given by Equation (7.14a), and as 

illustrated by Figure (7.3).  

REj∗ = (KLa)j∗(GDj∗ − KHj∗Pj∗) (7.14a) 

 

Where (KLa)j∗(s
-1), is the mass transfer coefficient, and KHj∗(kg.m-3.pa-1), Henry’s constant for biogas 

species. 

 
Figure 7.3. Interfacial mass transfer of biogas from a liquid to gaseous phase 

 

The estimation of Henry’s constant, KHj∗, for biogas species (CH4, CO2, H2, etc) of biogas produced in 

anaerobic digestion was extensively investigated by Oh & Martin [174]. According to the report, Henry’s law 

constants in anaerobic digesters are defined based on the difference in chemical potentials, −(∆ψj∗
ovl) of each 

species, j∗, in the liquid (water) and vapour phases as given in Equation (7.14b) [174]. While ammonia gas 
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(NH3) for the Henry constant for the ammonia-water system [175], Equation (7.14c) can be approximately 

applied. Based on a temperature reference of 298K the difference in chemical potential, (∆ψj∗
ovl) of each 

species, j∗ = CH4, CO2 and  H2 was calculated as 158.084, 75.4238, and 172.7239 respectively. Where Mj∗ is 

the molar mass of the biogas species and T is the temperature of the system in kelvins.  

KHj∗ = (
Mj∗

101325
) exp {

−(∆ψj∗
ovl)

0.0821T
} (7.14b) 

KHNH3 = (
MNH3
101325

)exp (
4341

T
− 10.47) (7.14c) 

 

While the Henry constant, KHj∗, for biogas species have been reported, and can easily be computed, the 

mass transfer coefficient of biogas species (KLa)j∗(s
-1) is not easily computed. It depends mainly on the 

operating conditions of the bioreactor, especially on the effect of stirring, as well as the exchange area 

between the liquid and the gaseous phase, including the size of the gas bubbles. It represents the rate of 

transfer in either direction (gas to liquid or liquid to gas) of the gas-liquid phase, and technically a 

combination of film coefficient, KLj∗(m.s-1) and the specific interfacial area per unit volume of liquid, aj∗(m
-

1). Specifically, KLj∗ quantifies the nature of the gas and physicochemical properties of the liquid phase, 

and aj∗ is dependent on the hydrodynamic conditions (such as stirring) and gas production rate. In AD 

where gas bubbles are formed from microbe activities, aj∗ will be influenced by the bubble formation 

process and gas production rate. Stirring of the liquid phase may be less important if the concentrations of 

the various species are kept uniform [176]. Typically, the value of KLj∗ has been reported as 3.5×10-5 m.s-1 

for surface aerated stirred vessels and 3.5×10-4 m.s-1 for sparged stirred and tower fermentors [177]. Pauss 

et al. [176] deduce (KLa)j∗for completely stirred reactor for hydrogen and methane as 0.16±0.02 and 

0.09±0.01hr-1 respectively. Pauss et al. [176] used hydrogen and methane as a basis to develop Equation 

(7.14d) as they were expected to be the gases most sensitive to mass transfer limitations. Although the 

equation also applied the equation for calculation of the carbon dioxide mass transfer coefficient, (KLa)CO2 

. Where DLj∗(m
2.s-1) is the diffusivity of biogas species, j∗, in the liquid phase, L. 

(KLa)CH4 = (KLa)H2  (DLCH4/ DLH2)
0.5

 (7.14d) 

 

This expression is also like that deduced by Weichgrebe et al. [178] for volatile organic compounds (using 

methane as the basis) in wastewater treatment systems, via oxygen extrapolation, Equation (7.14e). And based 

on the inference that the coefficient, nK is system specific and can range normally between 0.5 and 1.0. 

Therefore, the value of nK = 0.5 given by Equation (7.14d) can be assumably used not only for computation 

of methane and carbon dioxide [176,178] but for other gaseous species such as ammonia therefore based on 

Equation (7.14d), a generic expression for biogas species, Equation (7.14f) can be deduced based on hydrogen 

gas (i.e. with (KLa)H2 0.0027 – 0.36  s-1 for hydrogen gas-liquid mass transfer based on gaseous dispersion 

impeller system [179–184]) as also reported by Liu et al. [185]. Where DLH2 and DLj∗ are respectively the 

diffusivity of hydrogen gas, and other biogas species in the liquid.  

(KLa)CH4 = (KLa)O2  (DLCH4/ DLO2)
nk

 (7.14e) 

(KLa)j∗ = (KLa)H2  (DLj∗/ DLH2)
0.5

 (7.14f) 
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The DLj∗ (m
2.s-1) can be estimated via the Diaz et al. [186] correlation, Equation (7.14g), between the liquid 

and gas molar volume at their respective normal boiling temperatures, ϱL and ϱj∗(m
3.kgmole-1), for ease of 

computation and accuracy the molar volume of the liquid, ϱL is equivalent to that water i.e. ϱL ≅ ϱw. This 

is because the biogas produced is entrapped more in the water portion of the liquid, with little or no 

dissolution in the substrate, in addition to the fact that during the gas production stage, most substrate and 

organic matter would have been degraded to very soluble intermediates such as acetic acid. The other liquid 

properties such as absolute viscosity, ηL(pa. s) and liquid density, ρL(kg.m-3) can be easily measured. The 

values of molar volume for water ϱw = 0.0187, for biogas species the ϱj∗ for j∗ = CH4, CO2, H2 and NH3 

are respectively 0.0377, 0.0373, 0.0143 and 0.0245 m3.kgmole-1 and other gases are reported in literature 

[186,187]. 

DLj∗ = 6.43012 × 10
−8
ϱL
0.36exp (−2539 T⁄ )

ηL
0.61ϱj∗

0.64  (7.14g) 

 

Having determined KLj∗aj∗ via Equation (7.14d) – (7.14g), furthermore the film coefficient, KLj∗, can be 

deduced via the Hikita et al. [188,189] correlation, Equation (7.14h) or the Moo-Young and Calderbank 

[190] correlation and consequently the specific interfacial area per unit volume of liquid, aj∗, can be deduced 

using KLj∗aj∗ deduced earlier. These correlations relate the Reynold number of mixing, NRe = ρLnstdst
2 ηL⁄ , 

and Schmidt number, Sc = ηL ρL⁄ DLj∗. Where DLj∗is the diffusivity of gas through the liquid, dst is the 

diameter (m) of the impeller, and nst, the impeller speed (rps). In developing, Equation (7.14h), aj∗ under 

non-bubbling conditions was assumed to be 8.13 m-1 [188]. 

Sh =
KLj∗(2rRi)

DLj∗
= 0.322NRe

0.7Sc1 3⁄  (7.14h) 

 

7.9.Gas bubble growth and motion  

Following the procedure of Pauss et al. [176], the gas bubble growth and motion can be deduced from the 

material balance on a single bubble rising vertically in the homogeneous liquid phase. It is assumed that the 

single spherical bubble growth initiated at a given point is an isolated bubble, with no coalescence and 

breakage, it moves vertically from its initial point to the top of the liquid via a terminal velocity, and the 

concentration of biogas species around the bubble is always constant and uniform. The rise velocity of a bubble 

is a function of its diameter, bubble growth and bubble motion, obeys the ideal gas law, pj∗vj∗ = nbj∗RT. 

Therefore, by differentiating the ideal gas law, the Equation (7.15a) is deduced. Where vj∗(m
3) = πdj∗

3 6⁄  is the 

volume of a gaseous spheric bubble, for which its differential form can be expressed in terms of Equation 

(7.15b) with respect to the biogas bubble diameter. The Equation (7.15a) can be rearranged in terms of the 

partial pressure inside biogas bubble species being formed, pj∗(pa), Equation (7.15c).  

pj∗
dvj∗
dt
+ vj∗

dpj∗
dt

= RT
dnbj∗
dt

 (7.15a) 

dvj∗
dt
=
πdj∗

2

2

d(dj∗)

dt
 (7.15b) 

dpj∗
dt

=
6

πdj∗
3 [RT

dnj∗
dt
−
pj∗πdj∗

2

2

d(dj∗)

dt
] (7.15c) 
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In solving Equation (7.15c), the dynamic changes of biogas bubble species, d(dj∗) dt⁄  and molar mass of biogas 

bubble species dnj∗ dt⁄  needs to be deduced. The d(dj∗) dt⁄  can be estimated approximately using Equation 

(7.15d) via differentiation of the ideal gas law with respect to the total pressure on the biogas bubble species 

in the liquid phase, pTj∗ and rearranging yield Equation (7.15e), where, pTj∗ is given by Equation (7.15f) 

[191–193].   

pTj∗
dvj∗
dt
= RT

dnbj∗
dt

 (7.15d) 

d(dj∗)

dt
=

2

πdj∗
2PTj∗

RT
dnbj∗
dt

 (7.15e) 

pTj∗ = P + ρLg(hL − hj∗) +
4γLj∗
dj∗

 (7.15f) 

 

Where γLj∗ (N.m-1) is the interfacial tension between the biogas bubble species and liquid (approximated as 

water) that can be deduced as given by Equation (7.15g), (7.15h) and (7.15i) for methane [194], carbon dioxide 

[195,196] and hydrogen gas [197,198] respectively. Note that Equation (7.15h) – (7.15i) was developed by 

curve fitting data from literature [195–198]. TCCH4=190.56 K is the critical temperature of methane [199];ρL 

and ρCH4(kg.m-3) are the density of the liquid phase as well as methane; P and T are total pressure as well as 

the temperature of the bioreactor content; xj∗  and yj∗  is the liquid as well as the gaseous fraction of specie, j∗, 

in liquid and gaseous phase; γ, Equation (7.15j) is the average interfacial tension of the biogas with the liquid 

phase, calculated using the linear mixing rule, which is also applicable for all other necessary average 

properties of the entire system; and bij are coefficients of the polynomial models, as given in Table (7.1).   

Table 7.1. Coefficients of polynomial model used for the calculation of the interfacial tension. 

Coefficients, bij Values, γLCO2 Values, γLH2 

b00 19.3506 -95.7078 

b10 -67.5188 14.9137 

b01 0.4142 1.5894 

b20 4.4881 -0.4375 

b11 0.3091 -0.1203 

b02 -0.0008 -0.0046 

b30 -0.0392 0.0056 

b21 -0.0202 0.0028 

b12 -0.0004 0.0003 

b03 – 3.95E-06 

b40 0.0001 -9.89E-05 

b31 8.17E-05 -9.43E-06 

b22 2.38E-05 -7.07E-06 

b13 – -3.03E-07 

b50 – 2.26E-07 

b41 – 2.05E-07 

b32 – -8.93E-09 

b23 – 6.75E-09 
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γLCH4 = 1.11 × 10
−4(ρL − ρCH4)

1.024
(T TCCH4⁄ )

−1.25
 (7.15g) 

γLCO2 = 10
−3(b00 + b10P + b01T + b20P

2 + b11PT + b02T
2 + b30P

3 + b21P
2T+ b12PT

2

+ b40P
4 + b31P

3T + b22P
2T2) 

(7.15h) 

γLH2 = 10
−3(b00 + b10P + b01T + b20P

2 + b11PT + b02T
2 + b30P

3 + b21P
2T+ b12PT

2

+ b03T
3 + b40P

4 + b31P
3T+ b22P

2T2 + b13PT
3 + b50P

5 + b41P
4T

+ b32P
3T2 + b23P

2T3) 

(7.15i) 

γ = 𝚺 j∗
J∗γLj∗xj∗ (7.15j) 

 

 

Furthermore, the height of the biogas bubble specie in the liquid phase, hj∗, in Equation (7.15f) can be deduced 

via the terminal or rising velocity of the bubble, dhj∗ dt⁄ ≅ −ub through the liquid. This velocity can be 

estimated approximately by the modified Stokes law, Equation (7.15k) [193,200]. As reported by Pauss et al. 

[176] on integrating Equation (7.15c), (7.15e) and (7.15k) the initial conditions of biogas bubble species 

diameter should be within 0.05 ≤ dj∗  ≤ 0.5cm, alternatively the initial diameter of bubble species can be 

estimated from Stokes law approximation, dj∗ = 9.52ηL
2/3

[gρL(ρL − ρj∗)]
1/3

⁄  [201–203]. However, in this 

work, it is taken as  dj∗= 0.05cm at initial condition.  

dhj∗
dt

≅ ub ≅
ρLgdj∗

2

27ηL
 (7.15k) 

 

Further the dnbj∗ dt⁄  in Equation (7.15c) – (7.15e) is a regenerative term that can be deduced approximately 

from Equation (7.15l). Since 𝔞j∗can’t be accurately determined, combined with the bubble volume, vj∗ , to 

approximate yield vj∗𝔞j∗ = πdj∗
2 [176,204]. 

dnbj∗
dt

=
vj∗Rej∗
Mj

=
vj∗(KLj∗𝔞j∗)(GDj∗ − KHj∗pj∗)

Mj∗
=
πdj∗

2KLj∗(GDj∗ − KHj∗pj∗)

Mj∗
 (7.15l) 

 

By assuming the various possible biogas bubble specie diameters, dj∗h (i.e., dj∗1, dj∗2,…)  corresponds to the 

resulting diameter of each time step of the simulation, therefore the total number of bubble size categories, h =

1, 2,…,H is considered as the total simulation time steps. Therefore, using these diameters, the Sauter mean 

diameter, dSj∗, Equation (7.15m) [205–207] can be approximately estimated. There are different other mean 

diameters than the dSj∗ and their appropriate application [208]. The Sauter mean diameter is probably the most 

used mean diameter for the characterisation of several important chemical engineering processes[209], 

although the “volume moment” or De Brouckere mean diameter, has been reported to be a superior indicator 

[210]. 

dSj∗ ≅
∑ dj∗h

3H
h=1

∑ dj∗h
2H

h=1

 (7.15m) 
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7.10.Gas bubble size distribution  

On deducing the gas bubble diameters, dj∗h, an initial estimation of bubble size distribution can be deduced via 

a probability distribution function. A good approximation adequate to represent the size distribution is the 

normal distribution, Equation (7.15n) or log-normal, Equation (7.15o) [211].  

f(dj∗h) =
1

ζ∗√2π
exp {−

1

2
(
dj∗h − dj∗m

ζ∗
)

2

} (7.15n) 

 

Where dj∗m is the mean diameter of the gas bubble, which can be taken approximately as dSj∗ i.e., dj∗m ≅ dSj∗, 

and ζ∗ = √∑ (dj∗h − dSj∗)
2/HH

h=1   is the standard deviation of the bubble diameter, dj∗m is the mean diameter 

of the gas bubble, which can be taken approximately as dSj∗ i.e. dj∗m ≅ dSj∗, and H is the total number of bubbles 

(taken as simulation total time step).  

f(dj∗h) =
1

dj∗hζ∗log√2π
exp {−

1

2
(
ln dj∗h − dj∗mlog

ζ∗log
)

2

} (7.15o) 

 

Where dj∗mlog and  ζ∗log are respectively natural logarithm of the mean and standard deviation of bubble 

diameter.  i.e., dj∗mlog ≅ ln dSj∗and ζ∗log ≅ ln ζ∗.  

7.11.Estimation of biogas outflow rate  

The biogas outflow rate, qoG, from the bioreactor is suggested to be dependent on the current bioreactor 

pressure, P = PG + Psw, in the headspace as given by Equation (7.16) [212]. Where PR is the fixed or desired 

operating pressure of the bioreactor and kp is the pipe resistance coefficient (pa.m3.sec-1). 

qoG = kp(P − PR)(P PR⁄ ) (7.16) 

 

7.12.Estimation of pH in the bioreactor 

In modelling the dynamics of pH of the bioreactor electro balance in the liquid phase is performed. In 

anaerobic digestion, the electro neutrality and chemical affinity constant are utilised, and it is assumed the 

pH of the system, Equation (7.17k) is influenced mainly by dissolved carbon dioxide in equilibrium with 

bicarbonate ion molar concentration, [HCO3
−]. [HCO3

−] is dependent on the presence of other cations and 

anions in the system as given by Equation (7.17a). Equation (7.17a) [157] is a simplified balance for the 

anaerobic digestion of carbohydrates, lipids, and protein, deduced from the reported generic expression for 

charge balances [213,214]. Where [Z] (kgmoles.m-3) is the molar concentration of an artificial variable i.e., 

considered as either cation (Na+, Ca+, etc.), and anions (such as Cl−), [NH4
+] is the ammonium molar 

concentration due digestion of protein in feedstock and [Ac−] is the concentration of acetic acid. While 

MNH4 and MAc are the molecular weight of ammonium and acetic acid in the system [215]. 

[HCO3
−] = [Z] + [NH4

+] − [Ac−] (7.17a) 

 

In Equation (7.17a) the ammonium molar concentration, [NH4
+] can be deduced from Equation (7.17b) via 

Equation (7.17t) using ammonia, NH3, deduce from Equation (7.7m). Where KaNH4+ (kgmole) is the 
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disassociation constant for ammonium, given by Equation (7.17o) or (7.17p). Note that in this work since 

the feedstock is non-proteinaceous, GDNH3= 0, and as such [NH4
+]=0.  

[NH4
+] =

GDNH3[H
+]

MNH3KaNH4+
 (7.17b) 

 

While the acetic ion molar concentration, [Ac−] can be approximated theoretically from the stoichiometric 

degradation of the given substrate since acetic acid would always be formed. This approximation is done 

because the SSDM does not account for the dynamics of acetic acid. Considering the illustration of LCFA 

(C18H34O2), S1 and glycerol (C3H8O3), S2 formed from lipid molecules, as illustrated by Equation (4.1) – 

(4.7). The stoichiometric balance indicates that 3, and 1 mole(s) of acetic acid molecules are formed from 

each LCFA and glycerol molecule respectively. Therefore, the acetic acid mass concentration, Ac =

(3S1/MS1 + S2/MS2)MAc can be estimated. Finally, [Ac−] can be deduced from Ac via Equation (7.17c) 

via Equation (4.16q). Where KaAc is the disassociation constant for acetic acid, given by Equation (7.17n) 

or (7.17p) 

[Ac−] =
Ac[H+]

MAcKaAc
 (7.17c) 

 

The artificial ionic molar concentration, [Z], can be deduced from Equation (7.17d) – (7.17e).  

Cation input rate + Ion input rate from pH controller + Cation formation rate = Cation 

accumulation rate + Cation output rate 
(7.17d) 

ṅiz + ṅcz + VLRZ =
dnz
dt
+ ṅoz  

dnz
dt
= ṅiz + ṅcz − ṅoz + VLRZ (7.17e) 

 

Applying the necessary mathematical expression to Equation (7.17e) yields Equation (7.17f). Where [Zc] is 

the molar concentration of cation ([Zc]=[Z]) or anion ([Zc]= −[Z]) fed by the pH controller. Typically, the 

choice of the ion sources is hydrochloric acid (HCl) for anion, and potassium hydroxide (KOH) for cation 

respectively.  

d(VL[Z])

dt
= qiL[Z]i + qcL[Zc] − qoL [Z] + VLRZ (7.17f) 

 

Expanding the expression d(VL[Z]) dt⁄ , Equation (7.17g) and combining it with Equation (7.3d) yield Equation 

(7.17h).  

d(VL[Z])

dt
= VL

d[Z]

dt
+ [Z]

dVL
dt

 (7.17g) 

d(VL[Z])

dt
= VL

d[Z]

dt
+ [Z][qiL + qcL − qoL − (VLREG + REvap + qoGGWH2O) ρL⁄ ] (7.17h) 

 

Combining Equation (7.17h) and (7.17f), and rearranging yields Equation (7.17i).  
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VL
d[Z]

dt
+ [Z][q

iL + qcL − qo,L − (VLREG + REvap + qoGGWH2O) ρL⁄ ]

= q
iL
[Z]i + qcL[Zc] − qoL [Z] + VLRZ 

 

d[Z]

dt
=
qiL
VL
([Z]i − [Z])+

qcL
VL
([Zc]− [Z])+

[Z]

ρ
L

(REG +
REvap
VL

+ qoGGWH2O)+ RZ (7.17i) 

 

Considered in Equation (7.17i) is the inclusion of the formation of new cations, RZ(kmoles.m-3. s-1), Equation 

(7.17j) – (7.17k) is associated with microbes’ activities. Where Ycatj (i.e. Ycat1 is the cation yield from 

microbes associated with the utilisation of LCFA, S1 and Ycat2 is associated with glycerol, S2 substrates, 

however, it can be assumed that Ycat1≅ Ycat2≅Ycat=1),  MBj (i.e. MB1 and MB2 is the molecular weight of 

microbes in the AD, and using the molecular formular, C5H7O2N [161] to represent the microbes MB1= MB2= 

MB= 113.  

RZ =∑YcatjμjBj/MBj

J

j=1

 (7.17j) 

RZ = (Ycat1μ1B1/MBj + Ycat2μ2B2/MBj) ≅ Ycat(μ1 + μ2)/MB (7.17k) 

 

The hydrogen ions’ molar concentration, [H+] in the anaerobic system can then be deduced via Equation 

(7.17l), and subsequently the pH of the system, Equation (7.17m).  

d[H+]

dt
 =

KaCO2
[HCO3

−]MCO2

dGDCO2
dt

 (7.17l) 

pH = − log10[H
+] (7.17m) 

 

The estimation of the disassociation constant, Kaj±(kgmole), just like the Henry constant was also reported 

by Oh & Martin [174] for various components, j±, in an anaerobic digester is given by Equation (7.17n). 

The equilibrium relation for the system at temperature T(K) is described by the ion association, in which 

the chemical potential (ψj±) of components, j±, equals the summation of chemical ions’ potentials (ψj+
+  and 

ψj−
−  ) of its constituent ion, j− and, j+, for the component j± (i.e.  

∆υj±ψj±
o±) [174]. Based on a temperature reference of 298K the summation of chemical ion potentials,  

∆υj±ψj±
o± of species, j± = CO2 (to HCO3

−) and acetic acid was calculated as -358.8272, and -267.9815 

respectively. While the disassociation constant for ammonium (KaNH4+), Equation (7.17o) which applies to 

pure water, [216], can be approximately used. Flores-Estrella et al. [217] reported a typical value of 

5.3×10-10 as the KaNH4+ at 35°C for anaerobic digestion. However, Campos & Flotats [213] reported a 

generic expression, Equation (7.17p) for the computation of ions and cations for various components in 

anaerobic digestion, whose coefficients, Table (7.2) and some corresponding acid-base equilibrium given 

by Equation (7.17q) – (7.17w) [170,213,218]. 

Kaj± = exp {
∆υj±ψj±

o±

0.0821T
} (7.17n) 

KaNH4+ = 10
−{
2835.76
T

−0.6322+0.001225T}
 (7.17o) 

Kaj± = 10
−{pKi

o(0)+aj±T(°𝐂)+bj±T(°𝐂)
2+cj±T(°𝐂)

3}
 (7.17p) 
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Table 7.2. Coefficients for dissociation constants of components in anaerobic digestion [213] 

Components (j±) pKi
o(0) aj± bj± cj± 

Acetate, AcH 4.7803 -0.0023 6.00E-05 -2.00E-07 

Ammonium, NH4
+ 10.072 -0.0356 9.00E-05 4.00E-08 

Butyrate, BrH 4.8947 -0.0024 7.00E-05 -3.00E-07 

Propionate, PrH 4.8063 -0.0011 8.00E-05 -4.00E-07 

Carbonate,HCO3
− 6.5787 -0.0133 0.0002 -8.00E-07 

Carbonate, CO3
2− 9.2839 -0.0133 9.00E-05 -2.00E-07 

Phosphate,H3PO4
− 2.0473 0.0019 5.00E-05 0.0000 

Phosphate,HPO4
2− 7.3144 -0.0073 0.0001 -6.00E-07 

Phosphate, PO4
3− 12.658 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 

Water, H2O 14.934 -0.0425 0.0002 -6.00E-07 

 

Note that the subscript “liq” signify liquid in Equation (7.17q) – (7.17w). 

AcH
KaAc
↔  Ac− + H+ (7.17q) 

(BrH)j±
KaBr
↔  Br− + H+ (7.17r) 

(PrH)j±
KaPr
↔  Pr− + H+ (7.17s) 

NH4
+
K
aNH4

+

↔   (NH3)liq + H
+ (7.17t) 

(CO2)liq + H2O
KaCO2
↔   HCO3

− + H+
KaCO3
°

↔   CO3
2− + H+ (7.17u) 

H3PO4
KaH3PO4
↔     H3PO4

− + H+
KaH3PO4
°

↔     HPO4
2− + H+

KaH3PO4
°°

↔     PO4
3− + H+ (7.17v) 

H2O
KaH2O
↔   OH− +H+ (7.17w) 

 

7.13.Energy balance to deduce temperature dynamics 

In modelling energy flow, it is assumed that the temperature distribution at every time and spatial coordinate 

for the bioreactor content as well as HW flowing through the HJ is the same. This is made possible in 

practice by adequate mixing of the bioreactor content.  In general, the transfer of heat energy from fluid to 

fluid is based on heat flow from the hot fluid through the walls of its enclosure, and the mode of heat transfer 

i.e. heat loss and heat gain is assumed to be by conduction, convection, and radiation.  In summary, the 

following phenomena are assumed. 

1. Energy loss from the bioreactor content to the environment occurs, because of temperature 

differences between the bioreactor and the environment. The mode of heat transfer is 

predominantly via natural convection, forced convection as well as radiation. 

2. Energy gain from HW in HJ to the bioreactor content occurs, this is due to temperature differences 

between the bioreactor content and the HW. This process leads to temperature increases in the 

bioreactor, and it is predominantly via forced convection. 

3. The thermodynamic properties of the inlet stream, outlet stream and bioreactor content are 

approximately the same. 
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7.13.1.Energy balance of bioreactor 

The temperature changes of the control volume can be deduced from the energy balance on the control 

volume via the immediate statement expression below, and applying the equivalent mathematical 

expression yields Equation (7.18a). 

Input energy stream + Input energy stream from pH controller + Heat exchanger 

energy + Mixing energy + Heat of reaction = Energy accumulation + Output energy 

stream + Heat of evapouration + Energy loss to environment 

(7.18a) 

qiLρiLCpiLTi + qcLρcLCpcLTc + QHE + PMix + VLRAD∆HAD

=
d(mLCPL +mGCPG +mwvCPwv)T

dt
+ (qoLρoLCPoL + qoGGCPoG

+ qoGwvCPowv + qoGGWH2OCPowv)T + (REvap + qoGGWH2O)∆HEvap
+ QREn 

(7.18b) 

 

Therefore, based on assumption three (3) the following applies. The density, ρ (kg.m-3), and specific heat 

capacity, CP (J.kg-1.K-1) of fluids of similar nature are considered approximately the same, i.e.,  

ρiLCpiL≅ρcLCpcL≅ρoLCPoL≅ρLCPL, CPoG≅CPG, CPowv≅CPwv and rearranging Equation (7.18b) yields 

Equation (7.18c).  

d(mLCPL +mGCPG +mwvCPwv)T

dt
= qiLρLCpLTi + qcLρLCpLTc − (qoLρLCPL + qoGGCPG + qoGwvCPwv
+ qoGGWH2OCPwv)T + VLRAD∆HAD − (REvap + qoGGWH2O)∆HEvap
+ (QHE + PMix − QREn) 

(7.18c) 

 

Expanding the expression, d(mLCPL +mGCPG +mwvCPwv)T dt⁄ , Equation (7.18d) and rearranging yields 

Equation (7.18e) i.e., by substituting in Equation (7.3c), Equation (7.8c) based all gases and Equation 

(7.11c). 

d(mLCPL +mGCPG +mwvCPwv)T

dt

= TCPL
dmL
dt

+ TCPG
dmG
dt

+ TCPwv
dmwv
dt

+ (mLCPL +mGCPG

+mwvCPwv)
dT

dt
 

(7.18d) 

d(mLCPL +mGCPG +mwvCPwv)T

dt
= TCPL[(qiL + qcL − qo,L)ρL − (VLREG + REvap + qoGGWH2O)]

+ TCPG[VLREj∗ − qoGGj∗] + TCPwv[REvap − qoGwv] + (VLρLCPL

+ VGGCPG + VGwvCPwv)
dT

dt
 

(7.18e) 

 

Substituting Equation (7.18e) into Equation (7.18c) and rearranging yields Equation (7.18f). 
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TCPL[(qiL + qcL − qo,L)ρL − (VLREG + REvap + qoGGWH2O)]

+ TCPG[VLREj∗ − qoGGj∗] + TCPwv[REvap − qoGwv] + (VLρLCPL

+ VGGCPG + VGwvCPwv)
dT

dt
=  qiLρLCpLTi + qcLρLCpLTc − (qoLρLCPL + qoGGCPG + qoGwvCPwv
+ qoGGWH2OCPwv)T + VLRAD∆HAD − (REvap + qoGGWH2O)∆HEvap
+ (QHE + PMix − QREn) 

 

(VLρLCPL + VGGCPG + VGwvCPwv)
dT

dt
=  qiLρLCpL(Ti − T) + qcLρLCpL(Tc − T) + qoGGWH2O(CPL − CPwv)T

+ REvap(CPL − CPwv)T + VLREG(CPL − CPG)T + VLRAD∆HAD
− (REvap + qoGGWH2O)∆HEvap + (QHE + PMix − QREn) 

 

dT

dt
=  

1

(VLρLCPL + VGGCPG + VGwvCPwv)
[qiLρLCpL(Ti − T) + qcLρLCpL(Tc − T)

+ qoGGWH2O(CPL − CPwv)T + REvap(CPL − CPwv)T + VLREG(CPL
− CPG)T + VLRAD∆HAD − (REvap + qoGGWH2O)∆HEvap
+ (QHE + PMix − QREn)] 

(7.18f) 

 

Where QHE(W) is heating energy from hot water, QREn(W) is the heat loss to the environment from the 

bioreactor, PMix(W) is the stirring power, ∆HAD(J.kgmoles-1) is the heat of reaction of the anaerobic reaction 

(dependent on feedstock type), ∆HEvap(J.kg-1) is the latent heat of vapourisation of water, CPwv is the 

specific heat capacity of water vapour, CPL is the specific heat capacity of the liquid phase (i.e. sludge), G 

= 𝚺 j∗
J∗Gj∗ is the sum of all gaseous species concentration in the headspace, inert gas inclusive, CPG =

𝚺 j∗
J∗yj∗CPj∗ is the specific heat capacity of biogas species only, yj∗ is the gaseous fraction of biogas species, 

and RAD(kg.m-3.s-1) is the rate of anaerobic digestion, Equation (7.18g) – (7.18h). 

 

RAD =∑
1

YSj F⁄
(
μjBj

YBj/Sj
)

J

j

=
1

YS1 F⁄
(
μ1B

YB/S1
) +

1

YS2 F⁄
(
μ2B

YB/S2
) (7.18g) 

∆HAD = 𝚺joωFjo(1/MFjo)
mFjo
mRefjo

∆HADRefjo  (7.18h) 

 

The ∆HAD for a given feedstock, Fjo can be calculated from reference values, ∆HADRefjo  for jo= 

carbohydrates, protein, and lipid feedstock as reported by Lindorfer et al. [219], Equation (7.18h) 

applicable for mixed or single feedstock. Where mRefjo  is the stoichiometric mass of the reference (jo) 

molecule, mFjo  and ωFjoare respectively the stoichiometric mass as well as the mass fraction of the specific 

( jo) molecule in the feedstock. As an illustration of an AD system with lipid (C57H104O6, MFlip= 884, i.e. 

mFlip= 884 based on a mole basis) and xanthan gum (C35H49O29, MFcarb= 933, i.e. mFcarb= 933 based on 

a mole basis) as an emulsifier in a mass ratio of 50:50 (i.e. ωFlip= ωFcarb= 0.5). Therefore, lipid reference 

(2C16H12O6,mReflip= 600 & ∆HADReflip= +544.5 kJ.gmole-1) and carbohydrates reference 

(1C6H12O6,mRefcarb=180 & ∆HADRefcarb
Ro = -138.5 kJ.gmole-1). Therefore ∆HAD= 0.0690 kJ.g-1.  
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7.14.Power supplied by mixer or stirrer 

The power(W) of the mixer, PMix, can be estimated from either Equation (7.19a), (7.19b), for laminar range 

i.e., NRe(ρLnstdst
2 ηL⁄ ) ≤ 10 or Equation (7.19c) for over the laminar range [220–222]. Where nst (rps) is 

the stirrer speed, dst (m) is the diameter of the stirrer and ηL(pa.s) is the viscosity of the bioreactor liquid 

content.  

PMixer = 2πnstτ (7.19a) 

PMix = NpηLnst
2 dst

3
 (7.19b) 

PMix = NpρLnst
3 dst

5
 (7.19c) 

 

The Equation (7.19a) is a general equation of stirrer power, when the torque, τ (N.m) is known, and Np is 

the power number of the stirrer, which is determined based on correlation with NRe[220,223,224], however 

for simplicity it will be taken as Np= 0.309.  

7.15.Material balance on energy jacket 

The changes in hot water level can be deduced using the immediate statement expression below and 

applying the equivalent mathematical expression yields Equation (7.20a) – (7.20b). 

Input hot water = Accumulation of hot water + Output hot water (7.20a) 

ṁihw =
dmhw
dt

+ ṁohw (7.20b) 

The flow of heating water in the heating jacket is assumed to be in a steady state, hence dmHw dt⁄ = 0, 

therefore Equation (7.20b) reduces to (7.20c). 

ṁihw = ṁohw  

qihwρihw = qohwρohw  

ρihw ≅ ρohw ≅ ρhw  

qihw = qohw = qhw (7.20c) 

 

Where qihw, qohw, qhw are input, output, generic volumetric flowrates and ρihw, ρohw, as well as ρhw 

are their respective density.  

7.16.Energy balance for heating jacket  

The temperature changes of the heating jacket can be deduced from the energy balance on the control 

volume via Equation (7.21a) – (7.21e). 

Input energy = Energy accumulation + Energy output + Energy loss to reactor + 

Energy loss to environment 
(7.21a) 

qihwρihwCPihwTihw =
d(mhwCPhwThw)

dt
+ qohwρohwCPohwThw + QHE +QEn (7.21b) 

 

Expanding the expression d(mhwCPhwThw) dt⁄ , Equation (7.21c) and substituting in dmhw dt⁄ = 0 and 

necessary mathematical expression yield Equation (7.21d). 

d(mhwCPhwThw)

dt
= mhwCPhw

dThw
dt

+ CPhwThw
dmhw
dt

= mhwCPhw
dThw
dt

 (7.21c) 
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d(mhwCPhwThw)

dt
= ρhwVhwCPhw

dThw
dt

 (7.21d) 

 

Substituting Equation (7.21d) into (7.21b), noting that ρihwCPihw = ρohwCPohw ≅ ρhwCPhw and 

rearranging yields Equation (7.21e). 

qihwρihwCPihwTihw = ρhwVhwCPhw
dThw
dt

+ qohwρohwCPohwThw + QHE + QHEn  

dThw
dt

=
qhw(Tihw − Thw)

Vhw
−
( QHE + QHEn)

ρhwVhwCPhw
 (7.21e) 

 

Where Tihw, Thw, Vhw, CPhw, ρhw, QHEn are inlet hot water temperature, heating jacket temperature, the 

volume of the heating jacket, specific heat capacity, density of water, and heat loss from the heating jacket 

to the environment or surrounding.  

7.17.Estimation of bioreactor heat transfer with wall temperatures 

Considering a jacketed bioreactor, Figures (7.1) and (7.2) with the same length as the reactor, hR, whose 

cross-sectional area is also shown in Figure (7.4) as applicable to this work. Given that the heating jacket’s 

hydraulic inner diameter, DHi≅0.02m, and the outer diameter  DHo≅0.02+𝓍H are specified with 𝓍H being 

its thickness. 

 
Figure 6.4. Cross-sectional area of the bioreactor with material and heat transfer 

 

The estimation of heat transfer between bioreactor content and heating jacket, QHE, can deduced via 

Equation (7.22a) – (7.22c) or (7.22d) – (7.22f). Furthermore, based on Figure (7.4), it is assumed that heat 

loss from the bioreactor content to the environment QREn= 0 is negligible. However, the heat transfer from 

the heating jacket to the environment, QHEn would need to be estimated as detailed in Equation (7.22o) – 

(7.22q) or (7.22r) – (7.22t).  

7.17.1.Computation of heat transfer from heating fluid to bioreactor content 

Heat flux based on bioreactor internal area 

The heat flux based on the internal area, ARi = πDRihR, of the bioreactor is given as, QHE ARi⁄ , expressed 

in Equation (7.22a) or (7.22b), the overall heat transfer coefficient based on the internal area of the 

bioreactor, UHEi is given by Equation (7.22c). 
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QHE
ARi

= UHEi(Thw − T) (7.22a) 

QHE
ARi

= ℏR(Twc − T) (7.22b) 

UHEi =
1

1
ℏR
+
𝓍R
𝓀R
(
DRi
D̅R
) +

1
ℏHi

(
DRi
DRo

)
 

(7.22c) 

 

Heat flux based on bioreactor outer area 

The heat flux based on the internal area, ARo = πDRohR, of the bioreactor is given as, QHE ARo⁄ , expressed 

in Equation (7.22d) or (7.22e), the overall heat transfer coefficient based on the internal area of the 

bioreactor, UHEo is given by Equation (7.22f). 

 

QHE
ARo

= UHEo(Thw − T) (7.22d) 

QHE
ARo

= ℏHi(Twh − T) (7.22e) 

UHEo =
1

1
ℏHi

+
𝓍R
𝓀R
(
DRo
D̅R
) +

1
ℏR
(
DRo
DRi
)
 

(7.22f) 

 

Where UHEi(W.m-2.K-1), UHEo, 𝓍R, 𝓀R(W.m-1.K-1), DRi, DRo, D̅R = (DRo − DRi) ln(DRo/DRi), Twh(K), 

and Twc are the inner overall heat coefficient, outer overall heat coefficient, thickness, thermal conductivity, 

inner diameter, outer diameter, logarithmic mean diameter, hot side wall temperature and cold side wall 

temperature of the bioreactor respectively. While ℏR(W.m-2.K-1) and ℏHi are the heat transfer coefficient 

for the liquid content in the bioreactor as well as that of the heating fluid of the heating jacket based on the 

inner area.  

7.17.2.Computation of bioreactor heat transfer coefficient 

The effective heat transfer coefficient for the bioreactor, ℏR can be deduced from Equation (7.22k) [225], 

for which ℏL, Equation (7.22g) represents the stirred liquid portion while ℏG, depending on the criteria 

either Equation (7.22h) for D hL⁄ ≥ 35 Gr1/3⁄  or Equation (7.22i) for 104< GrPr<108  or Equation (7.22j) 

for 108< GrPr<1012 [226–228] represent the gas-vapour portion. Where NRe = ρjnstdst
2 ηj⁄  is the Reynold 

number of the stirred bioreactor as earlier defined, Pr = CPjηj 𝓀L⁄ , Prandtl number, 𝓀j is the thermal 

conductivity of fluid in the bioreactor, Gr = gβρj
2|∆T|Lc

3/ηj is the Grashof number, ∆T is the temperature 

difference between fluid and wall,  β= ∆ρj/(ρavj∆T) [229] for liquid or β ≅ 1/Tf for gases [230] is the fluid 

thermal expansion coefficient, ρavj is the average density of liquid between temperature changes, Θ1 and 

Θ2 are the stirrer characteristics, assuming a single paddle-type propeller, Θ1 = 0.36 and Θ2 = 0.21 [231–

233]. The characteristic length, Lc, for Equation (7.22g), is the inner diameter of the reactor, while for 

Equation (7.22h) – (7.22j) is the height of the gas headspace. Note that all physiochemical properties of 

fluids in these equations are calculated at the film temperature, Tf = 0.5(Twc + T), j indicates specific fluid 

in the bioreactor (i.e. either liquid,j=L or gas, j=G), and ηwj is the viscosity of the fluid at the inner wall 

temperature of the heating jacket, Twc.  
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Nu = (
ℏjLc

𝓀j
= Θ1NRe

2/3Pr1/3 (
ηj

ηwj
)

Θ2

)

j=L

 (7.22g) 

Nu = (
ℏjLc

𝓀j
= (0.825 +

0.387(GrPr)1 6⁄

(1 + (0.492 pr⁄ )9 16⁄ )8 27⁄
)

2

)

j=G

 (7.22h) 

Nu = (
ℏjLc

𝓀j
= 0.555(GrPr)0.25)

j=G

 (7.22i) 

Nu = (
ℏjLc

𝓀j
= 0.129(GrPr)0.33)

j=G

 (7.22j) 

ℏR = √ℏL
4 + ℏG

44
 (7.22k) 

 

7.17.3.Computation of heating jacket heat transfer coefficient  

The value for ℏHi can be deduced from the correlation given by Equation (7.22l) [234] for lamina (Re < 

2300) or Equation (7.22m) [234–236] for turbulent flow regime. 

Nu = (
ℏjLc

𝓀j
= {3.66 +

0.065RePrDHi hR⁄

1 + 0.04(RePrDHi hR⁄ )2/3
}(
ηj

ηwj
)

0.11

)

j=Hi

 (7.22l) 

Nu = (
ℏjLc

𝓀j
= 0.0243Rec1Prc2 (

ηj

ηwj
)

0.14

)

j=Hi

 (7.22m) 

 

Where  c1 = 0.8, c2 = 0.4 for heating or 0.3 for cooling (which is applicable in this work). The characteristic 

length, Lc= DHi, 𝓀j is the thermal conductivity, Re = ρjujDHi ηj⁄ , Reynold’s number, uH = 4qhw/πDHi
2 , 

Pr = CPjηj 𝓀j⁄ , Prandtl number of hot water and all physiochemical properties are calculated at the film 

temperature, Tf = 0.5(Twh + Thw), j=Hi indicates all thermodynamic properties are for heating fluid in the 

heater jacket (in this case heating water, i.e., j=Hi or hw) based on heat loss reactor (i.e. the outer surface 

of the reactor and heating fluid), ηwj is the viscosity of water on the outer/inner wall temperature of the 

reactor/heating jacket, Twh, and ηj the viscosity of bulk water flowing through the heating jacket. Adequate 

estimation of Twh is therefore important to ensure accurate prediction or estimation of heat transfer from 

the heating jacket to the bioreactor, hence Twh is usually computed iteratively. The computation of either 

wall temperature of a bioreactor can be deduced (if one of the other is known, Twh or Twc) by Equation 

(7.22n).  

QHE

A̅
=
𝓀R(Twh − Twc)

𝓍R
 (7.22n) 

 

Where A̅ = πD̅hR, D̅ = (Do −Di) ln(Do/Di), and 𝓀R is the logarithmic area, logarithmic diameter, and 

thermal conductivity of bioreactor material evaluated at its hot (Twh) or cold (Twc) wall temperature 

depending on which wall temperature reactor is readily available. However, a more rigorous and accurate 

procedure is the estimation of 𝓀R via the average wall temperature of the bioreactor, Tw = 0.5(Twh + Twc).  
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7.17.4.Computation of heat transfer from heating fluid to environment 

Heat flux based on the internal area 

The heat flux based on the internal area, AHi = πDHihR, of the bioreactor is given as QHEn AHi⁄ , 

expressed in Equation (7.22o) or (7.22p), the overall heat transfer coefficient based on the internal area of 

the heating jacket, UHEni is given by Equation (7.22q). 

QHEn
AHi

= UHEni(Thw − TAir) (7.22o) 

QHEn
AHi

= ℏHo(Thw − THwh) (7.22p) 

UHEni =
1

1
ℏHo

+
𝓍Ho
𝓀Ho

(
DHi
D̅H
) +

1
ℏAir

(
DHi
DHo

)
 

(7.22q) 

 

Heat flux based on the external area 

The heat flux based on the External area (AHo = πDHohR) of the bioreactor is given as QHEn AHo⁄ , 

expressed in Equation (7.22r) or (7.22s), the overall heat transfer coefficient based on the outer area of the 

heating jacket, UHEno is given by Equation (7.22t). 

QHEn
AHo

= UHEno(Thw − TAir) (7.22r) 

QHEn
AHo

= ℏAir(THwc − TAir) (7.22s) 

UHEno =
1

1
ℏAir

+
𝓍Ho
𝓀Ho

(
DHo
D̅H

) +
1
ℏHo

(
DHo
DHi

)
 

(7.22t) 

 

Where UHEni, UHEno, 𝓍Ho, 𝓀Ho, DHi, DHo, D̅H = (DHo − DHi) ln(DHo/DHi), THwh, and THwc are the 

inner overall heat coefficient, outer overall heat coefficient, thickness, thermal conductivity, inner diameter, 

outer diameter, logarithmic mean diameter, hot side wall temperature and cold side wall temperature of the 

heating jacket respectively. While ℏHo is the heat transfer coefficient for the heating fluid in the heating 

jacket due to heat loss to surrounding and ℏAir is the heat transfer coefficient for the environmental air 

surrounding the bioreactor.  

The ℏHo is computed using Equation (7.22l) – (7.22m) in a similar procedure highlighted earlier, however 

in this case, the calculation is performed based on thermodynamic properties, j=Ho i.e., properties for 

heating fluid in heater jacket (in this case water, i.e., j=Ho or hw) based on heat loss surrounding (i.e., the 

temperature of the heating fluid and that of the surface of heating jacket in contact with the surrounding). 

Specifically, it is based on wall temperature, THwh and film temperature, Tf = 0.5(THwh + Thw). While 

ℏAir is computed via Equation (7.22h) – (7.22j), with properties, j=Air i.e., properties for air at wall 

temperature, THwc and Tf = 0.5(THwc + TAir), as well as the length of the bioreactor, hR, as its 

characteristic length, Lc. Furthermore, the computation of either wall temperature of the heating jacket can 

be deduced (if one of the other is known, THwh or THwc ) by Equation (7.22u). Where, A̅H = πD̅hR, 𝓀H 

is the thermal conductivity of the heating jacket material evaluated at either wall temperature, THwh or 

THwc depending on which wall temperature is readily available. 
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QHEn

A̅H
=
𝓀H(THwh − THwc )

𝓍Ho
 (7.22u) 

 

7.18.Experimental analysis of lipid hydrolysis   

To deduce the kinetic constant, Klipid, for the hydrolysis of the lipid into substates as introduced in Equation 

(7.4f), an experimental investigation to describe the reaction quantitatively and qualitatively as a function 

of temperature is considered. The kinetics model as highlighted earlier will be described using the first-

order model. The first-order kinetic model can be modelled as a single-step model in which one kinetic 

constant is deduced, which is simple and more practical for AD [76]. It can also be modelled as consecutive 

degradation of tri-, di-, and mono-glycerides into LCFA, following the procedure described by Moate et 

al. [237]. 
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8.Experimental framework – Materials and methods 

8.1.Collection and storage of sludge sample 

A substantial amount of industrial-activated sludge samples was sourced from a biogas production plant. 

To enhance the homogeneity of the sludge sample, it was filtered using a 16-mesh size filter. The sample 

pH (via the Hanna 213 pH meter with CHS FermPro Lab probe), density and other properties were 

measured as given in Table (8.1). It was then sealed and stored in a refrigerator at 4 ℃ to minimise its 

activity [238]. 

Table 8.1. Average physicochemical properties, and composition of sludge sample 

Properties, unit Results 

pH, 19.7°C 7.3200 

Density, 20 ºC H2O 0.9900 

Total suspended solids (TSS), kg.m-3 22.391 

Volatile suspended solids (VSS), kg.m-3 13.459 

Biochemical oxygen demand (BOD), kg.m-3 1.5700 

Chemical oxygen demand (COD), kg.m-3 21.300 

Total kjeldahl nitrogen (TKN), kg.m-3 0.5660 

Triglyceride, kg.m-3 0.0105 

Diglyceride, kg.m-3 0.0102 

Monoglyceride, kg.m-3 0.1194 

LCFA, kg.m-3 0.0918 

 

8.2.Determination of TSS, and VSS 

The total suspended solids (TSS) and volatile suspended solids (VSS) of sludge are essential characteristics 

of active sludge. The essential characteristic of the sludge sample, such as the total suspended solids (TSS) 

and volatile suspended solids (VSS), which are good criteria to quantify microbes in the sludge as they 

exclude soluble solids both organic and “inorganic”, typically the VSS test is better for such purpose as it 

indicates the organic-solids concentrations [239,240]. The TSS and VSS were measured following APHA 

standard methods 2540D and 2540E respectively [241,242]. 

8.3.Determination of BOD, COD, and TKN  

The concentration, kg.m-3 of the sludge biochemical oxygen demand (BOD), chemical oxygen demand 

(COD), and Total Kjeldahl Nitrogen (TKN) were respectively determined using the ISO 5815-1 [243,244], 

and ISO 15705 standards [245,246], and the ISO 11732 ISO 11732 (for NH4
+N) standard together with the 

ISO 13395 (for NO2
−N and NO3

−N).  

8.4.Dispersion of lipid sample in sludge 

To standardise the procedure of monitoring lipid hydrolysis, a known amount of lipid (specifically, rapeseed 

oil) is added to the sludge sample. Considering the low solubility and consequently inhomogeneity of lipids 

in aqueous solutions, the lipid was emulsified and stabilised using xanthan gum, in a similar procedure 

described by Putra et al [247]. In the presence of a continuous flow of nitrogen, 130 g of stored sludge 

placed in a beaker was stirred at 2000 rpm in a temperature-controlled stirrer to 25, 30, 35, 45, and 50 °C. 

At each condition, 0.33 g (i.e., 2.5 kg.m-3 of lipid) of lipid was slowly added, while stirring continued for 

15 minutes. Furthermore, 0.33 g of xanthan gum powder was slowly added with stirring for another 15 

minutes before the process was stopped. 
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8.5.Setup of the anaerobic hydrolysis system 

The prepared oil-sludge emulsion was then transferred to a 250 mL Fisherbrand glass reactor (FB-800-250) 

and placed in a temperature-controlled water bath (Memmert, WNB 22) with an inbuilt shaking device. 

The reactor was stirred horizontally at 160 strokes per minute and each temperature (i.e., 25, 30, 35, 45, 

and 50 °C). Finally, to monitor the hydrolysis kinetics, samples were collected from the reactor periodically 

(i.e., 0.00, 0.50, 1.00, …, 24.0 hours) in the presence of nitrogen.  

8.6.Analysis of hydrolysed lipid 

The qualitative and quantitative analysis of lipid hydrolysis was performed using gas chromatography (GC). 

In the GC analysis, 0.2 g of samples in duplicate were withdrawn from the reactor periodically. Each sample 

was mixed with 4 mL propanol, 6 mL hexane solvents, and shaken for 2 hours with a mechanical shaker to 

extract the lipid as well as its subsidiary component into the solvent. The sample residue after solvent 

extraction was filtered with a 0.45 µm nylon syringe filter. The filtrate was left to evapourate through 

laminar airflow and the remaining non-volatile fraction was dissolved in heptane (3 mL). Furthermore, to 

remove non-lipid components, sodium sulfate solution (3 ml; 7% w/w) was added to the heptane mixture, 

and vigorously stirred for several seconds, and its aqueous layer was separated by centrifugation at 3500 

rpm for 10 minutes. The heptane layer, rich in lipids, was evapourated using laminar airflow. Finally, 0.8 

mL of heptane, 0.1 mL of internal standard, and 0.1 mL of BSTFA (derivatisation agent) were added to the 

resulting sample, before being analysed in duplicate by the GC, as described by Šánek et al. [248].   

8.7.Measurement of produced biogas, and methane content 

The overall gaseous outlet on a volumetric basis was measured using a simplified volumetric displacement 

of water from an air-tight sealed water displacement bottle based on the volume of biogas produced, as 

illustrated in Figures (7.2) and (8.1). Methane content was determined by Fourier-transform infrared 

spectroscopy (FTIR) technique on a Thermo-Fisher Nicolet iS50 spectrometer equipped with a DTGS KBr 

detector. A 5 cm long gas cell with BaF2 windows was used for measurement, the sample was measured 

with a resolution of 4 cm-1 and 25 scans per sample. The area of the absorption band between 3002-3024 

cm-1 was used for quantification. The method was calibrated using calibration gas mixtures supplied by 

SIAD company as well as in-house prepared gas mixtures. Note that using this developed method, the FTIR 

could only be used to measure the methane and carbon dioxide content. 

 
Figure 8.1. Experimental setup utilised for the anaerobic digestion  
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8.8.Modelling lipid hydrolysis kinetics 

The results from the GC analysis, i.e., the dynamics of sample concentration can be modelled into a first-

order kinetic model by curve fitting the deduced result. The model can be developed based on triglyceride 

degradation, or formation of LCFA using the single-step first-order model, or based on consecutive 

degradation, and formation of Tri-, Di-, Mono-glyceride into LCFA via the multi-step first-order model 

(i.e., a consecutive model). Developing either of these models is dependent on the ease and availability of 

data or measurement techniques, however, in this work, the single-step first-order model will be considered.  

  

The reaction kinetics, RF of the lipid feedstock (i.e., triglyceride = F) in the sludge was investigated using 

the generic single-step first-order kinetic model, Equation (8.2). In Equation (8.2), it is assumed the rate 

constants, kLipid is temperature dependent, as such can be modelled by the 1st term Gaussian model, 

Equation (8.3) [249,250]. 

 

Triglyceride + 3Water → Glycerol + 3Fatty acid (8.1) 

RF = dF dt⁄ = −kLipidF (8.2) 

kLipid = k0e
−(
T−TO
KT

)
2

 (8.3) 

 

Where T(K) is the reaction temperature, TO(K) is the reference temperature, k0(hr-1) is the preexponential 

factor of the reaction, and kT(K-1) is a temperature constant. Furthermore, considering the report by Emebu 

et al. [250], the single-step curve-fitting method (i.e., fitting Equation (8.1) and (8.3) as one combined 

equation), as opposed to the multi-step curve-fitting method will be applied to developing the kinetic 

models. The curve-fitting procedure can be implemented in MATLAB through the Lsqcurvefit function 

and the ode45 numerical non-stiff solver [251]. 
 

8.9.Evaluation of models 

The accuracy or evaluation metrics for the proposed kinetic models, as do other curve-fitted models in this 

work can be checked using R-squared (R2) value, Equation (8.4). The R2 value can range from 0 to 1, with 

values closer to unity indicating a better model fit. Where y is the output, y̅ is the mean output of the data 

set, and  ŷ  is model output. 

 

R2 = 1 − Σ(y − ŷ)2/Σ(y − y̅)2 (8.4) 

 

8.10.Simulation of model 

The Equations (7.1) – (7.22) of develop dynamic models as well as analytical/empirical models together 

with Equation (A.41) – (A.44) were solved using ODE15s (a stiff numerical solver) as well as lsqnonlin 

function (an iterative estimation of the bioreactor and heating jacketing wall temperature) in MATLAB via 

data in Table (6.3), (7.1), (7.2), (8.2), (9.1) and (9.2), including the thermochemical properties of 

components given in Equation (A.1) – (A.38) of the Appendix section.  
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Table 8.2. Simulation parameters based on laboratory scale, and literature review 

Symbols Description Values (units) 

rRi and rRo Inner and outer radius of Bioreactor (BR) 0.0300 and 0.0307 m 

rHi and rHo Hydraulic radius of heating jacket (HJ) 0.01 and 0.0107 m 

hR Total height of BR=HJ 0.0218 m 

hL Liquid level in BR 0.082 m 

qiL and qoL Inflow and outflow rate of liquid in the BR 0 m3.hr-1 

qcL pH inflow rate 0 m3.hr-1 

g & R Acceleration due to gravity & Ideal gas constant 9.81m.s-2 & 8314 J.kgmol-1. K-1 

F Initial concentration of lipid 2.5385 kg.m-3 

B Initial concentration of microbes 0.01 kg.m-3 

MB Molecular weight of microbes, C5H7O2N [161]  113 

[Z] Molar concentration of artificial ion 0.00035 kgmoles.m-3 

[Zc] pH controller artificial ion  0.000 kgmoles.m-3 

T and Thw Initial temperature of fluid in BR, and HJ 35 and 60 ℃ 

TAir Environment or surround air temperature 25 ℃ 

Φv Volatile fraction of the feedstock [98] ΦG = 0.9 and ΦB = 0.1 

pH Initial pH of BR 8.23 

Ycat Cation yield from microbes 1.000 

𝕚pHj∗ Ideal inhibition of various biogas species 𝕚pHj∗ = 1 

pHll  Lower pH limit for CH4, CO2, and H2 6.5, 5.0, and 5.0 

pHul  Upper pH limit for CH4, CO2, and H2 7.5, 7.5, and 7.5 

−(∆ψj∗
ovl) Chemical potential difference for CH4, CO2, and H2 158.084, 75.4238, and 172.7239 

∆υj±ψj±
o± 

Summation of chemical ion potentials for 

HCO3
− and acetic acid 

-358.8272, and -267.9815 

(KLa)H2 
Hydrogen gas-liquid mass transfer coefficient [181–

184] 
0.0027 s-1 

Kd1 & Kd2 Death rate for microbes of substrates (1) and (2) Kd=0.05μmax 

KS1& KS2 
Half-saturation coefficient for substrate (1) and (2) 

[252,253] 
3.18 & 1.00 kg.m-3 

Kp Pipe resistance coefficient 0.000001 Pa.m3.hr-1 

dj∗ Initial bubble diameter 0.00050 m 

∆HAD   Heat of reaction of the anaerobic 0.0690 kJ.g-1 

Np Power number of the bioreactor stirrer 0.309 

nst  Stirrer speed 100 rpm 

dst Diameter of stirrer 0.65(2rRi) 
* Generically well-known parameters are not given in this table but are found in appropriate sections 
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9.Results and discussion 

9.1.Hydrolysis kinetics  

Evaluation of the developed kinetic model with experimental data given in Table (A.3) of the Appendix 

section, indicates a significant fit as shown in Figure (9.1), and Table (9.1) with an average R2 = 0.9895. 

The kinetics model reveals the lower temperature regime, i.e., 25 – 30 ºC, showed a better fit with 30 ºC 

being the optimal condition. In contrast, the higher temperature regime, i.e., 35 – 50 ºC resulted in poorer 

fit, with 50 ºC being the least favourable. 

Table 9.1. Estimated parameters and evaluation metrics of hydrolysis model  

 Gaussian model constants 

 k0, h-1 kT, K-1 T0, K 

 2.5667 20.1518 320.0911 

 Temperature, ºC 

 25 30 35 45 50 

kLipid, hr-1 0.7717 1.2502 1.7907 2.5392 2.5138 

R2 0.9964 0.9901 0.9912 0.9942 0.9756 

 

The deduced kLipid indicate that increasing the temperature enhances the rate of hydrolysis, as also reported 

in literature for both mesophilic (< 40 °C) and thermophilic (55 – 60 °C) AD systems [254,255]. It is well 

known that as reaction temperature increases, reactant molecules acquire sufficient kinetic energy to 

overcome the reaction activation energy barrier. Thus, increasing the reaction rate, especially in mass 

transfer-driven regimes. This principle is however limited in biochemical reactions due to less tolerance of 

microbes or enzymes to higher temperatures [256]. 

The result of this work shows that as the temperature increases, the hydrolysis rate increase with the rate 

more than doubling at 45 ºC from 25 ºC, also with considerable increase from 30 ºC to 25 ºC, slight increase 

from 30 ºC to 35 ºC and observable decrease from 45 ºC as it approaches 50 ºC. This observation suggests 

mass transfer-driven hydrolysis dominates at higher temperature regimes [257], reaching optimum at 45 

ºC. On further increases in temperature after this point, the benefits of higher thermal energy on the reaction 

begin to diminish from 45 ºC, due to microbial tolerance, as observed at 50 ºC. 

  
a. Comparison of model and experimental data b. Gaussian thermodynamic model 

Figure 9.1. Illustration of hydrolysis kinetic, and Gaussian model for lipid degradation 

 

The resulting biogas production for the oil-sludge emulsion at 35 ºC beyond the time limit of lipid 

hydrolysis is also illustrated in Figure (9.2a). The methane and carbon dioxide volumetric content in the 
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produced biogas were respectively found cumulatively (i.e., at the end of the biogas production process) to 

be about 62% and 38% using the methodology developed via FTIR.  

Furthermore, the Ratkowsky model, Equation (7.5e), was applied to theoretically approximate the 

maximum microbe specific growth rate, μmax, required for the calculation of the microbe specific growth 

rate, μ, for the anaerobic digestion (AD) process.  The model was curve-fitted based on hypothetical data 

for LCFA and glycerol, as illustrated in Figure (9.2b) – (9.2c), with parameters, as well as the estimated R2 

values as given in Table (9.2). Based on the R2 values, the developed model seems adequate with the applied 

data. Note that these models are applicable within the temperature range of 273 – 333.15 K. 

Table 9.2. Ratkowsky constants for estimation of maximum specific growth rate 

Substrate/parameter R2 ℬ1(K-1.h-1/2) ℬ2(K-1) Tmin(K) Tmax(K) 

LCFA 0.9571 0.0037 0.1331 274.1496 333.3498 

Glycerol 0.9525 0.0021 0.1558 273.6860 332.8614 

 

   
a. Biogas production b. LCFA microbe activity c. Glycerol microbe activity 

Figure 9.2. Biogas production, and maximum microbe specific growth rate 

   

9.2.Anaerobic digestion simulation  

The SSDM was developed such that it could be applied for both the simulation and control of anaerobic 

digestion. Specifically, the model can be applied to control the pressure, pH, and temperature of the 

bioreactor by manipulating the bioreactor gas outlet, qoG, pH control inlet, qcL, and heating water flowrate, 

qhw, respectively. 

9.2.1.Effect of pressure  

To elaborate on the effect of pressure, the developed SSDM model was simulated in MATLAB based on 

three (3) case studies at 35 ºC (i.e., based on heating water flowrate, qhw = 0.0000000040 m3.s-1), and 

negligible pH inhibition. These case studies include Case-study-A(P) (Complete batch system without 

output of biogas, i.e., overpressure), Case-study-B(P) (Semi-batch system with output of biogas at 

atmospheric pressure), and Case-study-C(P) (Semi-batch system with output of biogas below atmospheric 

pressure, typically 30% atmospheric pressure). It is assumed that the bioreactor is initially operated at 

atmospheric pressure, simulated by Nitrogen as an inert gas i.e., Nitrogen gas is initially present in the 

bioreactor in an amount equivalent to 101325 Pa of pressure. The inert concentration and corresponding 

pressure in the headspace are modelled using Equation (7.9f) but with REj∗= 0, and the ideal gas law 

equation respectively. 

Case-study-A(P) 

Case-study-A(P) considers a complete batch system without output of biogas, i.e., qoG = 0. Figure (9.3a) 

illustrates a slight decrease (i.e., by about 0.26%) in the bioreactor liquid level, mainly due to the formation 
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of biogas from substrates (LCFA and glycerol), evolution of biogas from the liquid phase, and evapouration 

of water vapour to the gas headspace.  

   
a. Level dynamics b. Lipid dynamics c. Substrate dynamics 

Figure 9.3. Changes in liquid level, lipid, and microbes in the liquid phase (1) 

 

The substrates utilised for biogas formation were a result of the hydrolysis of lipid feedstock, Figure (9.3b). 

The result shows that the rate of hydrolysis is very fast, i.e., about 2.5 – 5.5 hours for completion of the 

reaction, Figure (9.1a). This extracellular step of AD is much faster than the intracellular steps which are 

facilitated by microbe’s growth, Figure (9.4a). The resulting substrate formation from the lipid hydrolysis 

and subsequent utilisation into biogas is illustrated in Figure (9.3c). The result shown in Figure (9.3c) 

indicates that the amount of glycerol formed is smaller in comparison to the LCFA formed, as such glycerol 

diminishes faster. This is because for every mole of glycerol formed, three moles of LCFAs are formed 

alongside based on the molecule of triglyceride (C57H104O6) used to illustrate lipid, as well as the 

stoichiometry of the reaction, Equation (5.1). 

   
a. Microbes’ dynamics b. Dissolved gas dynamics c. Dynamics of water  

Figure 9.4. Concentration dynamics for microbes, biogas formation and water (1) 

 

Subsequently in the intracellular steps, the substrates being formed are assumed to be transformed into 

microbe’s biomass during the biochemical transformation of substrates to biogas as illustrated by Figure 

(9.4a). The result shows that microbes will continue to grow provided substrates are present in the system, 

and as the substrates get depleted, their growth begins to decline, due to the rapid death of microbes. 

   
a. Concentration of biogas   b. Mass of biogas  c. Volume of biogas  

Figure 9.5. Concentration, mass, and volume of biogas obtainable in headspace (1) 

* H2O vapour and H2O-biogas respectively indicate water vapour and inherent biogas water 
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The resulting biogas formed, companying inert and water vapour present or flowing from the bioreactor are 

shown in Figure (9.4b) – (9.6c), which comprises the total biogas formed in the AD process. Figure (9.4b) 

shows the concentration of biogas dissolved in the liquid phase, i.e., the amount of biogas unevolved, and 

Figure (9.4c) shows the changing concentration of water (i.e., amount of water per liquid volume) 

predominately present in the liquid phase, because of biogas formation as well as evolution. It is observed 

that there is an increase in water concentration, due to a decrease in liquid level caused by the evolution of 

biogas and vapour. As expected, as the nonwatery components are being used or evolve from the liquid 

phase, the water concentration increases. While Figures (9.5a) – (9.6a) correspondingly indicate the 

concentration, mass, volume and resulting partial pressure of biogas evolved from the liquid phase to the 

gas headspace based on the Henry law. 

   
a. Headspace pressure b. Mass of biogas c. Volume of biogas 

Figure 9.6. Pressure in headspace, mass, and volume of biogas from headspace (1) 

 

The results in Figure (9.4b) show that a higher amount of the carbon dioxide formed remains dissolved in 

the liquid phase in comparison to methane and hydrogen gas. This is because carbon dioxide is more soluble 

in aqueous media than the other species. Notwithstanding the fact the theoretical yield of carbon dioxide 

gas from lipids is also higher than the other species (followed by methane gas with hydrogen gas being the 

least), Table (6.3). However due to the lower solubility and lighter density of methane gas in comparison 

to carbon dioxide, more methane gas evolves from the liquid phase to the gas headspace, Figure (9.5a) – 

(9.6a). Although hydrogen gas has the lowest solubility, and density, as such by following the preceding 

analogy, one would expect hydrogen gas to be more in the headspace, however, this is contradicted by the 

very low yield of hydrogen gas.  

Furthermore, aside from the biogas species formed other components are accounted for in the gas 

headspace, Figure (9.5a) – (9.6a). Water vapour that evapourated from the liquid phase is estimated based 

on saturated water pressure via the prevailing temperature. The amount of water vapour in the headspace is 

estimable by the ideal gas law, hence the adequacy of the model seems reasonable.  The developed model 

for water vapour formed is particularly novel and can be used to generally estimate the rate of water 

evapouration or other solvents from their liquid phase in a closed or partially closed vessel. It is expected 

that as the liquid level decreases due to the evolution of biogas, the corresponding amount of water needed 

to sustain the saturated water pressure of the bioreactor at its prevailing temperature is carried off the liquid 

phase to the gas headspace.  

Figure (9.6a) shows the corresponding partial pressure of the biogas species (methane, carbon dioxide, and 

hydrogen), inert gas, and water vapour. Considering that more methane gas is present in the gas headspace, 

followed by carbon dioxide, and hydrogen, the corresponding pressures are also in this order. However, in 

addition, water vapour via its saturated pressure also exerts pressure, which is instantaneously estimated 

from the prevailing temperature of the bioreactor.  Therefore, the total pressure on the bioreactor gas 

headspace is the sum of the biogas species, water-saturated vapour pressure, and as well as the prevailing 

pressure of the Nitrogen/inert gas. Regarding the inert gas, it can be observed that the initial amount (i.e., 

concentration, and mass) and pressure of inert gas used to initiate the system remain approximately the 

same, Figure (9.5a) – (9.5b), and (9.6a). This is because there is no release of gases from the bioreactor. 
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Therefore, as the biogas species are being formed and evolved from the liquid phase to the gas headspace, 

their pressure begins to increase, as such based on the volumetric balance of the gas headspace, the initially 

constant inert gas will undergo compression, Figure (9.5c). Note that the consideration of no outflow of 

biogas from the bioreactor is also simulated, as shown in Figure (9.6b) – (9.6c) in terms of mass and 

volumetric balances.  

   
a. pH of bioreactor   b. Pressure in bubbles c. Diameter of bubbles 

Figure 9.7. pH bioreactor, pressure in bubbles, and diameter of biogas bubbles (1) 

 

Considering that a sustainable amount of carbon dioxide remains in the liquid phase, Figure (9.4b), forming 

bicarbonate ions, [HCO3
−], due to the overpressure on the bioreactor, as such the pH of the bioreactor 

decreases significantly (i.e., by about 31%), Figure (9.7a). Figure (9.7b) – (9.9a) indicates the dynamics of 

biogas bubble growth in the liquid phase. In modelling and describing the bubble growth phenomena, it is 

initially assumed that the biogas bubble grows as a single bubble, Figure (9.7b) – (9.7c), and (9.8c) – (9.9a). 

However, the probable number of biogas bubbles, Figure (9.8a) – (9.8b) can be estimated based on the 

probability distribution function model. The result of the bubble distributions shows that the bigger the 

biogas bubble grows, the tendency of its multiplicity in the liquid phase reduces, assuming no breakage of 

bubbles occurs. Specifically, the methane and hydrogen, which are the largest and smallest in size 

respectively have the lowest, and highest number of bubbles respectively.  

In estimating biogas bubble growth, the partial pressure inside the bubble (emanating from its centre or 

originating point) needs to the initially estimated. The result, Figure (9.7b), is similar to that of the partial 

pressure of biogas species in the headspace, Figure (9.6a). A detailed explanation of this similarity is based 

on the consideration that the dissolved biogas bubbles, which can be assumed to exist in the interface 

between the gas and liquid phase, would remain in the interface, as well as continue to grow until biogas 

production ends, Figure (9.7c), provided biogas does not exit the bioreactor. Therefore, the dissolved biogas 

bubbles would have similar thermodynamic changes as the biogas in the headspace, hence their similarity.  

 

   
a. Distribution-time   b. Distribution-diameter c. Height of bubbles 

Figure 9.8. Biogas bubbles distribution and its rising height in liquid phase (1) 

 

Furthermore, having deduced the pressure inside the bubbles and pressure in the headspace, the 

corresponding pressure on the surface of the biogas bubble from its originating point can also be estimated. 

The surface pressure on the biogas bubble is the summation of the headspace pressure, liquid hydraulic 
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pressure, as well as pressure due to the resistive effect of interfacial tension between the biogas and liquid 

solvent. However, because the rise velocity of the biogas bubbles from the liquid phase to the gas headspace 

is instantaneous as observed in Figure (9.8c), the effect of the liquid hydraulic pressure on the bubbles is 

also instantaneous and almost negligible. Furthermore, because the pressure due to the interfacial effect is 

much smaller than the headspace pressure due to no outlet of biogas from the bioreactor, the pressure on 

individual biogas bubble surfaces is there same as the headspace pressure, as such approximately the same 

for all biogas species, Figure (9.9a).   

   
a. Pressure on bubbles   b. Fluid temperatures c. Wall temperatures 

Figure 9.9. Bubbles surface pressure, fluid, and wall temperature of reaction system (1) 

 

Figure (9.9b) – (9.9c), shows the resulting fluid and wall temperature. The heating fluid or water was fed 

at a specific flow rate such that the fluid temperature of the bioreactor is regulated to 35 ºC, as required for 

this study, Figure (9.9b). This attained temperature is made possible, by the temperature equilibrium 

between the bioreactor content and heating fluid. Furthermore, it can be observed that the heat of the 

reaction, vapourisation of water, and input energy of stirring, are negligible to the heat energy supplied by 

the heating fluid. The resulting wall temperature of the bioreactor, and heating jacket, which were iteratively 

computed are well within the limit of the bioreactor reactor, suggestive of the accuracy of the result. Also, 

Figure (9.9c) shows that the bioreactor wall temperature is slightly higher than the heating jacket 

temperature. This is because the bioreactor is enclosed around its curve surface area by the heating jacket, 

Figure (7.4), as such the heating jacket wall is exposed to the prevailing ambient or surrounding temperature 

(assumed as 25 ºC), and therefore loses heat to the surrounding. 

Case-study-B(P) 

Case-study-B(P) is a semi-batch reactor, whose biogas outflow, qoG, is regulated by the total pressure of 

the gas headspace as given by Equation (7.16). The bioreactor is assumed to operate at atmospheric pressure 

like the experimental condition considered in this work. Biogas is discharged from the bioreactor once the 

total pressure in the gas headspace minutely exceeds atmospheric pressure (i.e.,101325 Pa). 

   
a. Level dynamics b. Lipid dynamics c. Substrate dynamics 

Figure 9.10. Changes in liquid level, lipid, and microbes in the liquid phase (2) 

 

While Figure (9.10a) – (9.11c), in this case study, is identical to that of Case-study-A(P). In this case study, 

the liquid level (i.e., decreased by 0.34%), Figure (9.10a) and concentration of dissolved biogas species, 

Figure (9.11b), are however more depleted. This is due to the continuous outflow of biogas from the 
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bioreactor to maintain the atmospheric operating pressure of the bioreactor. In Figure (9.11c), It can be 

observed that the water concentration increased more than in Case-study-A(P), Figure (9.4b), due to more 

decrease in liquid level caused by evolution, and outflow of biogas, water vapour, as well as accompanying 

water content from the bioreactor. Although the gas outlet is opened, it would have been expected that the 

concentration would decrease, however, this is not so in this case, because the influence due to the decrease 

in liquid level is significantly more than the influence caused by the outflow of water vapour and inherent 

water content accompanying the biogas leaving the system.   

   
a. Microbes’ dynamics b. Dissolved gas dynamics c. Dynamics of water  

Figure 9.11. Concentration dynamics for microbes, biogas formation and water (2) 

 

Considering that the required operating pressure of this case study is lower than that of Case-study-A(P), 

the solubility of carbon dioxide in the liquid phase is reduced following Henry’s law, and as such enhance 

the evolution of more carbon dioxide to the gas headspace. This explains why the carbon dioxide content, 

Figure (9.11b), unlike the other biogas species is significantly lower, i.e., ~44% lower than Case-study-

A(P), Figure (9.4b). Furthermore, the reason why the methane and carbon dioxide contents on a mass basis 

in the gas head space are almost the same, Figure (9.12a) – (9.12b) unlike that of Case-study-A(P), Figure 

(9.5a) – (9.5b). However, due to the lower molecular weight/density of methane in comparison to carbon 

dioxide, the volumetric amount of methane gas in the headspace is higher than that of carbon dioxide, 

Figure (9.12c), following the ideal gas law. 

   
a. Concentration of biogas   b. Mass of biogas  c. Volume of biogas  

Figure 9.12. Concentration, mass, and volume of biogas obtainable in headspace (2) 

 

Based on the volumetric balance of the biogas species in the headspace, their resulting partial pressures are 

also simultaneously deduced accordingly. However, considering that in this case the bioreactor is operated 

at lower pressure, the partial pressures of the biogas species, Figure (9.13a), are considerably lower than 

for Case-study-A(P), Figure (9.6a). Although it can be observed that the partial pressure of water vapour is 

the same. This is because the saturated pressure of water is dependent mainly on the temperature of the 

bioreactor, as well as instantaneously deduced.  
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a. Headspace pressure b. Mass of biogas c. Volume of biogas 

Figure 9.13. Pressure in headspace, mass, and volume of biogas from headspace (2) 

 

The resulting outflow of biogas species and other components that are released from the bioreactor to ensure 

the bioreactor remains at atmospheric pressure are illustrated in Figure (9.13b) – (9.13c). And as expected, 

based on the volumetric balance, Figure (9.13b), more methane is released from the bioreactor than other 

biogas species.  

Furthermore, the inherent biogas water content, Figure (9.13b) – (9.13c), is approximately estimated from 

the thermodynamics of water-hydrocarbon phase equilibrium. Note that the biogas water content is assumed 

as well as calculated to not be inclusive of the amount of water vapour. However, in terms of its mechanism 

of formation, it is assumed to be formed from an intermediary water vapour medium, that is formed from 

the water liquid phase. The estimated biogas water content (~10v/v%), is within reasonable limit of the raw 

biogas water content reported (5 – 10 v/v %) [172,258,259]. Therefore, suggestive of the adequacy of this 

simulated estimation.  

Considering the Nitrogen/inert gas, which is used to initiate the atmospheric pressure of the system, on the 

opening of the biogas outlet, it is expected that there will be an instantaneous decrease in its amount, as 

well as its pressure due to the instantaneous effect of saturated water vapour pressure on the gas headspace, 

Figure (9.12a) – (9.13a). The unsteady changes in the inert gas amount and pressure, apart from the 

instantaneous effect of the saturated water vapour pressure influenced by the initial changes in system 

temperature (i.e., increase of initial temperature from 34 to 45 and then to 35 ºC), Figure (9.16b). 

Furthermore, as biogas is being produced, the inert gas will also be gradually released from the bioreactor, 

Figure (9.13b) – (9.13c). Consequently, being also reduced in the headspace, Figure (9.12a) – (9.13a). 

   
a. pH of bioreactor   b. Pressure in bubbles c. Diameter of bubbles 

Figure 9.14. pH bioreactor, pressure in bubbles, and diameter of biogas bubbles (2) 

 

Operating the bioreactor at a lower pressure in this case study, causes a slight increase in its pH, Figure 

(9.14a). Specifically, the pH decreases from its initial condition by ~29%, i.e., 2% less than Case-study-

A(P). This implies the reduction of pressure in this case study causes only a slight increase in the pH of the 

system, due to a lesser amount of dissolved carbon dioxide in the liquid phase. Furthermore, regarding the 

growth of biogas bubble, there is an observable reduction of biogas bubble sizes, and consequently the 

bubble size distribution increase, Figure (9.14c) – (9.15b), in comparison to Case-study-B(P), Figure (9.7c) 

– (9.8b).  
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a. Distribution-time   b. Distribution-diameter c. Height of bubbles 

Figure 9.15. Biogas bubbles distribution and its rising height in liquid phase (2) 

 

Furthermore, the pressure inside the biogas bubbles as assumed for the previous case study rises to and 

grows at the interface of the gas-liquid phase. This growth continues provided biogas is being formed, 

however considering that in the cases study biogas is also being released from the bioreactor. It implies that 

it can be assumed that during the outflow of biogas, portions of the bubbles will break off, and flow away 

from the source or assumed single originating bubbles of each biogas species. This explains why the bubble 

pressure is lower in this case, Figure (9.14b) than in Case-study-A(P), Figure (9.7a). Also, the assumption 

that the bubble grows at the interface, may explain why the bubble pressure of each biogas species is similar 

to that of the partial pressure of the biogas species in the headspace, Figure (9.14b) and (9.13a). 

   
a. Pressure on bubbles   b. Fluid temperatures c. Wall temperatures 

Figure 9.16. Bubbles surface pressure, fluid, and wall temperature of reaction system (2) 

 

The pressure on the biogas bubble surface as observed in Case-study-A(P), is also within the limit of the 

headspace pressure in this case study. However, in this case, it can be observed that there is a slight 

dispersity among the biogas species, Figure (9.16a). This is because the operating atmospheric pressure on 

the headspace is not high enough to significantly make the pressure due to the interfacial effect negligible. 

The pressure due to interfacial tension is particularly more observable in methane gas than in the other 

biogas species. Considering that the methane bubble diameter is higher than the other biogas species, Figure 

(9.14c), and that the interfacial pressure is inversely proportional to the bubble diameter. It, therefore, 

implies that the reason for the higher pressure on the methane bubble is due to methane having a higher 

interfacial tension with water than the other biogas species.  

Finally, from the result of fluid and wall temperature, Figure (9.16b) – (9.16c) of the bioreaction system. It 

is observed that there is no difference between this case study and that of Case-study-A(P), hence the effect 

of pressure on the temperature of the system is negligible.  

Case-study C(P) 

Case-study-C(P) is also a semi-batch reactor, whose biogas outflow, qoG, is regulated by the total pressure 

of the gas headspace. However, in this case, the bioreactor is assumed to operate at some vacuum, 

specifically 30% atmospheric pressure. Although this case study might not the practicable commercially, 

and expensive to operate, the essence of this simulation is to evaluate the robustness of the model, as well 

as further elucidate the effect of pressure.  
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a. Level dynamics b. Lipid dynamics c. Substrate dynamics 

Figure 9.17. Changes in liquid level, lipid, and microbes in the liquid phase (3) 

 

While Figure (9.17a) – (9.18c), in this case study is also similar to that of Case-study-B(P). The liquid level 

(i.e., decreased by ~ 0.54%), Figure (9.17a) and concentration of dissolved biogas species (only ~ 0.14 

kg.m-3 CO2 is in the liquid phase), Figure (9.18b), are more depleted than in the other case studies. This is 

due to the larger continuous outflow of biogas from the bioreactor caused by the lower operating pressure 

of the bioreactor. Also, Figure (9.18c), indicates that the water concentration increased to ~ 993.1 kg.m-3, 

which is lesser than the other case studies. This is significantly due to more loss of water from the outflow 

of water vapour and inherent biogas water content, as such counteracting the effect of decreasing liquid 

level or volume (caused by the release of all vapour, and gaseous component from the bioreactor), which 

due have increased the concentration of water in the liquid phase.  

   
a. Microbes’ dynamics b. Dissolved gas dynamics c. Dynamics of water  

Figure 9.18. Concentration dynamics for microbes, biogas formation and water (3) 

 

As stated earlier, following Henry’s law, the lower operating pressure in this case study greatly reduced the 

solubility of carbon dioxide, to the extent that its amount exceeded that of methane, Figure (9.19a) – (9.19b). 

However, due to the relative lightness of methane gas, it is present more on a volumetric basis than carbon 

dioxide, Figure (9.19c).  

   
a. Concentration of biogas   b. Mass of biogas  c. Volume of biogas  

Figure 9.19. Concentration, mass, and volume of biogas obtainable in headspace (3) 

 

Considering the higher volume ratio of methane in the gas headspace, it implies that methane would exert 

higher pressure than the other components, Figure (9.20a). Figure (9.20b) – (9.20c), shows the outflow of 

gaseous and vapour species from the bioreactor gas outlet. In this case, as opposed to previous case studies 

more water accompanies the biogas from the reactor, and the outlet is comprised of a high amount of water 
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(i.e., ~ 30 v/v% water content, and ~ 12 v/v% water vapour). A possible explanation for this high-biogas 

water content and water vapour is due to lower headspace pressure on the liquid phase. This causes less 

exertion on the vapourisation of water vapour, according to Equation (7.13a). However, considering the 

limited practicality of this case study, this result should be subjected to experimental validation.  

   
a. Headspace pressure b. Mass of biogas c. Volume of biogas 

Figure 9.20. Pressure in headspace, mass, and volume of biogas from headspace (3) 

 

The pH in this case study, Figure (9.21a), in comparison to other cases, is expectedly higher (with a decrease 

from its initial condition by ~27%), as there is a lesser amount of dissolved carbon dioxide in the liquid 

phase, caused by its lesser solubility at the lower operating pressure.  

   
a. pH of bioreactor   b. Pressure in bubbles c. Diameter of bubbles 

Figure 9.21. pH bioreactor, pressure in bubbles, and diameter of biogas bubbles (3) 

 

Regarding the pressure inside the biogas bubbles, and their diameter, in Figure (9.21b) – (9.21c), the 

pressure inside the bubble seems to be more significantly influenced by the rapid breakage of bubbles due 

to the lower operating pressure of the bioreactor. Therefore, the sizes of the biogas bubbles are smaller in 

this case, than other case studies, Figure (9.21c). This further explains, the larger bubble size distribution 

of the biogas species, Figure (9.22a) – (9.22b), than in Case-study-A(P). However, the lower operating 

pressure in this case study seems to have caused a slightly lesser bubble size distribution than in Case-

study-B(P). This may be due to the operating pressure being attained faster in this case study.   

 

   
a. Distribution-time   b. Distribution-diameter c. Height of bubbles 

Figure 9.22. Biogas bubbles distribution and its rising height in liquid phase (3) 
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The pressure inside the biogas bubble species, Figure (9.21b), at the interface of the gas-liquid phase, also 

shows proximity with the headspace pressure of each biogas species, Figure (9.20a). Furthermore, regarding 

the pressure on the biogas bubbles, as observed in Case-study-B(P), it is also significantly influenced by 

the headspace pressure, and the interfacial pressure of each biogas species, Figure (9.23a). Furthermore, 

the fluid and wall temperature, Figure (9.23b) – (9.23c) of the bioreactor, like the previous case studies, is 

not influenced by the effect of pressure.  

   
a. Pressure on bubbles   b. Fluid temperatures c. Wall temperatures 

Figure 9.23. Bubbles surface pressure, fluid, and wall temperature of reaction system (3) 

 

In summary of the effect of pressure on AD, it can be inferred that operating the AD process at higher 

pressure enhances the solubility of the carbon dioxide in the liquid phase. Thus, resulting in a higher 

proportion of methane gas in the headspace, but at the expense of lowering the pH of the system due to 

higher dissolved carbon dioxide. In turn, lower pH can also result in the inhibition of methane production, 

as would be discussed in the proceeding section. Regarding biogas bubble growth, higher pressure leads to 

larger biogas bubbles, which correspondingly limit the bubble size distribution in the system. Furthermore, 

operating the bioreactor as a semi-batch process with reduced operating pressure enhances biogas 

production, as well as the release of more biogas from the bioreactor.  

9.2.2.Effect of pH inhibition 

Considering that the Case-study-B(P) is the exact experimental condition applied in this work, therefore its 

conditions (i.e., 35 ºC, and 101325 Pa) would be used to illustrate the effect of pH inhibition on the AD 

process.  

   
a. Level dynamics b. Lipid dynamics c. Substrate dynamics 

Figure 9.24. Changes in liquid level, lipid, and microbes in the liquid phase (4) 

 

Typically, from Equation (7.7d), and (7.7e), it is expected that consideration of pH inhibition will limit the 

reaction completion or conversion from the substrate into the various biogas species. Therefore, it is 

expected that less amount of biogas will be produced.  This explains why the liquid level is less depleted 

(~0.22%) in this case study than in Case-study-B(P). This is because if the biogas production is hindered, 

it would also result in little or no evolution of biogas from the liquid phase to the headspace, thus a resulting 

in minute decrease in liquid level.  This higher liquid level also explains why the water concentration is 

lower in this case study (i.e., ~ 993.2 kg.m-3) than in Case-study-B(P) (i.e., ~ 994.1 kg.m-3). Considering 
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that lipid, substrate, and microbes are not affected by the pH inhibition, their results, Figure (9.24b) – 

(9.25a), are exactly same as Case-study-B(P). 

   
a. Microbes’ dynamics b. Dissolved gas dynamics c. Dynamics of water  

Figure 9.25. Concentration dynamics for microbes, biogas formation and water (4) 

 

Regarding dissolved biogas in the liquid phase, Figure (9.25b), it can be observed that more carbon dioxide 

is in the liquid than in Case-study-B(P). It would have been expected that since the reaction did not proceed 

to completion, a lesser amount of carbon dioxide would be present. However, this is not so, because 

methane is inhibited more than carbon dioxide, as such more carbon dioxide is produced as well as evolves 

more into the gas headspace, Figure (9.26a) – (9.26b) than in Case-study-B(P) as such exerted more partial 

pressure, Figure (9.27a). And following Henry’s law, a lesser amount of carbon dioxide would evolve into 

the headspace with higher partial pressure.  

   
a. Concentration of biogas   b. Mass of biogas  c. Volume of biogas  

Figure 9.26. Concentration, mass, and volume of biogas obtainable in headspace (4) 

 

Furthermore, as observed in previous case studies, the volumetric balance of methane is also higher than 

carbon dioxide, Figure (9.26c) because methane is considerably lighter than carbon dioxide. And according 

to the Ideal gas law also explains why the partial pressure of methane is higher than that of carbon dioxide, 

Figure (9.27a). 

   
a. Headspace pressure b. Mass of biogas c. Volume of biogas 

Figure 9.27. Pressure in headspace, mass, and volume of biogas from headspace (4) 

 

Consequent to the higher production of carbon dioxide than methane, due to its lesser pH inhibition explains 

why more carbon dioxide is released from the gas outlet than methane on a mass basis, Figure (9.27b) as 
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opposed to Case-study-B(P). However, on a volumetric basis more methane is released, Figure (9.27c), due 

to its lesser molecular weight. 

   
a. pH of bioreactor   b. Pressure in bubbles c. Diameter of bubbles 

Figure 9.28. pH bioreactor, pressure in bubbles, and diameter of biogas bubbles (4) 

 

The pH of the bioreactor, Figure (9.28a), is higher (i.e., decreased by ~ 27%) than Case-study-B(P). This is 

mainly due to the limitation of the reaction, rather than the amount of carbon dioxide dissolved in the liquid 

phase. It can be thought that the limited reaction, causes more formation of other ions, thus limiting the 

amount of bicarbonate ions, [HCO3
−] formed, Equation (7.17a). 

   
a. Distribution-time   b. Distribution-diameter c. Height of bubbles 

Figure 9.29. Biogas bubbles distribution and its rising height in liquid phase (4) 

 

Furthermore, similar to other cases, in this case study the biogas bubble evolves instantaneously to the 

interface of the gas-liquid phase, Figure (9.29c). The biogas bubble pressure and diameter are expectedly 

smaller, Figure (9.28b) – (9.28c) than in Case-study-B(P), due to the lesser amount of biogas formed. This 

also explains why the bubble size distribution are also smaller in comparison to Case-study-B(P). 

   
a. Pressure on bubbles   b. Fluid temperatures c. Wall temperatures 

Figure 9.30. Bubbles surface pressure, fluid, and wall temperature of reaction system (4) 

 

The pressure on the biogas bubbles is approximately closer to the headspace pressure as observed in Case-

study-B(P), however in this case due to the smaller diameter of the bubbles, the effect of the interfacial 

pressure of each biogas species is less obvious, Figure (9.30a), than in Case-study-B(P).  Finally, the fluid 

and wall temperature, Figure (9.30b) – (9.30c) are not influenced by pH inhibition.  

This case study is more realistic, and closely simulates the experimental condition highlighted in Figures 

(7.2) and (8.1) as well as the result given in Figure (9.2a). Therefore, by comparing the amount of biogas 
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produced experimentally (230 mL) to that simulated in this case study (575 mL). It can be observed that 

the simulation produced about 2.7 times the amount of biogas produced experimentally. This implies that 

the anaerobic digestion process proceeded only by about 40%, which is not too far off the reported 

percentage conversion of AD, i.e., about 49.97% [260].  

In summary, regarding the pH inhibition, considering that methanogenesis operates at higher pH conditions 

(i.e., close to neutral pH). Methane production is, therefore, more inhibited in the bioreactor, especially 

since the simulated pH is between 5.6 – 6.0 approximately.  Therefore, with the limitation of biogas 

production, the biogas bubble growth as well as its size distribution is limited. In retrospect, while 

increasing the operating pressure limit the evolution of carbon dioxide, it also results in lowering the pH of 

the system. Which in turn limits methane production. It is expected that increasing the pH until the 

maximum allowable limit (i.e., 7.5) would enhance the production of biogas in general, thus increasing the 

biogas bubble size, and reducing the bubble size distribution. However, decreasing the pH below 6.5 (i.e., 

the minimum allowable limit for methanogenesis) would limit methane production, as well as carbon 

dioxide and hydrogen gas for pH below 5.0 (i.e., the minimum allowable limit for acidogenesis and 

acetogenesis).  

9.2.3.Effect of temperature 

Case-study-A(T) 

This case study focuses on applying atmospheric pressure to investigate the effect of temperature on the 

AD process, the conditions of Case-study-B(P) are applied based on the reasons highlighted earlier. To 

increase the temperature of the bioreactor, the flow rate of the heating water into the heating jacket is 

increased. Specifically, the temperature of the system is increased to 45 ºC (i.e., based on heating water 

flowrate, qhw = 0.0000000158 m3.s-1), as shown in Figure (9.37b) – (9.37c) with the corresponding wall 

temperatures.   

   
a. Level dynamics b. Lipid dynamics c. Substrate dynamics 

Figure 9.31. Changes in liquid level, lipid, and microbes in the liquid phase (5) 

 

It can be observed that operating the AD process at higher temperatures, primarily increased the rate of 

reaction. This is evident in the result for microbe growth, and dissolve biogas, Figure (9.32a) – (9.32b). 

Specifically, it can be observed that microbes reached their maximum concentration quickly at about 800 

hours, as well as depleting very quickly, afterwards. It is this fast microbe activity that explains the reaction 

speed. This fast reaction rate is also evident in all results, especially in Figure (9.32b) – (9.34c), considering 

that all estimated components, or parameters plateaus (which signifies no further changes) at lesser time 

than Case-study-B(P). This is also observable for the result of liquid level, Figure (9.31c), as well as for 

substrate utilisation, Figure (9.31b), but not clearly obvious for lipid degradation, Figure (9.31b), because 

of its faster reaction rate.  
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a. Microbes’ dynamics b. Dissolved gas dynamics c. Dynamics of water  

Figure 9.32. Concentration dynamics for microbes, biogas formation and water (5) 

 

The amount of carbon dioxide remaining in the liquid phase, as well as water concentration, Figure (9.32b) 

and (9.32c), is higher in this case study than in Case-study-B(P). This is because of the accelerated reaction 

rate due to increased temperature. This is also applicable to the components in the headspace, Figure (9.33a) 

– (9.34a). The obvious difference between these results and that of Case-study-B(P) is the speed at which 

the estimated components or parameters reach their peak.  

   
a. Concentration of biogas   b. Mass of biogas  c. Volume of biogas  

Figure 9.33. Concentration, mass, and volume of biogas obtainable in headspace (5) 

 

Regarding the estimated biogas water content, the value is higher than in Case-study-B(P), as well as higher 

than the estimated saturated water vapour, Figure (9.34b) – (9.34c). The reason for this could be attributed 

to the fact that higher temperature facilitates the vapourisation of water, as such more water is released with 

the biogas as water content.  

   
a. Headspace pressure b. Mass of biogas c. Volume of biogas 

Figure 9.34. Pressure in headspace, mass, and volume of biogas from headspace (5) 

 

Furthermore, the pH of the bioreactor, Figure (9.35a), as do the partial pressure, Figure (9.35b), and the 

bubble diameter, Figure (9.35c), are also similar in this case study in comparison to Case-study-B(P). It 

would have been expected that higher temperature would result in higher pressure, as such enhance the 

solubility of carbon dioxide. This, in turn, would have resulted in lower pH in this case, however, because 

the system pressure is regulated, the influence of temperature on the operating pressure becomes negligible.  
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a. pH of bioreactor   b. Pressure in bubbles c. Diameter of bubbles 

Figure 9.35. pH bioreactor, pressure in bubbles, and diameter of biogas bubbles (5) 

 

Furthermore, as do other case studies the effect of temperature on the rising velocity of bubbles is also 

negligible, Figure (9.36c), however its effect is obvious on the bubble size distribution, Figure (9.36a) – 

(9.36b) as the size distribution in this case study are smaller than in Case-study-B(P). This is because, at 

this high operating temperature, the bubbles grew faster to their respective maximum sizes, Figure (9.35c), 

hence with a higher probability of larger bubbles in the liquid, the lesser space they will occupy.  

   
a. Distribution-time   b. Distribution-diameter c. Height of bubbles 

Figure 9.36. Biogas bubbles distribution and its rising height in liquid phase (5) 

 

Finally, the pressure on the biogas bubbles is approximately closer to the headspace pressure as observed 

in Case-study-B(P), and the effect of interfacial pressure of each biogas species is also obvious, Figure 

(9.37a).   

   
a. Pressure on bubbles   b. Fluid temperatures c. Wall temperatures 

Figure 9.37. Bubbles surface pressure, fluid, and wall temperature of reaction system (5) 

 

Case-Study-B(T) 

This case study focuses on applying overpressure to investigate the effect of temperature on a complete-

batch system. Considering that for the previous system, i.e., a semi-batch system with the regulation of the 

system to atmospheric pressure, it can be observed that its effects on the headspace pressure are negligible 

as opposed to the expectation of the Ideal gas law. Therefore, to further elucidate the effect of temperature, 

its influence is also considered for a complete batch system, with increased temperature to 45 ºC as shown 

in Figure (9.44b) – (9.44c). 
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a. Level dynamics b. Lipid dynamics c. Substrate dynamics 

Figure 9.38. Changes in liquid level, lipid, and microbes in the liquid phase (6) 

 

As observed previously, increasing the temperature increased the reaction rate as signified by the faster 

plateauing (~800 hours) of results presented in Figures (9.38a) – (9.42a) as opposed to Case-study-A(P). 

Although not quite observable in Figure (9.38b), due to the very fast reaction of lipid degradation.  

   
a. Microbes’ dynamics b. Dissolved gas dynamics c. Dynamics of water  

Figure 9.39. Concentration dynamics for microbes, biogas formation and water (6) 

 

The increase in temperature is also expected to influence the pressure of the system as observed in Figure 

(9.41a). The headspace pressure is higher in this case study than that of Case-study-A(P).  This increase in 

pressure is evident in the higher amount of dissolved carbon dioxide in the liquid phase, Figure (9.39b), 

than in Case-study-A(P), following Henry’s law.  

   
a. Concentration of biogas   b. Mass of biogas  c. Volume of biogas  

Figure 9.40. Concentration, mass, and volume of biogas obtainable in headspace (6) 

 

Consequent to the increased amount of carbon dioxide in the liquid phase, the amount of methane gas in 

the headspace is, therefore, higher in this case study, Figure (9.40a) – (9.40c) than in Case-study-A(P). The 

deduce corresponding pressure is, therefore, higher for the methane gas, Figure (9.41a) than in Case-study-

A(P). Considering that the gas outlet is shut, Figure (9.41b) – (9.41c), therefore indicates no gaseous or 

vapour outlet from the system.  
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a. Headspace pressure b. Mass of biogas c. Volume of biogas 

Figure 9.41. Pressure in headspace, mass, and volume of biogas from headspace (6) 

 

Furthermore, since higher temperature increases pressure, the increased temperature of the system therefore 

enhanced the solubility of carbon dioxide in the liquid phase. As such the pH of the system decreased a bit 

slightly (~ 31.5%), Figure (9.42a), in this case study than in Case-study-A(P). 

   
a. pH of bioreactor   b. Pressure in bubbles c. Diameter of bubbles 

Figure 9.42. pH bioreactor, pressure in bubbles, and diameter of biogas bubbles (6) 

 

Regarding the biogas bubble growth, the bubble rose quickly to the gas-liquid interface, Figure (9.43c) and 

grew faster, Figure (9.42c), resulting in increased partial pressure of biogas species, Figure (9.42b), in 

equilibrium with pressure at the headspace, Figure (9.41a).  

   
a. Distribution-time   b. Distribution-diameter c. Height of bubbles 

Figure 9.43. Biogas bubbles distribution and its rising height in liquid phase (6) 

 

The resulting biogas bubble distribution is lesser in this case study, Figure (9.43a) – (9.43b), than in Case-

study-A(P), as explained earlier. Bigger biogas bubbles are quickly formed in the system due to the speed 

of reaction, thus limiting the probability of higher bubble size distribution. Furthermore, the pressure on the 

biogas bubble is significantly influenced by the total headspace pressure, Figure (9.44a), similar to Case-

study-A(P), but a little bit higher in this case study.   
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a. Pressure on bubbles   b. Fluid temperatures c. Wall temperatures 

Figure 9.44. Bubbles surface pressure, fluid, and wall temperature of reaction system (6) 

 

In summary of the effect of temperature, increasing the temperature of the AD enhances the reaction rate. 

This favours the production of all biogas species, with a rapid increase in bubble growth, as such a more 

reduced bubble size distribution. However, too high a temperature, specifically from about 50 ºC begins to 

limit the reaction rate and gets worse with higher temperature. A typical illustration of the adverse effect of 

temperature on AD is illustrated in the results presented in Figure (9.45) – (9.51) for ~ 59 ºC.  Furthermore, 

increasing the temperature also increases the pressure of the system, thus also lowering its pH, especially 

for a closed system.  It should be noted that based on the model for lipid hydrolysis, Equation (8.2) – (8.3), 

and maximum microbe activity, Equation (7.5e), the model applies accurately from 25 to 60 temperature 

limits as illustrated in Figure (9.1), (9.2b) and (9.2c). However, with appropriate parameter values outside 

this limit, the SSDM can also be applied. 

Case-study-C(T) 

The Figure (9.45) – (9.51) is an illustration of AD process at ~ 59 ºC. This temperature as shown in Figure 

(9.51b) was attained by setting the heating water flowrate, qhw = 0.00000050 m3. s-1. It can be observed in 

all the results, especially Figure (9.46a) that the system has been greatly inhibited by operating the system 

at this high temperature. Figure (9.46a) shows the microbes’ growth is slower in comparison to previous 

case studies. 

   
a. Level dynamics b. Lipid dynamics c. Substrate dynamics 

Figure 9.45. Changes in liquid level, lipid, and microbes in the liquid phase (7) 

 

   
a. Microbes’ dynamics b. Dissolved gas dynamics c. Dynamics of water  

Figure 9.46. Concentration dynamics for microbes, biogas formation and water (7) 
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a. Concentration of biogas   b. Mass of biogas  c. Volume of biogas  

Figure 9.47. Concentration, mass, and volume of biogas obtainable in headspace (7) 

 

   
a. Headspace pressure b. Mass of biogas c. Volume of biogas 

Figure 9.48. Pressure in headspace, mass, and volume of biogas from headspace (7) 

 

   
a. pH of bioreactor   b. Pressure in bubbles c. Diameter of bubbles 

Figure 9.49. pH bioreactor, pressure in bubbles, and diameter of biogas bubbles (7) 

 

   
a. Distribution-time   b. Distribution-diameter c. Height of bubbles 

Figure 9.50. Biogas bubbles distribution and its rising height in liquid phase (7) 

 

   
a. Pressure on bubbles   b. Fluid temperatures c. Wall temperatures 
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Figure 9.51. Bubbles surface pressure, fluid, and wall temperature of reaction system (7) 

 

Finally, the estimated result for heat transfer coefficients for the fluids (bioreactor lipid phase, and heating 

water) and overall heat transfer coefficients for the AD bioreactor based on its outer surface, as deduced 

from iterative calculations are as presented in Table (9.3). The result shows that the heat transfer coefficients 

of the fluids and the overall heat transfer coefficient of the bioreactor increased with temperature. 

 

Table 9.3. Iteratively estimated heat transfer properties for the AD process 

Temperature, ºC 
Heat transfer coefficient, W.m-2. K-1 Overall heat transfer coefficient, W.m-2. K-1 

Bioreactor content Heating water Bioreactor outer surface 

35 1457.640 114.3820 98.98090 

45 1570.870 117.6940 101.9860 

59 1718.060 133.9400 114.7090 
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10.Conclusion 

In conclusion, an adequate review of various reported anaerobic digestion models has been performed in 

this work. Specifically, this work focused on the Multi-step dynamic model (i.e., Single-step-degradation 

model, SSDM, Two-step-degradation model, TSDM, and Multi-step-degradation model, MSDM) rather 

than the Single-based equation model (i.e., Dynamic-, and Cumulative-single-equation models). The SSDM 

was considered since in terms of solvability, measurability, and controllability of the AD the SSDM > 

TSDM > MSDM, as it allows for simpler, quicker, as well as adequate evaluation of unknown parameters, 

due to fewer number dynamic equations. Specifically, the developed SSDM is simpler than the standard 

Anaerobic digestion model no.1 (ADM1) and can estimate the outflow of biogas from the reactor based on 

deduced headspace pressure, as do the ADM1. In addition, the SSDM can estimate water evapouration rate, 

pH dynamic, and can elaborately account for the effect of temperature on the entire AD better than other 

reported AD models. 

In modelling the anaerobic digestion (AD) process with the SSDM, in addition to the biochemical stage 

(i.e., substrate conversion to biogas in this case), other processes such as the hydrolysis of lipid, mass 

transfer, heat transfer, and pH of the process were modelled. The microbial activity, physicochemical, and 

thermodynamic parameters necessary for the model were also modelled (especially as a function of 

temperature, and pressure). Furthermore, the SSDM was developed such that it could be easily applied to 

control the pressure, pH, and temperature of the bioreactor. 

The model development started with an experimental investigation as well as modelling the hydrolysis of 

lipids into LCFA and glycerol as a function of temperature, and the model showed excellent proximity with 

experimental data. The result of the lipid hydrolysis showed that 45 ºC was the optimal reaction temperature 

because the hydrolysis rate more than doubled at 45 ºC from 25 ºC. The specific physiochemical, and 

biochemical properties (pH, biological oxygen demand (BOD), chemical oxygen demand (COD), etc.) of 

the sludge sample used, were also analysed before the experimental investigation of the lipid hydrolysis.  

Having modelled the lipid hydrolysis, it was followed by the modelling of mass transfer (specifically, the 

dissolution and evolution of biogas species, as well as water vapour, together with the water content that is 

constituted in the biogas), as well as heat transfer (e.g., bioreactor temperature) models, and parameters. 

Additionally, the biogas bubble growth and motion dynamics, which enable the estimation of biogas bubble 

diameter, rising velocity, and pressure inside and on the bubble at the gas-liquid interface, were also 

estimated. Furthermore, physiochemical (such as density, and viscosity), thermodynamic (such as specific 

heat capacity, and thermal conductivity), and biochemical (e.g., maximum microbe activity) parameters 

were as modelled as a function of temperature, with good adequacy to ensure the robustness of the model.  

Furthermore, once the constitute models have been developed, and interconnected, the SSDM was 

simulated for different scenarios to evaluate the robustness of the developed model. The simulation was 

performed to evaluate the effect of pressure, temperature, and pH inhibition on biogas production.  

To evaluate the effect of operating pressure on the bioreactor, three case studies were considered. These 

case studies include Case-study-A(P) (i.e., a complete batch system without output of biogas), Case-study-

B(P) (i.e., a semi-batch system with an output of biogas at atmospheric pressure), and Case-study-C(P) (i.e., 

a semi-batch system with an output of biogas below atmospheric pressure, typically about 30% atmospheric 

pressure). It was found that higher pressure increased the solubility of carbon dioxide in the liquid phase, 

thus increasing the proportion of methane gas in the gas phase, assuming pH inhibition is negligible. 

However, with a realistic consideration of pH inhibition, increasing the operating pressure of the bioreactor 

also results in lowing the pH of the system, as such can limit methane production. Furthermore, increasing 
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the pressure of the system or limiting the outlet of biogas will result in the formation of larger biogas 

bubbles, which correspondingly limit the bubble size distribution in the system. 

On evaluating the effect of pH on the bioreactor, it was found that the methane production was more 

susceptible to the pH of the system considering that methanogenesis is favourable close to the neutral pH. 

Therefore, methane production was found to be inhibited in the bioreactor, considering that the simulated 

pH of the system was between 5.6 – 6.0 approximately. As such biogas bubble growth as well as its size 

distribution were also limited, i.e., reduce with pH inhibition.   

Regarding the effect of temperature, increasing the operating temperature of the bioreactor (from 35 to 45 

ºC) was found to increase the reaction rate for the production of all biogas species. As such rapidly 

increasing the biogas bubble growth, with a resulting reduction of bubble size distribution. Although it was 

found that increasing the temperature too high would reduce the reaction rate. The adverse effect of 

temperature inhibition on the AD was illustrated by setting the bioreactor temperature to 59 ºC. In addition 

to temperature influencing the reaction rate, increasing the temperature also increased the pressure of the 

system, lowering its pH slightly, especially for a batch system.  

Furthermore, considering that the estimated water vapour, as well as the estimated biogas water content, 

are within the numerical limit of the biogas produced, especially at atmospheric conditions. It can be 

inferred that the model for water vapour and especially the biogas water content can be tentatively 

considered adequate. 

Finally, based on the simulation results in response to changes in the operating temperature, pressure, and 

pH. It can be inferred that the developed SSDM is adequate in modelling the AD process, especially 

regarding the expected theoretical responses according to Henry’s and Ideal gas laws. In addition to the 

simplified comparison of the simulation result (at atmospheric pressure and consideration of pH inhibition) 

to the experimental result, which was found to be approximately 40 v/v% of the experimentally produced 

biogas. Furthermore, to adequately validate the developed SSDM, a comprehensive comparison or 

optimisation of the model to experimental data on real-time dynamics (i.e., dynamics of substrate, microbes, 

dissolved and evolved biogas species concentrations, as well as water vapour together with biogas water 

content) is necessary. Performing such comprehensive model optimisation to fit experimental results would 

require specialised analytical equipment, as well as a careful development of methodologies. Which are 

currently beyond the time, and financial limit of this thesis.  

11.Contribution to science and practice 

As a contribution to science, a new simplified AD model based on SSDM has been developed. This model 

can serve as an alternative to the popular standard Anaerobic digestion model no.1 (ADM1), as it can also 

estimate biogas evolution, as well as its headspace pressure. Furthermore, unlike the ADM1 or other multi-

step dynamic models. The SSDM developed in this work incorporated a novel model to predict the water 

evapouration rate from the liquid phase in a closed or partially closed vessel. The model can also be applied 

to other liquid systems apart from water. Additionally, the model can predict inherent water content in 

biogas based on the thermodynamics of water-hydrocarbon phase equilibrium. The pH dynamic in this 

model has been developed, such that the control of pH via this model is simplified. Also, the hydrolysis 

dynamic of the feedstock (i.e., lipid) has been developed to elucidate the effect of temperature. Furthermore, 

most fluid properties have been modelled as a function of temperature, in addition to modelling the 

temperature dynamics of the AD, unlike other reported AD models. Therefore, this developed SSDM is 

most likely to outperform other AD models in evaluating the effect of temperature.  
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Finally, as a contribution to practice, the SSDM developed in this work can be effectively applied in 

simulating, optimisation, and control of industrial AD plants. Therefore, it could be used for design and 

sizing, as well as cost estimation of anaerobic bioreactors (as such the AD plant economics) for laboratory-

scaled, medium to large-scale industrial biogas plants. 
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Appendix  

A.1.Properties of fluids 

The following data were curve-fitted in relation to temperature (K) to model the fluid properties (density, 

(kg.m-3), viscosity (Pa.s), thermal conductivity (W.m-1,k-1), specific heat capacity (J.Kg-1.K-1), etc. The 

curve fitted properties showed adequate fit with R2 values > 0.95 as shown in Table (A.1).  

Table A.1.  Evaluation criteria (R2 values) for the curve-fitted models  

Species/properties 
R2 values 

Density Viscosity Thermal conductivity Specific heat capacity 

Water 0.9993 0.9999 0.9998 0.9990 

Lipid (Palm oil) 0.9992 0.9992 0.9994 1.0000 

Water vapour – – 1.0000 0.9996 

Nitrogen gas 0.9999 0.9999 1.0000 0.9999 

Ammonia gas 0.9987 0.9991 0.9999 1.0000 

Carbon dioxide 0.9998 0.9998 0.9997 0.9995 

Hydrogen gas 1.0000 1.0000 0.9998 1.0000 

Methane gas 1.0000 0.9999 0.9998 0.9996 

Air – 0.9989 0.9997 0.9998 

 

A.2.Hydrogen gas 

The density, ρH2 (kg.m-3), viscosity, ηH2 (Pa.s), thermal conductivity, 𝓀H2 (W.m-1,k-1), and specific heat 

capacity, CPH2 (J.Kg-1.K-1) of hydrogen gas were curve-fitted as given in Equation (A.1) – (A.4) as 

function of temperature, as well as illustrated in Figure (A.1), and evaluation metrics given in Table 

(A.1). Applicable within temperature limit, 173 – 398 K, using data from literature [261,262]. 

ρH2 = 0.4287 exp(−0.01303T) +  0.1378exp(−0.002158T) (A.1) 

ηH2 = −1.26 ∗ 10
−11T2 + 2.81 ∗ 10−8T+ 1.664 ∗ 10−6 (A.2) 

𝓀H2 = −3.263 ∗ 10
−7T2 + 7.021 ∗ 10−4T + 0.004938 (A.3) 

CPH2 = 1.501 ∗ 10
4 exp(−7.033 ∗ 10−5T) −  1.341 ∗ 104 exp(−0.01183T) (A.4) 

 

    
a. Density b. Viscosity c. Thermal conductivity d. Spec. heat capacity 

Figure A.1. Properties of hydrogen gas curve fitted as function of temperature 

 

A.3.Methane gas 

The density, ρCH4 (kg.m-3), viscosity, ηCH4 (Pa.s), thermal conductivity, 𝓀CH4 (W.m-1,k-1), and specific 

heat capacity, CPCH4 (J.Kg-1.K-1) of methane gas are curve-fitted as given in Equation (A.5) – (A.8) as 

function of temperature, as well as illustrated in Figure (A.2), and evaluation metrics given in Table 

(A.1). These models are applicable within temperature limit, 180 – 500 K, using data from literature [263] 

ρCH4 = 3.332 exp(−0.01194T) +  0.9734exp(−0.001899T) (A.5) 
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ηCH4 = −1.994 ∗ 10
−11T2 + 4.505 ∗ 10−8T −  5.255 ∗ 10−7 (A.6) 

𝓀CH4 = 1.772 ∗ 10
−7T2 + 2.812 ∗ 10−5T + 0.01001 (A.7) 

CPCH4 =  2185 exp(−0.0115T) +  1408exp(0.001442T) (A.8) 

 

    
a. Density b. Viscosity c. Thermal conductivity d. Spec. heat capacity 

Figure A.2. Properties of methane gas curve fitted as function of temperature 

 

A.4.Carbon dioxide gas 

The density, ρCO2 (kg.m-3), viscosity, ηCO2 (Pa.s), thermal conductivity, 𝓀CO2 (W.m-1,k-1), and specific 

heat capacity, CPCO2 (J.Kg-1.K-1) of carbon dioxide gas are curve-fitted as given in Equation (A.9) – 

(A.12) as function of temperature, as well as illustrated in Figure (A.3), and evaluation metrics given in 

Table (A.1). Applicable within temperature limit, 253 – 393 K, using data from literature [264]. 

ρCO2 = 1.744 ∗ 10
−5T2 − 0.01667T + 5.23 (A.9) 

ηCO2 = 9.959 ∗ 10
−6 exp(0.001867T) − 1.625 ∗ 10−5 exp(−0.00636T) (A.10) 

𝓀CO2 = 8.183 ∗ 10
−5T−  0.007682 (A.11) 

CPCO2 = 0.9223T + 575.7 (A.12) 

  

    
a. Density b. Viscosity c. Thermal conductivity d. Spec. heat capacity 

Figure A.3. Properties of carbon dioxide gas curve fitted as function of temperature 

 

A.5.Nitrogen gas 

The density, ρN2 (kg.m-3), viscosity, ηN2 (Pa.s), thermal conductivity, 𝓀N2 (W.m-1,k-1), and specific heat 

capacity, CPN2 (J.Kg-1.K-1) of nitrogen gas are curve-fitted as given in Equation (A.13) – (A.16) as 

function of temperature, as well as illustrated in Figure (A.4), and evaluation metrics given in Table 

(A.1). These models are applicable within temperature limit, 100 – 1300 K, using data from literature 

[265]. 

ρN2 = 363.9T
−1.013 (A.13) 

ηN2 = 1.208 ∗ 10
−14T3 − 3.997 ∗ 10−11T2 + 6.688 ∗ 10−8T+ 8.824 ∗ 10−7 (A.14) 

𝓀N2 = 2.286 ∗ 10
−11T3 − 6.021 ∗ 10−8T2 + 1.022 ∗ 10−4T − 2.104 ∗ 10−5 (A.15) 
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CPN2 = 1248 exp(−(
T − 1734

2842
)
2

) + 31.72 exp(−(
T − 285

294.8
)
2

)

+ 3198exp(−(
T + 373.1

240.4
)
2

) + 85.96 exp(−(
T − 97.31

236.8
)
2

) 

(A.16) 

  

    
a. Density b. Viscosity c. Thermal conductivity d. Spec. heat capacity 

Figure A.4. Properties of nitrogen gas curve fitted as function of temperature 

 

A.6.Ammonia gas  

The density, ρH2 (kg.m-3), viscosity, ηH2 (Pa.s), thermal conductivity, 𝓀H2 (W.m-1,k-1), and specific heat 

capacity, CPH2 (J.Kg-1.K-1) of ammonia gas are curve-fitted as given in Equation (A.17) – (A.20) as 

function of temperature, as well as illustrated in Figure (A.5), and evaluation metrics given in Table 

(A.1). These models are applicable within temperature limit, 220 – 390 K, using data from literature 

[266]. 

ρNH3 = 3.303 ∗ 10
−23T9.426 (A.17) 

ηNH3 = 1.682 ∗ 10
−12T3 − 1.395 ∗ 10−9T2 + 4.201 ∗ 10−7T − 3.453 ∗ 10−5 (A.18) 

𝓀NH3 = 0.08199exp (−(
T − 435

61.33
)
2

) − 2.756 ∗ 10−4 exp(−(
T − 253.8

35.64
)
2

)

+ 0.004923exp(−(
T − 351.8

38.45
)
2

) + 0.03056exp(−(
T − 374.4

190.8
)
2

) 

(A.19) 

CPNH3 = 3.095 ∗ 10
6 exp(−(

T − 706.6

128.4
)
2

) + 6.489 ∗ 1013 exp (−(
T − 707

64.95
)
2

)

+ 1913exp(−(
T − 377.2

102.9
)
2

) + 1997exp(−(
T − 437.7

941
)
2

) 

(A.20) 

  

    
a. Density b. Viscosity c. Thermal conductivity d. Spec. heat capacity 

Figure A.5. Properties of ammonia gas curve fitted as function of temperature 

 

A.7.Air  

The viscosity, ηAir (Pa.s), thermal conductivity, 𝓀Air (W.m-1,k-1), and specific heat capacity, CPAir (J.Kg-

1.K-1) of air are curve-fitted as given in Equation (A.22) – (A.24) as function of temperature, as well as 

illustrated in Figure (A.6), and evaluation metrics given in Table (A.1). These models are applicable 
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within temperature limit, 253 – 398 K, using data from literature[267]. Note that density, ρAir (kg.m-3), 

Equation (A.21), was estimated using the ideal gas law.  

ρAir =
MAirPatm
RT

 (A.21) 

ηAir = 2.214 ∗ 10
−7T0.7757 (A.22) 

𝓀Air = 0.0002199T
0.8373 (A.23) 

CPAir =  0.0004002T
2 − 0.2015T + 1031 (A.24) 

       

    
a. Density b. Viscosity c. Thermal conductivity d. Spec. heat capacity 

Figure A.6. Properties of air curve fitted as function of temperature 

 

A.8.Lipid (Palm oil)  

The density, ρLip (kg.m-3), viscosity, ηLip (Pa.s), thermal conductivity, 𝓀Lip (W.m-1,k-1), and specific heat 

capacity, CPLip (J.Kg-1.K-1) of lipid are curve-fitted as given in Equation (A.25) – (A.28) as function of 

temperature, as well as illustrated in Figure (A.7), and evaluation metrics given in Table (A.1). These 

models are applicable within temperature limit, 293 – 573 K, using data from literature [268]. 

ρlip = −249.4T
0.2023 +  1677 (A.25) 

ηlip = 8.971 ∗ 10
7 exp(−0.07078T) +   0.5186 exp(−0.01158T) (A.26) 

𝓀lip = 122.4T
−1.478 + 0.146 (A.27) 

Clip =  0.003468T
2 + 0.601T + 1374 (A.28) 

  

    
a. Density b. Viscosity c. Thermal conductivity d. Spec. heat capacity 

Figure A.7. Properties of lipid curve fitted as function of temperature 

 

A.9.Liquid water 

The density, ρW (kg.m-3),  viscosity, ηW (Pa.s), thermal conductivity, 𝓀W (W.m-1,k-1), and specific heat 

capacity, CPW (J.Kg-1.K-1) of liquid water are curve-fitted as given in Equation (A.29) – (A.32) as 

function of temperature, as well as illustrated in Figure (A.8), and evaluation metrics given in Table 

(A.1). These models are applicable within temperature limit, 273 – 373 K, using data from literature 

[269]. 

ρW = −0.003547T
2 +  1.863T +  756.4 (A.29) 

ηW = 556.6 exp(−0.04841T) +   0.0132 exp(−0.01043T) (A.30) 

𝓀W = −9.518 ∗ 10
−6T2 + 0.007335T − 0.7331 (A.31) 
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CW =  6.865 ∗ 10
16 exp(−(

T + 1.587e+04

2920
)

2

) + 1.132 ∗ 104 exp (−(
T − 391.6

91.14
)
2

)

− 9447exp (−(
T − 388.1

85.41
)
2

) + 2.239 exp (−(
T − 298

16.85
)
2

) 

(A.32) 

  

    
a. Density b. Viscosity c. Thermal conductivity d. Spec. heat capacity 

Figure A.8. Properties of liquid water, applicable within temperature limit, 273 – 373 K 

 

A.10.Water vapour 

The thermal conductivity, 𝓀Wv
 (W.m-1,k-1), and specific heat capacity, CPWv

 (J.Kg-1.K-1) of water vapour 

are curve-fitted as given in Equation (A.35) – (A.36) as function of temperature, as well as illustrated in 

Figure (A.9), and evaluation metrics given in Table (A.1). These models are applicable within 

temperature limit, 175 – 500 K, using data from literature [270]. In addition, the heat of vapourisation, 

∆Hwv
Evp

 (J.kg-1), was also curved fitted, Equation (A.37) with the limit of 275 – 473 K, as shown in Figure 

(A.9) [271] with R2 = 0.9997. Furthermore, the density, ρWv
(kg.m-3), is estimated from the saturated 

pressure of water and viscosity, ηWv
 (pa.s) is as reported in literature [272].  

ρWv
=
MWPsat
RT

 (A.33) 

ηWv
= 1.12 ∗ 10−5 (

T

350
)
1.5

(
1414

T + 1064
) (A.34) 

𝓀Wv
= 1.952 ∗ 10−5T1.258 + 0.01811 (A.35) 

CWv
= 0.001009T2 − 0.3576T +  1881 (A.36) 

∆Hwv
Evp

= −3.42T2 − 200.9T + 2.806 ∗ 106 (A.37) 

 

   
a. Heat of vapourisation,  c. Thermal conductivity d. Spec. heat capacity 

Figure A.9. Properties of water vapour curve fitted as function of temperature 

 

A.11.Properties of solid  

Considering that the laboratory scale bioreactor is made of glass, the thermal conductivity of glass, 

Equation (A.38), as reported in literature [273] was applied. 

𝓀Wv
= −5.268T−0.78 + 1.244 (A.38) 
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A.12.Interfacial tension of gases-water 

The interfacial tension between carbon dioxide and water, as well as hydrogen gas together with water as 

respectively given in Equation (5.15h) – (5.15i) were deduced by curve fitting data from literature [195–

198].  The curve fitted model as well as the R2 values are illustrated in Figure (A.10) and since the R2 > 

0.95 the model can be considered adequate.  

  
a. Carbon dioxide gas and water, R2 = 0.9847 b. Hydrogen gas and water, R2 = 0.9516 

Figure A.10. Interfacial tension of carbon dioxide and hydrogen with water 

 

A.13.Experimental data deduced from the lipid hydrolysis. 

The Table (A.3) was the experimentally deduced changes in concentration of lipid into LCFA with time 

and based on temperature applied to deduce Equation (8.2) – (8.3) with parameter given in Table (9.1). 

Table A.3. Experimental data on the effect of temperature on lipid hydrolysis  

Time(h) Temperature(°C) 
Concentration(kg.m-3) 

Triglyceride Diglyceride Monoglyceride LCFA 

0.0000 

25 

2.2974 0.0094 0.1092 0.0840 

0.5000 1.4441 0.3949 0.0645 0.5964 

1.0000 1.0203 0.4208 0.0762 0.9827 

1.5000 0.7098 0.3871 0.0877 1.3154 

2.0000 0.4564 0.3215 0.0858 1.6363 

3.0000 0.1872 0.1888 0.1043 2.0197 

5.0000 0.0811 0.0813 0.0820 2.2556 

8.0000 0.0371 0.0269 0.0652 2.3708 

24.0000 0.0305 0.0196 0.0629 2.3870 

0.0000 

30 

2.2974 0.0094 0.1092 0.0840 

0.5000 1.3997 0.3928 0.0696 0.6379 

1.0000 0.8308 0.3971 0.0913 1.1807 

1.5000 0.4613 0.3192 0.1171 1.6024 

2.0000 0.2467 0.2416 0.1251 1.8866 

3.0000 0.1261 0.1132 0.1082 2.1525 

5.0000 0.0713 0.0516 0.0816 2.2955 

8.0000 0.0450 0.0227 0.0675 2.3648 

24.0000 0.0384 0.0193 0.0660 2.3762 

0.0000 

35 

2.2974 0.0094 0.1092 0.0840 

0.5000 0.7218 0.3971 0.0890 1.2921 

1.0000 0.3028 0.2468 0.1083 1.8421 

1.5000 0.0956 0.1300 0.1187 2.1557 

2.0000 0.0606 0.0666 0.1221 2.2508 
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3.0000 0.0466 0.0321 0.0999 2.3215 

5.0000 0.0905 0.0213 0.0700 2.3182 

8.0000 0.0625 0.0151 0.0644 2.3580 

24.0000 0.0380 0.0086 0.0622 2.3912 

0.0000 

45 

2.2974 0.0094 0.1092 0.0840 

0.5000 0.5571 0.3479 0.0858 1.5092 

1.0000 0.2918 0.1923 0.0827 1.9332 

1.5000 0.1433 0.1031 0.0768 2.1768 

2.0000 0.0978 0.0707 0.0754 2.2560 

3.0000 0.0990 0.0537 0.0779 2.2694 

5.0000 0.0596 0.0326 0.0720 2.3358 

8.0000 0.0404 0.0190 0.0739 2.3667 

24.0000 0.0329 0.0149 0.0813 2.3709 

0.0000 

50 

2.2974 0.0094 0.1092 0.0840 

0.5000 0.5067 0.2873 0.0969 1.6090 

1.0000 0.3840 0.1862 0.0853 1.8445 

1.5000 0.2468 0.1245 0.0761 2.0526 

2.0000 0.1788 0.1021 0.0770 2.1421 

3.0000 0.1566 0.0839 0.0749 2.1847 

5.0000 0.1308 0.0664 0.0930 2.2097 

8.0000 0.0818 0.0333 0.1014 2.2835 

24.0000 0.0464 0.0182 0.0805 2.3549 

 

A.14.Hypothetical data for maximum specific growth rate of microbes 

The Table (A.4) illustrate technically assumed maximum specific growth rate in relation to temperature 

for microbes responsible for the utilisation of LCFA and glycerol into biogas as given by Equation (7.5e), 

with parameter in Table (9.2).  

Table A.4. Hypothetical data of maximum specific growth rate in relation to temperature 

Temperature(°C) 
Maximum specific growth rate, μmax 

LCFA Glycerol 
0 0.0000 0.0000 
4 0.0000 0.0000 

10 0.0010 0.0003 
20 0.0030 0.0010 
25 0.0050 0.0017 
27 0.0062 0.0021 
29 0.0075 0.0026 
31 0.0105 0.0036 
33 0.0155 0.0053 
35 0.0183 0.0063 
37 0.0198 0.0067 
39 0.0205 0.0070 
41 0.0220 0.0075 
43 0.0230 0.0078 
45 0.0232 0.0079 
47 0.0233 0.0079 
49 0.0234 0.0080 
51 0.0233 0.0079 
53 0.0230 0.0078 
55 0.0200 0.0068 
57 0.0180 0.0061 
59 0.0060 0.0010 
61 0.0006 0.0005 
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63 0.0000 0.0000 
65 0.0000 0.0000 
67 0.0000 0.0000 
69 0.0000 0.0000 
71 0.0000 0.0000 

 

A.15.Fluid mixing rule 

In simulating the interaction of fluids to estimate the average properties (p) of type (i) of mixed gaseous 

and liquid phase with different species (i) were estimated based on the linear mixing rule [274]as given in 

Equation (5.15j) can be generally expressed as given in Equation (A.39). Where x is the fraction of specie 

(j) in the gaseous or liquid phase being considered with J total number of species in the various phases. 

pi =∑xj

J

j

pi (A.39) 

 

A.16.Auxiliary equations 

The mass and volumetric outflow from the gaseous outlet of the bioreactor can be deduced from the 

integration of Equation (A.41) – (A.42). While the remaining amount in the bioreactor is given by 

Equation (A.43) – (A.44). This models also apply for the water calculated from the saturated water 

pressure.  

ṁoGj∗ =
dmoGj∗
dt

= qoGGj∗ 
(A.41) 

V̇oGj∗ =
dVoGj∗
dt

=
ṁoGj∗RT

PGMj∗
 (A.42) 

mGj∗ = VGGj∗ (A.43) 

VGj∗ =
mGj∗RT

PGMj∗
 (A.44) 
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Thw(K) Temperature heating water 

TH(K) Heating jacket wall temperature 

Tmin and Tmax(K) Minimum and maximum temperature tolerance of microbes 

TO(K) Reference temperature of hydrolysis reaction 

Twc(K) Cold side wall temperature of bioreactor  

Twh(K) Hot side wall temperature of bioreactor 

u(m.s-1) Velocity of fluid 

ub(m.s-1) Terminal or rising velocity of the bubble 

UHE(W.m-2.K-1) Overall heat coefficient of bioreactor with heating jacket 

UHEn(W.m-2.K-1) Overall heat coefficient of heating jacket with environment 

v(m3) Volume of biogas bubble 

VG(m3) Gas headspace volume 

Vhw(m3) Volume of heating jacket or heating water 

vH2O(m3.kgmol-1) Average molecular volume of water  

VL(m3) Liquid volume 

VR (m3) Constant control volume 

Vt(m
3) Volume of biogas generated over a time, t 

V∞(m3) Total volume of biogas produced 

WH2O(kg H2O per m3 gas) Inherent moisture accompanying biogas output from the bioreactor 

wv Water vapour concentration 

xi and xj  Represent the process factors (pH, temperature, etc.) 

xj∗ and yj∗ Liquid and gaseous fraction of specie, j∗, in liquid and gaseous phase 

y (mg.g-1. s -1) ;y Biogas production rate; Generic output of data 

YB S⁄  (kg.kg-1) Microbe yield from substrate 

Ycat Cation yield from microbes 

YGD S⁄  (kg.kg-1) Biogas yield from substrate 

YS F⁄ (kg.kg-1) Substrate yield from feedstock 

y̅ Mean output of data 

ŷ   Model output 

[Z](kgmoles.m-3) Ionic molar concentration 

∆HAD(J.kgmoles-1) Heat of reaction of the anaerobic reaction 

∆HEvap(J.kg-1) Latent heat of vapourisation of water 

∆ρ Change in density 

∆T(K) Temperature difference between fluid and wall 

𝕒, 𝕓, 𝕔, 𝕕, and 𝕖 Elemental stoichiometric ratio of generic substrate 

𝔞j∗(m
-1) Specific interfacial area of gas bubble per unit volume of liquid 

α(s -1) Rate constants 

σ, β & δ Dimensionless shape factors 

𝒜(kg.m-3) Acetic acid concentration 

ℬ(K-1) Exponential constant 

β Fluid thermal expansion coefficient 

βo Model constant  

βi Coefficient for linear term  

βii Coefficient for quadratic term 
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βij Coefficient for interactive term 

𝒟 (s-1) Bioreactor dilution rate 

ℏAir(W.m-2.K-1) Heat transfer coefficient of air 

ℏH(W.m-2.K-1) Heat transfer coefficient of fluid in heating jacket 

ℏL and ℏG (W.m-2.K-1) Represent the liquid and gas portion of ℏR 

ℏR(W.m-2.K-1) Heat transfer coefficient of fluid in bioreactor  

𝕚 Inhibition of various biogas species 

𝕀 Inhibitory concentration, e.g., S, 𝒫 and pH 

ℐ (kg.m-3) Intermediates concentration 

𝒦b (kg.m-3) Kinetic parameter 

𝒦CH  Kinetic parameter 

𝒦𝕚𝒾  (kg.m-3) Inhibition parameter 

𝒦s (kg.m-3) Half-saturation coefficient 

𝒦1 & 𝒦2 (kg.m-3) Kinetic parameters 

𝓀(W.m-1.K-1) Thermal conductivity  

ζ∗ Standard deviation of the bubble diameter 

ζ∗log Natural logarithm standard deviation of bubble diameter 

𝔫  Number of substrate-binding sites per enzyme molecules 

𝔫o Fitting constant unique to the system 

ηL(Pa.s) Viscosity of liquid 

Θ Stirrer characteristic constant 

ΦB Fraction of substrate converted to microbe biomass 

ΦG Fraction of substrate converted to biogas 

ϕH2O Fugacity coefficient of water 

Φv Volatile fraction of the feedstock  

𝒫 (kg.m-3) Product concentration 

ρL(kg.m-3) Density of liquid 

ρj∗(kg.m-3) Density of biogas species 

ϱ (m3.kmole-1) Molar volume 

τ (N.m) Torque of stirrer 

μ (s-1) Specific microbe growth rate 

μmax(s
-1) Maximum microbe growth rate 

μmax,a and μmax,m(s-1) Maximum microbe growth rate for acidogenes and methanogens 

ψ𝑜 Chemical potential 

ωFjo  Mass fraction of the specific molecule in feedstock 

δG(kg-1) Ideal gas conversion factor 

λ(s) Lag time 

χ Volumetric fraction of biogas produced 

𝓍 Thickness of bioreactor or heating jacket 

Υ pH inhibitory constant 

γLj∗(N.m-1) Interfacial tension between the biogas bubble species and liquid 

γ(N.m-1) Average interfacial tension of the biogas with the liquid phase 

  

* Note that more clarity on symbols can be deduced in appropriate sections of this work 
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List of subscripts 

Subscript Definition  

c Controller (specifically pH controller) 

G Gaseous 

Gw Gaseous water content 

H Heating jacket 

i Input, inner/internal 

𝒾  Inhibitory species e.g., S , [H+] and pH  

j = 1, 2, …., n  Indicates the number of species or order being considered 

j∗ = CH4, CO2, H2, etc. Represents the various biogas species 

jo= Lipid, protein, etc. Specific molecule in feedstock 

L Liquid 

o Output, outer 

R Bioreactor 

w Water or wall 

wv Water vapour 
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